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Abstract

Using two coupled quattic osciilatois foi illustration, the quantum mechanics of simple sys-

tems whose classical analogues have varying degrees of non-integrability is investigated. By

talcing advantage of discrete symmetries and dynamical quasidegeneracies it is shown that Per-

cival's semidassical classification scheme, i.e. eigenstates may be separated into a regular or

en irregular group, basically works. This allows us to probe deeply into the workings of semi-

classical quantisation in mixed phase space systems. Some observations of intermediate status

states are made. The standard modeling of quantum fluctuation properties exhibited by the

irregular states and levels by random matrix ensembles is then put on a physical footing. Gen-

eralised ensembles are constructed incorporating such classical information as fluxes crossing

partial barriers and relative fractions of phase space volume occupied by interesting subrogions.

The ensembles apply equally well to both spectral and eigenstate properties. They typically

show non-universal, but nevertheless characteristic level fluctuations. In addition, they predict

"semiclassical localisation" of eigenfunctions and "quantum suppression of chaos" which are

quantitatively borne out in the quantum systems.
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1 Introduction

Semiclassical mechanics has a long, illustrious history of providing deep physical insight into a vari-

ety of quantum mechanical problems encompassing most fields of physics. Being a wave mechanics

based firmly on classical dynamics, it focuses all the attention on a quantum system's classical

analogue. Just observing a few classical trajectories suffices to begin to develop an intuition for

many quantum behaviors. Though often relied upon in this way, semiclassical mechanics is much

more than a qualitative picture [1, 2, 3, 4]. As an approximation, it can be surprisingly precise

even in circumstances where the underlying classical dynamics are extremely intricate [5]. In spite

of this possible accuracy, some longstanding, often fundamental, problems still exist in the theory,

which can be traced to the nature of the classical dynamics. Those problems upon which we shall

concentrate arise in the presence of non-integrable dynamics. Our aim here is to address systems

far from integrability. They display widespread chaos in which regions dominated by quasi-periodic

motion are embedded. We shall refer to them as mixed systems which reflects that they are partly

chaotic and partly regular. Their intimate coexistence of regularity and chaos gives rise to special

difficulties even from a purely classical view and will lead to the introduction of important time

scales in the quantum-classical correspondence. Many of the resulting manifestations of those time

scales will be relevant to fully chaotic systems as well.

Our interest in mixed systems is driven by their being in some sense generic. Choose a multi-

degree of freedom Hamiltonian at "random" and one expects to find such a system. It is simple to

conjure up examples of physical systems that would belong to this class. Of special mention is the

hydrogen atom in a strong magnetic field [6] for which a great deal of experimental data already

exists [7]. Other examples are provided by models of nuclear motion in simple molecules [8] and

perhaps mesoscopic devices could be constructed with a wide range of dynamical features [9].

The presence of a significant amount of chaotic motion lends itself to various methods of study.

One could take a microscopic viewpoint and attempt to derive detailed quantum properties from

the detailed classical dynamics. This is the philosophy behind much of the periodic orbit theory

as initiated and embodied in Gutzwiller's papers [10] whereby the density of quantum eigenvalues
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is related to a sum over these orbits. This quite active field has recently seen some very beautiful

progress in the investigation of purely chaotic systems [11] — mixed phase space systems have

yet to be addressed in this way. A largely complementary avenue on which we shall concentrate

here is motivated by the classical dynamics itself. Indeed, most of the present-day theoretical

analyses of chaotic classical systems are concerned with a probabilistic description of the motion

rather than with the computation of the detailed dynamics. This is exemplified by : (i) the stages

describing the hierarchy of chaotic systems, {ergodicity, mixing, K and B properties}, (ii) the study

of transport, and (iii) the study of correlation decays. By adopting this probabilistic viewpoint, we

shall explore new quantum features, such as "semiclassical localization" of wave functions, that are

not as naturally evident in the microscopic viewpoint and whose interpretation will thus be greatly

simplified [12, 13].

In fact, a remarkable property of universality has been established in the last few years for

the spectral fluctuations of quantum systems with classically chaotic analogues[14, 15]. More

precisely, it has been shown that the level fluctuations only depend on general space-time symmetry

considerations, and are the same as those of the random matrix ensembles of Wigner and Dyson

[16, 17, 18]. Examples belonging to diffes;,ùt universality classes have been found [19]. Important

and natural extensions concerning the quasienergy spectra of time-dependent systems (spectra of

the time evolution operator of periodically driven systems), and chaotic scattering, have also been

made [20, 12]. In addition to the strong numerical evidence, there is also the beginning of a theory

of this universality and of its regime of validity given by Berry [21]. It is based on the microscopic

correspondence of the spectrum to periodic orbits and these orbits' tendency to explore phase space

uniformly (uniformity principle) [22].

In contrast, integrable (regular) systems do not display the same spectral fluctuation behavior

as chaotic systems. Roughly speaking, a universality class also exists for these systems, it being

Poisson [23]. Poissonian fluctuations are characterized by a complete absence of level correlations,

whereas random matrix spectra are typically very rigid with strong level correlations and so the

two are easily distinguished. Therefore by studying level fluctuations of a quantum system we

learn about the dynamics of the classical analogue or vice versa. In our view, if it were not for
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this contrast they provide, the fluctuations of integrable systems would be of very little intrinsic

interest.

The situation concerning fluctuations in mixed systems, which is the generic case, is more com-

plicated and less clear. By varying a parameter in the Hamiltonian which induces a transition

from the regular to the chaotic regime, several authors have investigated the transition properties

of classical systems with few degrees of freedom (see [24] and references therein). The correspond-

ing quantum mechanical problem has also been studied and one observes a transition from the

Poissonian spectral fluctuations characteristic of the regular regime to the random matrix spectral

fluctuations characteristic of the chaotic regime [25]. Some general ideas based on semiclassical

considerations have been put forward by Berry and Robnik, who proposed that the spectral statis-

tics of mixed systems should be understood as resulting from an uncorrelated superposition of

spectra from different universality classes, each spectrum being associated with a different chaotic

or regular region in classical phase space [26] ; this is sometimes referred to as the Berry-Robnik

surmise. Recent investigations have shown that this certainly constitutes part of the story. How-

ever, the numerical "experiments" to date have often resulted in fluctuations inconsistent with this

simple superposition prediction. Perhaps the most significant results are those of Zimmermann et

al. [27] who show real deviations with long high quality spectral sequences. It has remained an

open question, which we shall answer in this paper, as to why or in what way the superposition

hypothesis is inadequate in these cases.

Needless to say, the richness of behaviors of the quantum system is not exhausted by spec-

tral properties. An enormous body of information is encoded in the eigenfunctions, which being

multidimensional are technically more difficult to study than the spectrum. As well as for spec-

tral fluctuations, statistical descriptions have been put forward, starting from the most extreme

case, for which the wave functions should behave as random functions, and which should apply

for a chaotic structureless system [28, 29]. However, departures from this extreme case have been

exhibited since the pioneering work of Mc Donald and Kaufman [30], and Heller has shown that

semiclassical structures, dubbed "scarring" of eigenfunctions by periodic orbits [31], exist beyond

the statistical realm. One way to develop insight into the properties of the wave functions and
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the dynamics, and to investigate departures from uniformity, consists in following the long time

evolution of initially localized wave packet [32]. Time scales, traps, localization and other phe-

nomena may then become apparent. In this connection, one should also mention that interesting

localization phenomena have been exhibited when studying time dependent open systems such as

the kicked rotor [33, 34, 35, 36] (see also Chirikov in [4] and ref. [12]). It is likely that there exist

connections amongst such different localization phenomena which would be of interest yet continue

to remain unidentified.

In addressing these problems, it will be indispensible to illustrate some of the features with

a concrete example. The system of two coupled quartic oscillators, previously studied by several

authors [25, 27, 37], has been chosen for its simplicity and great variety of dynamical features,

rather than for its relevance to a particular physical application. The hope is that it reflects

generically phenomena occurring in physical systems with underlying mixed classical dynamics or

important time scales. Rather than incorporate the regular classical structure of phase space only

in a statistical way when going to quantum mechanics, we will execute a more ambitious task,

namely the one of identifying explicitly in a quantum spectrum all the states which correspond

to the regular part of classical phase space, i.e. the states which result from quantizing invariant

tori. For example, the semiclassical quantization of Einstein-Brillouin-Keller (EBK) [38], i.e. the

corrected version of the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule, may be applied (which we shall do in a detailed

way) to the regular regions [39]. In this way, one really follows the program put forward by Percival

almost twenty years ago [40]. Percival first described a semiclassical classification scheme which

as a consequence leads to the discrete energy levels of a bound quantum system belonging to

either a regular or an irregular class. So far, the attempts to systematically separate the regular

and irregular states have been rather inconclusive because none of the criteria used, such as the

behavior under a slowly changing perturbation, have been well suited [41]. That this classification

scheme holds and the separation can actually be performed will be illustrated as a part of our

detailed investigation of the two coupled quartic oscillators system.

This will be made possible with the help of discrete symmetries. It happens that for a large range

of the oscillators' coupling parameter all the invariant tori possess a distinct duplicate elsewhere
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in phase space. The duplicates can be located by application of at least one of the symmetry

operators. The levels associated with quantizing tori appear therefore as quasidegenerate doublets

(which we shall call "dynamical quasidegeneracies") belonging to different symmetry classes. These

dynamical degeneracies allow one to "filter" the regular spectrum from the total one. These doublets

will be split by the generalization (which has been dubbed "dynamical tunneling;" by Davis and

Heller [42]) of the well known tunneling in a one-dimensional symmetric double well potential

(quasidegeneracies of parity doublets). In comparison with nearly integrable systems, the presence

of the surrounding chaos noticeably modifies the behaviour of the very small splittings. A new

tunneling mechanism, which has been exhibited in [43], takes place.

After separation, the regular and irregular spectra may be studied independently and they give

rise to different kinds of physics. The regular levels afford a highly detailed examination into the

working of EBK quantization in mixed systems. Our results show how well EBK works, how the

structure interior to the regular regions gets resolved as E increases (ft decreases), emphasizes the

well known relationship linking resonances and tunneling between "accidental" degeneracies [44],

and gives some indication of how the quantization works in the neighborhood of the regular-chaotic

motion interface.

The chaotic levels here will only be statistically analyzed. One aim of the present paper is

to give conclusive evidence that classical properties which have not been considered so far in this

context have their counterpart in the quantum spectral fluctuations. Specifically, we investigate

the role played by transport properties. If one has, for instance, two chaotic regions which com-

municate weakly (the rate of communication being characterized by the flux), this information

can be translated in terms of random matrix theory. And, not surprisingly, the model of two (or

several) independent random matrix ensembles coupled by a random component, whose strength

is determined by the classical flux, plays the crucial role. These ensembles are just as well adapted

for answering questions about wave function behavior as spectral fluctuations.. Constraints on

the eigenfunction properties and thus on the long time propagation of initially localized states

follow from the ensembles leading to a "semiclassical localization mechanism" and to "quantum

suppression of classical chaos", respectively.
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The material of the paper (partial results can be found in [45, 43]) is organized as follows :

In section 2 the classical properties of the coupled quartic oscillators are studied. Scaling and

symmetry properties are examined as well as, through the study of Poincaré surfaces of sections,

how the transition from regular to irregular motion takes place when the coupling parameter is

varied. The volume of chaotic and regular regions are evaluated. Special attention is then paid

to transport and finite time properties, as for instance the presence of weakly connected chaotic

regions. In this respect, the effect of breaking rational tori as sources of island chain barriers, is

investigated.

In section 3, after discussing the general properties of the quantum spectrum and the semiclassi-

cal tools which allow the understanding of the smoothed level density, the quantum calculations are

described. A semiclassical argument is used to select a method which is, in a sense to be explained

later, well suited. For the most interesting values of the coupling parameter, we determine the first

20,000 to 30,000 levels. The precision of the eigenvalues is nearly always better than 10~5 (in units

of the mean spacing), and is always < 10~2. These very long and accurate spectra will serve effec-

tively in limiting saturation effects in fluctuation statistics, in lowering the quantum corrections to

the semiclassical theory developed and in providing excellent statistical significance.

In section 4 we review EBK quantization and perform the separation of the regular levels of

which there are typically several thousand. The quantum number assignments are then made

without specific use of the classical actions, in order to generate independently a "quantum curve"

giving the relationship between the classical actions of the tori contained on one energy surface.

The comparison to the actual classical curve is quite instructive. The difficulties which arise in

making the quantum number assignments with our method are discussed and the existence of

intermediate status levels is noted. The complexities introduced by resonances are treated as well

as how their structure gets resolved as ft decreases. Finally a discussion is given on how the chaos

assists the tunneling between states constructed on symmetric tori, and leads to larger and more

erratic tunneling rates than what is observed for integrable systems.

Section 5 is devoted to the fluctuation properties of chaotic levels. Excepting the numerical

comparisons, most of the results we derive here and in the final section are obtained without explicit

10
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reference to the quartic oscillators and should be applicable for a wide range of mixed or chaotic

systems. The section begins by relating the classical transport, semiclassicaUy, to constraints

on the quantum Hamiltonian, which leads to a modeling of the chaotic level fluctuations in a

form for which random matrix theory may be applied. This extends the Berry-Robnik surmise to

include a quantum translation of the classical transport. The modeling contains no free parameters

since all the quantities which enter it can be measured on the classical system. Finally, after the

saturation effects are correctly disposed of, we apply this model to the quartic oscillators. For a

sufficiently simple system (choice of coupling), we work everything out completely and the statistical

fluctuations are correctly reproduced.

Section 6 extends the application of the previous section's statistical model to the behavior of

wave functions. We describe how "semiclassical localization" of eigenstates can occur if the partial

barriers are effectively limiting the transport. Its implications on the long time dynamics of wave

packets is then treated. Some "non classical" predictions are made, and verified quantitatively with

the quantum results. Finally, there are some brief speculations on the relationship existing between

the "semiclassical localization mechanism" we have introduced and the more standard discussion

of localization.

For easier reading, we make a final comment about the paper's organization. Since it is not

intended as a review, the material of this paper largely contains either new results or applications of

known tools which serve definite purposes. Sections 2 and 3 mainly fall in the latter category, with

the exception of the numerical quantum spectral calculations. They introduce some of the basic

concepts needed in the following sections. The reader less interested in the numerical techniques

and who does not desire an acquaintance with the classical mixed system and transport properties,

nor to the Wigner representation of operators, can proceed directly to section 4 and enter into the

main subject.

\\\
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2 The Classical System

It would be good to have concrete examples of the phenomena which we wish to elucidate. Therefore

a good part of our work will consist of studying numerically a model which should be considered

as our "experiment". For this purpose we would like to select the simplest system which clas-

sically behaves in ways "representative" of the non-integrable conservative systems in which we

are interested. This is well satisfied by the two-dimensional quartic oscillator governed by the

Hamilton! an,

H{X,b) = (2.1)

The factor a(A)(> 0) has no effect on the trajectories since it can be eliminated by rescaling the

time and, for convenience, it has been chosen such that the volume of phase space enclosed by an

arbitrary energy surface E, is given by

J dpdqe(E - H) = {2x)2E3'2 (2.2)

where 0(x) is the Heaviside step function (see Eqs.(3.18,3.21)). The explicit expression for o(A)

will be given in section 3. In Eq. (2.1), b > 0 and A > - 1 insure that H is bounded from below.

Here 6 / 1 is introduced to lower the system's symmetry and A determines the desired coupling of

the two modes (see [2"j and [27]).

As we shall see in more detail ahead, this Hamiltonian is in fact quite suitable. First of all, by

varying the parameter A, the system can be changed continuously from an integrable case toward

one regarded as "completely chaotic" in the sense that almost all trajectories explore the entire

energy surface [37]1. In doing so the system goes through a wide variety of intermediate behaviors

from which one can select depending on the interest. In the neighborhood of a regular case,

the Kolmogorov-ArnoFd-Moser (KAM) and Poincaré-Birkhoff theorems [47] ensure that regular

trajectories alternate densely with chaotic ones which each explore only a tiny fraction of the

energy surface. These systems are generally named quasi-integrable or "KAM systems". Further
1 In fact very recently Dahlqvist and Russberg [46] have shown that even the pure qlq? potential contains some

stable periodic orbits, giving rise to tiny regular islands which have not been detected by previous authors.

12
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from integrability, systems become mixed. Regions where invariant tori and weakly chaotic motion

alternate densely called KAM regions may be thought of as being embedded in an overall chaotic

background.

Secondly, the fact that the potential V(q) is homogeneous implies scaling properties for H

and the classical study is needed only on a single energy surface. This prevents the possibility of

confusing deviations from the semiclassical limit with effects coming from the energy variation of the

structure of phase space. Thirdly, the system has but two degrees of freedom which is the minimum

for a non-integrable time-independent Hamiltonian. Surfaces of section are two-dimensional, which

together with the scaling properties, greatly simplify the classical numerical study. Finally, we

remark that besides the uncoupled (A, 6) = (0,6) or (3,1) and radial (1,1) integrable cases there

are at least two non-trivial ones (3/2,1/4) and (3\/2/4, l/2\/2) [48]. Together with the essentially

completely chaotic cases, one has a good "control" group on which to verify what is already known.

The only property of this system conceivably undesirable or in a sense non-generic arises from

the fact that Arnol'd diffusion does not exist in systems having less than three degrees of freedom

so that in two dimensions more than one isolated chaotic region may exist. However, diffusion-like

processes still exist across weakly broken barriers (remnants of tori in phase space) which may have

some similar effects on the quantum system as the diffusion of Arnol'd.

This being stated, we proceed with the description of the classical motion. We begin with some

very general and basic comments and end this section with more specific ones concerning the phase

space structure for a few selected cases.

2.1 General Proper t ies

As already stated, one of the most important characteristics of the system is its scaling properties.

One can easily check that for any Hamiltonian of the form

if the potential V is such that

V(aq) — = 4 in our case)

(2.3)

(2.4)

13
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1l then to each solution

). q°(0)
with

(2.5)

of Hamilton's equations, we can associate at each energy E a solution given by

=(J;) V(7t)

where 7 = ( -

at the energy E. Moreover, each action integral

(2.6)

(the arrow indicates the result for the quartic oscillator). In particular, this means that to a closed

orbit with period T0 corresponds a closed orbit with period

(2.7)

(2.8)

r° (2.9)

on the corresponding path CE at energy E. For convenience then, in the rest of the paper E° will

be set equal to one and the quantities so defined will be denoted by a superscript zero. It should

also be noticed that in general the Hamiltonian is invariant under the group of transformations,

reflections and time reversal, generated by

P= P°
Jc

taken on a path C° just scales as

IE =

P, : qi -> - f t , Pi -> -Vx (*" = 1,2)

TJR : t - • - t

This means that starting from a solution

(2.10)

(2.11)

14
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of Hamilton's equations, the corresponding motions

as well as those constructed by a composition of such transformations are also solutions. Of course,

the so generated solutions need not correspond to the same trajectory as the original one, although

this may sometimes occur.

In some special cases, the system has a higher symmetry. For instance, when b is taken equal

to one, the symmetry of the rectangle (i.e., Pi, P2) is replaced by the symmetry of the square

(i.e., Pi, P2, P1+2, where Pi+ 2 is particle interchange or equivalently the reflection across the

diagonal qx + q%). In this particular case, by performing a ir/4 rotation of the coordinate space, the

Hamiltonian just becomes

H =

(2.13)

(Note: = a(X) (1 + A))

which means that the Hamiltonians corresponding to the parameters A and (3 - A)/(l + A) are

equivalent. The range of interest for A £ [-1, +00] can therefore be reduced to [-1, +1]. The case

A = - 1 actually corresponds to A = +00,

H = PÎ+P22
2m

(2-14)

which is essentially completely chaotic and is quite interesting, in part because the phase space is

non-compact yet the spectrum is discrete [49].

2.2 Surfaces of Section

As shall be implicit in sections 3, 4 and 5, one can simplify the quantum, semiclassical and level

statistic calculations with the symmetry of the rectangle, C2V> rather than that of the square, Civ.

We have therefore chosen 6 = ir/4 which is sufficiently far from unity to avoid being disturbed by
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the nearness of the higher symmetry, and sufficiently close to it that the system is not effectively

one-dimensional.

For this value of 6, although H(A,ir/4) is not actually equivalent to H((3 - A)/(l + A),ir/4),

the neighborhood of the 6 = 1 case makes it reasonable not to expect any substantial differences

between the ranges A e [-1,+I] and A e [+1,+ooj. Moreover, the case ( 1 , T / 4 ) being not too far

from rotational invariance, the range A e [0,1] just governs a competition between the order due

to the absence of coupling and that due to the rotational symmetry. Thus, the degree of non-

integrability reached in this range remains at a rather low level. We will therefore only consider the

variation of A from 0 to - 1 which, as can be seen by analogy with the 6 = 1 case, will interpolate

between integrability and (almost) completely chaotic behavior.

In order to organize information about the phase space structures, we shall rely heavily on

surfaces of section. This, as usual, consists of numerically integrating the Hamilton equations

with initial conditions taken from the relevant intersecting plane ; for the quartic oscillators, it is

convenient to consider two planes (?i = 0 and ç2 = 0) since there exist trajectories which do not

intersect one of them but none which can avoid both. Then each time a trajectory crosses a plane,

say q-2 = 0 (or q\ = 0), with a positive momentum P2 (or p\) the intersection coordinates (q\,p\)

or (q2,Pi) are stored. Which means, in practice, that we blacken a pixel corresponding to this

point's discretized position. For most of our computations, we use a 360 by 360 grid for the (q,,p,)

projection, which is our surface of section ; the only exceptions to this concern cases where we have

used significantly larger grids to explore particular regions or to check precisions. When we take

just one initial condition, we call the result after a large number of intersections a Poincaré section

of the trajectory. This may define in the plane either a finite number of points, a closed curve, or

a two-dimensional region depending on whether the initial point lies on a closed trajectory, on an

invariant torus or in a chaotic region. With a proper sampling of Poincaré sections, the structure

of the surface of section (i.e., the way it is filled with invariant tori and chaotic regions) can be

drawn as carefully as one wishes. With our choice of planes we can also take advantage of the global

symmetries of the system which require reflection symmetry with respect to the p, and g, axes. Had

we chosen other q\ or qz equal constant planes, the pictures would have had only the symmetry

16
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of reflection through the origin. These two surfaces of section then give a complete picture of the

classical motion on the entire energy surface.

VVe may now apply this to understand how the chaos settles in as A goes to —1 ; see Fig. 1.

For A = O, the motion is simply that of two uncoupled quartic oscillators. The appearance of the

invariant tori in the surfaces of section are just concentric closed curves centered around the origin.

The center of the map, as well as the outer boundary, correspond to the two one-dimensional

motions M\ and .M 2 in configuration space shown on Fig. 2.

As A starts to decrease toward — 1, the equipotential curves in configuration space undergo a

concave deformation which raises a sort of hill on the qi and 92 a x e s i w e stress though that this

does not create multiple wells and the energy surface remains simply connected. The trajectories

M\ and Mi become hyperbolic closed orbits (here unstable and isolated), surrounded by a chaotic

region which is increasing in size. At the same time, consistent with the KAM and Poincaré-

Birkhoff theorems, the rational tori (i.e., the tori for which the winding number, the ratio of the

frequencies along the two independent directions, is rational) are broken giving rise to island chains

separated by hyperbolic fixed points. Other tori, sufficiently far from the rational ones, remain

intact for a while albeit somewhat distorted. Amongst these islands, those which correspond to the

trajectories oriented along the diagonal axes, grow rapidly in size because of the focusing form of

the equipotential corners (and because the rotation number of the original torus is equal to one)

and appear as rather large regions of stability in comparison to the rest of the KAM regions.

When A reaches a certain value A* ( A* slightly below -0.20), the last irrational tori corresponding

to the original structure are destroyed. The remaining tori can be considered as the remnants of

the original KAM island structure. All of these tori have a lower symmetry than that of phase

space. As a consequence, to each invariant torus there corresponds at least one duplicate which

is symmetric by an element of the global symmetry group. This implies that while the symmetric

tori are clearly distinct and separated from the original one, their structure and classical motion

are identical. This is a very important point to which we shall return in section 4.

As A is further decreased from A" to -1.0, the proportion of phase space occupied by these

regular regions diminishes continually, and reaches a value lower than 0.5% for A = -0.6. For

11"
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A = -0.7, no remaining invariant tori can be located within our numerical accuracy. Although

some tiny invariant tori may certainly remain, perhaps even until A = —1.0, for all practical

purposes systems possessing a value of A in the range [-1.0, -0.6] can be considered as completely

chaotic.

2.3 Phase Space Volume

Let us now introduce some of the classical quantities which will be linked to the quantum properties.

One of them is the Liouville measure (volume) of some chaotic or KAM region. Semiclassically,

these volumes can be related to the quantum density of levels, and we shall therefore need to

evaluate them numerically. However, due to the finite size of h, the quantum system at finite

energies will certainly not be sensitive to the finest details of phase space, such as very small

islands or complicated structures at the boundary of KAM regions. Thus, any method of calculation

introducing a coarse graining much smaller than the one due to ft appears, for our purposes, as

relevant (or more) as one whose aim would be to reach the exact "mathematical" volume. This

allows us to use a very simple method that we shall describe now for the example of a chaotic

region. The adaptation necessary for any other kind of region is immediate.

Let Rh be the region explored by a single chaotic trajectory belonging to the energy surface

E.2 Its relative volume is given by the ratio :

t[K ' - JdpdqSiE-H) ( 2 - 1 5 )

The first step in calculating Eq. (2.15) consists in obtaining a very dense Poincaré section of a

trajectory starting in RE for the two planes (92 — 0) and (91 = 0). We thus define two surfaces Ri

and Rz in the spaces (91,pi) and {q2,P2) which represent the intersection of RE with (<fe = 0) and

(91 = 0). It should be clear that each region RE can be scaled to a corresponding region RE> on

any other energy surface E'. The fraction f{RE) is thus independent of the energy. Or in other

words by separately integrating numerator and denominator over E in Eq. (2.15) we find,

'More properly, RE is the region covered by a coarse grained single chaotic trajectory.
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where TZ is the four dimensional region of the phase space obtained as the union of the ft''''s

(0 < E' < oo).

We therefore simply apply the following Monte-Carlo method. We select a large number of

points at random (with respect to the measure dpdq) lying interior to some suitable energy surface

E. Whatever the actual energy of the points obtained, they belong to the region Tl if and only if

their scaled analogs on /T(q,p) = E belong to RE. Thus, we start trajectories from these scaled

points and let them evolve until they reach the q\ = 0 or ft = 0 plane. If the intersecting point

belongs to R1 (or R2), the original point is then considered to be in Tl. f(Tl) is simply the number

of points counted divided by the total number. The statistical uncertainty due to the Monte-Carlo

method is

Af(U) =
N

(2.17)

where N is the number of initial conditions. Using a value of N = 10,000 (which we do) always

leads to Af(Tl) < 0.5%.

Control over the boundaries and coarse graining is implied by the use of t?ie Poincaré section on

a grid (whose size can vary). For example, small islands and fractal boundary structures between

chaotic and regular regions are not taken into account when their size is less than a few pixels (or

we blacken/whiten them). When the volumes of separated chaotic regions are needed, and more

generally of any region defined through its intersection with the Poincaré sections, this method

applies with no essential modifications.3

2.4 Hamiltonian Transport Across Barriers

We may think of the phase space volumes just introduced as pertaining to an infinite time property

of the system in the sense that to know the boundaries of a chaotic region perfectly well essentially

requires following a trajectory for an infinite time. It turns out that information concerning the
3 Actually, an even simpler method, which does not introduce the Monte Carlo sampling errors, can be used (see

Delande in [6]). It simply consists in counting pixels in a surface of section with the proper weighting (which, with

the canonical transformation (2.25), is given by the time between two successive hits of the section). Note also that

for most of the KAM islands, Eq. (4.23) provides a very good approximation of its volume.
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finite-time evolution of the classical system, namely the transport properties, has a noticeable

effect on the quantum spectral and eigenfunction properties. Our interest here lies in large scale

structuring effects deep within the chaotic sea and not in what is happening just exterior the

KAM islands. The former is more relevant to the chaotic spectrum fluctuations whereas the latter

concerns more the separation of regular and irregular levels.

To make clear what we call transport properties, one may consider the example of a system

constructed with two very chaotic billiards connected by a narrow bottleneck region. For such a

system, the Lyapunov exponent will be quite large, and two close trajectories will instantaneously

diverge one from each other. However the motion cannot be considered as completely randomized

since, for times not too long, one is almost certain that a trajectory started in one of the billiards

will end in the same one. Thus some very strong local chaos may coexist with certain correlations

on a larger scale.

For mixed systems, the remnants of invariant tori may produce an equivalent effect for the

motion in phase space. As shown by MacKay et al., both cantori [50] (corresponding to irrational

original tori) and stable and unstable manifolds of island chains [51] (for rational ones) may act as

partial barriers. Here, despite the fact that irrational tori resist destruction longer than rational tori

under the influence of a perturbation, we found that in some systems the main role in limiting the

transport is played by certain stable and unstable manifolds. As they give rise to a simpler classical

investigation and quantum interpretation, and are ultimately relevant to the study of chaotic states,

we shall concentrate on them. The simplest example of interest is that of the (A, b) = (—0.35, T / 4 )

case. We therefore give an exhaustive study for this case.

The rough structure of the phase space consists of one large chaotic region, which represents

about 87% of the phase space volume, and eight main KAM regions ((a), (a'), (6), (&'), (e), (c'),

(d), [d')). See Fig. 1. When a closer look is taken at the large chaotic region, it reveals that it

can be separated into a certain number of weakly connected parts in which trajectories seem to

be trapped for a while. As mentioned above, this structure may be traced back to the breaking of

certain original rational tori. Consider, for instance, the two islands which constitute (a) and {a').

They correspond to the rational torus with winding number Q = I of the unperturbed system. We
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know therefore that they are associated with two hyperbolic (unstable) fixed points (here connected

by time reversal) of order one Tia and Ha>, which both represent intersections with the ^1 = 0 plane

of an hyperbolic closed orbit. Moreover, we know that from both of these closed orbits can be

generated a stable and an unstable manifold.

We shall begin the description of how these manifolds may act as partial barriers, following

[52, 53], working in a Poincaré section. The interpretation for the continuous flow will be given

afterwards. In a two dimensional Poincaré section, any invariant closed curve forms a complete

barrier. A closed curve which is mainly, but not completely, invariant, will in the same manner

lead to a small but non-zero flux between the interior and exterior regions. Such a curve can be

formed by patching together pieces of stable and unstable (invariant) manifolds.

Let us introduce the area preserving mapping T which, to any point X = (ç2>?2) of the Poincaré

section M2 (i.e. q\ = 0) associates X' — T(X) where X' is the next intersection with positive j>\

momentum of a trajectory starting in X, with the q\ = 0 plane. We also denote by W" , W* ,

(i = a, a') the curves which are the intersections of the unstable and stable manifolds of the i'th

periodic orbit with the qi = 0 plane. We recall that any point XBi of a curve Wf is such that

(n-oo)

whereas a point XUi of W" verifies

lim T~n{XUi) = H1
(r.-.oo)

(2.18)

(2-19)

Moreover, the tangent in XSi to W* corresponds to a direction where the map T is contracting

and the tangent in XUi to W1" corresponds to a direction where the map T is stretching. It follows

that, although a stable and unstable manifold may cross, two stable or two unstable manifolds do

not since a contraction or dilation in two independent directions contradicts the area preserving

property of T.

Consider now for instance, the parts of Ŵ * and W£, which approach and cross each other .

They define a set of loops that we can number from — oo to +oo, as shown in Fig. 3. We thus

obtain a set of regions . . . B-n,...., B0,...., Bn . . . of M2, with boundaries dBk = (dB%) U
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(where dB'k' is a portion of W£ and dB"k a portion of W^1). As both H^ and W^ are globally ?

invariant under T, the image by T of any loop B^ must be some other loop B^ (with even (Jfc - Jfc') î

since T is an orientation preserving mapping). In our case, "•' . ; .'*

T(Bk) = Bk+4 (2.20) ' I

1

As T is area preserving, the area of the loop k

Ik = I P2<tq2 = I pdq (since ^1 = 0 => pidqi = 0) (2.21)
JdBk JdB11 y

is the same for all the k and k' such that Jfc - k' = 4n (n = . . . , - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . .)• Moreover, it can be

seen that, in fact, all the Ik are equal. First of all the figure is symmetric under the transformation • :

?2 —» -?2> giving ô = Ii and /_i = I2 • Secondly, if we introduce the mapping T* defined in the

same way as T, but without requiring that p\ has positive momentum, (T = (T*)2), it happens '

that (because of the time reversal invariance of the system), T'(Bk) is symmetric to Bk+2- Thus

Ik=I for all Jfe.

We can now use these two manifolds to define a continuous line Caa- joining Ha to Ha> whose ' \ ?
Vf

construction can be easily understood by looking at Fig. 4. Considering an arbitrary Bk0, although . > ',:

the areas of Bk0+I, Bk0+2, are constant, the length of dBk + n increases exponentially with n ;•

while that of dB'ko+n exponentially decreases. In the same way, OB^0 _„ decreases with n while

dB'ko_n increases. We can therefore define Caa> as being equal, for all the Jfc, to the shortest among >«

dBk and dB*k . Thus, starting from Ha, Caa< will follow W% until some point A00. of W£ D W£.

Then Caai switches to W^ where it remains until Hai is reached. Caa> and its symmetric P2(Caa')

(see Eq. (2.10)) form a closed line which divides M2 into an interior part Af1n̂  and an exterior >fï

part Mcx(. A point X of Af,nj usually has its successive images T(X), T^(X), and so on, in MM-

This lasts until, progressing from loop to loop, T"(X) enters one of the loops B_j or J5_3 which
constitute the exit of the turnstile, or one of their twin brothers on the lower half of the PoincaréI

1 section, and is swept across the barrier. The same image applies to each point of Mext- Thus, at

" I " each application of T, there is but an area 4/ of points of Mint which escape from it. The same area

'.' enters from Mext (which must be the case, since the areas of Mini and Mext must be conserved).
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VVe have therefore obtained, in a simple well defined way, a closed curve of M? which allows only

a limited flow through it by application of T. As a limiting case, if we were considering a resonance

in an integrable system, these two manifolds would simply form a separatrix (or equivalently loops

of zero area), thus acting like a perfect barrier. At the opposite extreme such loops may have an

area of the order of the areas A\nt or Aen of the regions it connects. When the area of points

exchanged reaches the value A n ( A W (An» + A r t ) ' t n e probability that a point P crosses the

barrier is the same as if T(P) was chosen at random, making the barrier completely ineffective.

Since there is an infinity of hyperbolic fixed points in A/21 oae n a s to decide "a priori" which

are the ones giving rise to effective barriers. For systems, like the quartic oscillators, which can

be obtained by perturbing a regular system, it is convenient to consider a resonant structure as a

whole : the structure containing the KAM island and the stable and unstable manifolds. Such a

structure may or may not survive when the coupling parameter is varied. For our purpose, only

those resonances whose island is visible play a role in limiting the transport. We have performed

this construction for each of the hyperbolic points which correspond to an island chain remaining

from the original structure ; note they belong to some of the shortest periodic orbits. It leads us

to a separation of the chaotic region into eleven more or less connected regions. These regions are

represented in Fig. 5. Their area and the transport fluxes connecting them are given in Table 1 as

well as the relative volumes /, of the associated regions in the energy surface H = E.

For the motion in phase space, a global image now follows. To begin with, we can associate a

region on the energy surface to each one in the Poincaré section. The former is simply defined as

the set of points on the energy surface such that the next intersection with the Poincaré section lies

in the latter. This definition introduces a negligible arbitrariness (for the points intersecting the

Poincaré section in a turnstile's loop) since the region defined on the energy surface slightly depends

on the choice of the plane we use as a section. It should be possible to eliminate this arbitrariness

by a more technical definition (for instance by requiring that the diameter of the turnstile's loop

is minimum). But, since this arbitrariness concerns a region of negligible volume, we will simply

forget about it.

Since the only way to go from one region to a neighboring one consists in crossing the turnstile's
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loops defined above, the flow by unit of time between two regions is related to the flow across the

turnstile's loops (which we generically note B) by :

dpdqS(E-H)
x Tl

(2.22)

where ft[#xr]
 IS ' n e tube of trajectories which are going to cross the loop in less than the time T.

If the concerned loop is, for instance, in the q\ — 0 plane, the volume

= [ dpdqS(E-H) (2.23)

can be calculated with the help of a simple canonical transformation. Namely, in the neighborhood

of the loop, and for sufficiently small times the action function

(2.24)

(where C is the Lagrangian function C — pq — H) taken on a trajectory joining q° to q in a time

t, is perfectly defined and single valued. If we change coordinate variables to Q = ( t , ^ ) , 5 can be

used as the generating function of the transformation

(q, P ) - ( Q , P)

since dS/dq = p. The new momentum coordinates are then given by :

(2.25)

atOQ1

oS oS
(2.26)

Thus, c a n t>e calculated as :

(2.27)

where / = fgB p dq ; and $a = !• Once again, it is the size of the loops formed by the stable and

unstable manifolds that regulates the transport between neighboring regions.
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Let us finally note that when transport takes place very slowly on a scale in which a region is

being mixed, it is possible to think of the transport as a kind of Markovian process where every

interior point has an equal probability of escaping, albeit small, at the next application of the map

T. This supposes of course that no important structures, such as cantori surrounding an island of

stability, remains in the region considered. If there are none and the Markovian image is roughly

valid, then there is an inverse relation predicted to hold between a suitably defined mean escape

time and the relative volume escaping (flux/volume). This relation is confirmed to within 10% or

so in the cases we checked, thus excluding the presence of significant barriers other than those we

identified. When the effects of transport on the quantum system will be treated in section S, it is

this picture of the diffusion which we will have in mind.

I
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3 The Quantum System

We turn now to the quantum quartic oscillators. For quantum Hamiltonians whose potentials have

the homogeneity property expressed in Eq. (2.4), some special properties result. The eigenvectors

and eigenvalues associated with
• i

'4

are simply related by :

(3.1)

(3.2)
OC

where again the arrows indicate the results for the quartic oscillators and the superscript zero the

value corresponding t o n = 1. One also has (virial theorem) :

2
En = WnIVWn) (3.3)

Through arguments similar to those leading to Eq. (3.2), it can be shown that here the energy

eigenvalues are simply related to ft eigenvalues of the Schrodinger equation that are found by fixing

the energy and searching for solutions by varying ft ; one has ft* = CQE~ ' for the quartic oscillator

where Cu is a constant. This illustrates the equivalence between the ft —> 0 and E —* oo limit and

we shall use whichever image is more convenient for a particular discussion.

As mentioned in the introduction we will be taking advantage of the discrete symmetries avail-

able to us. Excluding the isolated radial case (A, 6) = (1,1), we may select either the symmetry of

the square Cj,,(6 = 1), or the rectangle, C2V(6 / I)- C-Ju has five representations, one of which is

doubly degenerate. These exact degeneracies would complicate the separation of the regular and

irregular levels performed in section 4. To a given energy, the non-degenerate representations each

asymptotically contribute 1/8 of number of states with the remaining naif belonging to the doubly-

degenerate one. To quickly see this, consider the two component reflections and particle exchange.

On the other hand when 6 ^ 1 the symmetry group is Czn. There are just four representations,

nondegenerate, classifiable by component parity. Each of the parity sequences contributes 1/4 of
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the number of states to an energy E (we give a more exact result ahead) and later for the purposes

of statistical measures, they can be treated "democratically". We thus favor 6 ^ 1 .

Our immediate goal is to calculate the spectrum as far and accurately as possible. Interestingly

enough though, even this purely quantum "activity", matrix diagonalization, requires rudimentary

semiclassical tools. So instead of just describing the quantum calculations made, we first review

certain useful ideas that form the beginning of our comprehension of the spectrum. These are then

applied to understanding the smoothed level density and finally the calculations.

3.1 "Quantum Phase Space"

We will find it useful, elsewhere in the paper as well as here, to have a direct intuitive link between

classical and quantum systems. It would therefore be good to have the notion of a "quantum

phase space". Some of the various possibilities along with their most important properties are

reviewed in [54] where these spaces are dubbed "mock phase spaces". For our purpose we can

adopt the definition of Moyal [55] ; he originally introduced it in order to incorporate the statistical

interpretation of quantum mechanics more naturally into its foundations. The basic idea is that the

most natural way to proceed is to consider the characteristic function of an eigenstate and its inverse

fourier transform. Then since we restrict ourselves to systems which are representable in either a

q or p representation (no spin for example), wave functions are associated with distributions in

quantum phase space via the Wigner transform [56] and its inverse (given below). We shall not

enter into the details here except to summarize the most interesting properties of which we shall

make use.

First of all, the Wigner transform of an operator A and its inverse are given by

A(q, p) H , p) = J
(3.4)

where d is the number of degrees of freedom. Note that this is consistent with the Weyl [57]

prescription for constructing the corresponding quantum operator from a classical function in phase
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space ; he arrived at this result by way of group considerations. In the case that A is a projector

pkk = \ipk)(ipk\i Eq- (3-4) gives the Wigner transform and inverse of a wavefunction. Next we see

that the trace just becomes an integral over the phase space volume element. For systems with d

degrees of freedom,

Tr(i) = jùy Idqdp M"^)
Also note that

Tr{Àê) = (2^p / dp dq [i41ui(q' P)^Wq. P)
from which the cyclic invariance of the trace is clear. By combining traces and various combinations

of operators of the form pik = \^){){^k\ where the ipk form an orthonormal representation, we have

the following orthogonality and completeness relations,

• t

•• \

- j J dp rfq />,fc(q, p)= Sik

^TJ J dp dq pik{q, p)p/'jt/(q, p)= *//' (3-7)

I>(q,p)/4(q'>p')=
t.k

- P')

(Note : pfk(q, p)= p*/(q, p) )

This leads to the notion that the Wigner transform of any normalized wavefunction occupies a

volume (2vh)d in this phase space. Furthermore these volumes are non-overlapping for orthonormal

wave functions in the sense that the third relation of Eq. (3.7) holds with fc = / and k' = I'. In actual

fact they may overlap ; however oscillations (negative densities) offset this to preserve Eq. (3.7).

Finally we have the product rule,

f* P")iq'=q»=qI p'=p«=p
(3-8)i q q qI p' = p« = p

where A is the Moyal bracket,

ft =Vq- • Vp» - Vq» • Vp' (3.9)

To simplify notation, it is customary to insert Moyal brackets between the operators they act on

and drop the primes. They play the role of the classical Poisson brackets. For the equation of
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motion for a density in phase space associated with a wavefunction this leads to

(3.10)

which when higher order terms can be neglected reduces to the form of the Liouville equation for

densities in classical phase space. So that for times not too long, densities in this quantum phase

space associated with a wave function transform in time exactly as their classical counterparts.

3.2 Level Densi t ies

These tools can be easily applied to study the mean level density p(E), which will be needed in

section 5 to perform the unfolding necessary for the fluctuation studies [15]. Moreover the first

term of the h expansion of p(E) will be used to define a(A) for reasons concerning the spectral

calculations. Here we only consider the quantum spectrum on the roughest scale, that of the

"locally smoothed" level density. By local smoothing we mean that we calculate an average level

density, p(E), as a function of the energy in intervals which are infinitesimal on the scale in which the

average changes yet large enough that fluctuations disappear (only in the case that this is possible

does it really make sense to discuss level fluctuations). A priori it is not clear such an averaging

exists, yet in general it is found, for simple systems amenable to analytical p{E) calculations (it

is necessary to avoid very narrow classically allowed regions, etc.), the first few terms of a formal

expansion in powers of h works well right to the ground state. In fact a partial understanding of

this problem comes by considering the trace formula over periodic orbits [10, 58] where the longest

length fluctuations about p{E) are related to the shortest periodic orbit. So that if one imagines

smearing the energies such that each level acquires a width which spreads over several of these

characteristic lengths, the fluctuations would disappear.

For simplicity, we present a standard approach, equivalent to using the time-dependent Green

function, where successive terms in h follow recursively. Contrary to the Gutzwiller trace formula,

this method selects by construction, though for reasons not fully understood, the average parts

p(E) of the density operator (i.e., only the residue of the trace, Tr[e~&H] located at the origin is

kept).
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We restrict ourselves to positive definite Hamiltonians whose potentials are differentiable. The

first step is to consider the level density and its Laplace transform,

= Tr(S(E -H)) =
(3.11)

where the last form comes by simple application of Eq. (3.5). For convenience we also introduce

the integrated density (spectral staircase) N(E) which counts the number of levels up to an energy

E and is given by

N(E) = Tr(Q(E -H)) = Y, Q(E ~ Bù

dN(E)
(3.12)

p(E) = dE
where 0 is the Heaviside step function. The real job now is to calculate the Wigner transform of

exp(-(SH). An equation is easily generated by taking a derivative with respect to 0, applying the

product rule in Eq. (3.8) and recognizing that H commutes with any function of itself ; we have

(3.13)

O = [H]w(q,p)sin-—-[e~^li}w(q,p)

We see immediately the absence of any dependence odd in h which is unlike billiards"1. One way

to solve this equation is to assume a solution of the form

[e~ ]tc(q>p) = e p 5 J ( ~ T ~ ) ~n(0 V— (^-^)

where AQ = 1 so that the classical result is recovered when h is put to zero. Then by grouping

terms according to their power of h we find

n-l
•™)\HwTn-'Ke-0»<*Ak\ (3.15)

* When using the limit n —» oo of the potential ^(<j) = q2" fts an approximation of the one-dimensional "billiard"

with the wall located at q — ±1, one should pay attention to the fact tat the limits n -» oo and E -» oo (ie : h ~> 0)

cannot be interchanged.
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can also be used. In fact, A'o = —0HW and A\ is identical to the A\. For n ^ 1 however

the An generated by Eq. (3.17) are distinct from the An obtained through Eq. (3.14) since the

exponentiation groups and sums classes of terms.

To calculate the smoothed level density we calculate the number of terms needed in [exp( —/3H)]w(q, p),

integrate over phase space and perform the inverse Laplace transform. For the quartic oscillators

to two terms, the result for the integrated version is :

tu/m

The An are calculable recursively. Of course the specific recursion may simplify depending on the *" ;'- '

system as happens for Hamiltonians with low order polynomial potentials. The first correction, f

.41, derived by Wigner [56] is given by «

h
(3.16)

This is not the only way to produce a solution to Eq. (3.13). It so happens an exponentiated series ,*'

in ft of the form

(3-18) ^

M- K(z) = / ' do (1-2sin29)~* j ,

where K(z) is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind. For our purposes the terms having

an inverse energy dependence are unimportant so that this suffices. However we are interested in

the parity decomposition. Since the spectra are calculated for each of the four sequences (e i ,^ )

(e, ~ ±1) denoted by their component parity in (91,92), w e add a symmetry decomposition to tt

Eq. (3.18). This is easily accomplished by using Eq. (3.6) along with the Wigner transform of the

**"•*% parity operator which is given by 'sr%
\ \

[Pi}w(tl,p) = *hS(qi)6(pi) (i = l ,2) (3.19) >„
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So that the decomposed N(E) is

^ ) ml 3 / 2

2 + a(A)»/-«ft

3/
( J

- 1 fE3/2

~l[E

In the last equality, energies are measured in units of Ly/ j f^M

taking

3
, which amounts to

(3.21)

,-3/IIn this way k, = E1 fixing the constant Co defined at the beginning of the section and N[E) is

independent of A to leading order5. This simplifies the scaling aspects for the quantum calculations

described in the next subsection. Note that a decomposition for quantum statistics (for example,

fermion statistics) is also easily produced in the same way again since the Wigner transforms of

the permutation group elements by themselves are very simple (^-functions). It would have been

more difficult to produce the higher symmetry decomposition necessary for the 6 = 1 case in this

simple way because the Wigner transform of the combined operations of permutation and parity

no longer results in a 6-function form but instead an exponential phase with an h factor ; the series

solution then is insufficient so that a different approach is needed.

5The constant o(A) diverges logarithmically with A -» — 1 just as the classical phase space becomes non-compact.

Eq. (3.20) is then no longer valid. However a modified approach taking advantage of Eq. (3.1?) is possible. With

V = aq]ql, and introducing the scaled energy t = (16m5/ft*o)3 E, N(£) takes on the form

where the first term corresponds to Simon's result [49]. The second term is given in [59]

C0 =

(where 7 is Eider's constant).
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3.3 T h e Spectral Calculations

To calculate the spectrum we choose a matrix diagonalization technique since it is simple and works

well with low order polynomial potentials.

In general the calculation starts by expressing the matrix element of the Hamiltonian H in

a basis denned as the eigenvectors of some integrable (usually separable) HQ. Then, truncating

the basis at the d'h vector and diagonalizing the finite matrix correctly gives the energy levels

associated with eigenvalues of H which are almost contained in the truncated space. For anharmonic

oscillators, the harmonic oscillator basis has been the usual choice [25, 27]. It is possible however

to have a deeper understanding of the convergence by applying some simple semiclassical logic and

when so understood to have a criterion for choosing the best suited basis (or equivalently Ho) and

how to truncate it. In this way we will be able to calculate extremely accurate and long sequences

of levels.

Let \n) (n € N) denote the eigenvectors of Ho (with en the corresponding eigenenergy) and the

\a) any eigenstate of// of interest (H\a) = Ea\a)). One may express the overlap j(n|a)|2 as the

trace over the product of the two density operators, pnn and paa- Using Eq. (3.6) we have

\(n\a)\2 = Tr{pnnpaa) = 7^^ Jdpdq[pnn]w[paa]v (3.22)

Roughly speaking, it is known that in the semiclassical limit the Wigner transform of an eigenstate

with energy E of some quantum Hamiltonian is localized on the classical energy surface [28]. Thus,

at this level of approximation, Eq. (3.22) implies that the overlap between |n) and \a) is null

whenever the two energy surfaces HQ = en and H ~ Ea do not intersect. In practice, |(n|a)|2 is not

strictly zero but, to within fluctuations, decreases exponentially fast with the separation distance of

the two energy surfaces measured as some function of ft. \a) and Ea then converge in a calculation

which includes in its truncated basis set all \n) whose Ho = en energy surfaces intersect H = En.

The best basis set is the one which has the minimum dimensionality required to converge a set of

\a) of interest.

Now, say one wishes to calculate just a slice of the spectrum which means finding {Ea} for

Emin < Ea < Emax. For the H treated here, it is always possible to find an energy surface
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M
Ho = emal that circumscribes H = Emal and an energy surface H0 = em m which inscribes

H — Em,n, The basis then should be all \n) such that emm < en < emax. As a simple practical

example, let H = p2/2 + g1, H0 = p2/2 + w2?2/2, and £ a € [£„,,„ = 0, £mOi]- To determine which

harmonic oscillator basis to use (i.e, to fix w), first calculate emax as a function of w. Eliminating

p from the equation, we find,

emai - Emax = ^ - - q4 (3.23)

For there to be only one intersection point, Eq. (3.23) must be a perfect square. Therefore,

..4

*moi — + Ï6 (3.24)

To optimize the basis, one minimizes the dimensionality by setting the derivative of JV//0(emox)

with respect to w to zero. This gives,

2 and (3.25)

(the proportionality between em a l and ^m01 is due to the particular potential we use for H and

H0). With this scaling the fraction of converged levels tends asymptotically toward

~) «90% (3.26)
^//o(emai) 6

For the 2-d coupled quartic oscillator usually a good choice of basis is to take HQ as a 2-d

uncoupled quartic oscillator H0 = p2 /2 + ao(bq] + q*/b). For A not too close to - 1 , the H and

Ho energy surfaces will be fairly similar implying good convergence. Furthermore, they have the

same scaling properties making the scaling choice of Ho energy independent. To calculate a slice

of the H spectrum at highly excited energy E it turns out that arranging the two equal-energy

surfaces H = E and Ho — E to enclose equal volumes is best which in this case equates the level

densities. This explains our form for a(A) because O0 can always be taken as a(X = 0) and thus

Ho is the same for all H we consider. As a final refinement, we have also taken account of the

perturbation's diagonal matrix elements {n\H - H0\n) before truncating the basis ; we order the

•V
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basis by the energies (H)n,n — (n\H\n). Basis states which are built in a highly one dimensional

way are very costly in energy and therefore moved up6.

We need to specify how to make use of the quartic oscillator basis, there being no simple closed

form for the energies and matrix elements. First one solves the one-dimensional quartic oscillator

in a harmonic oscillator basis with the frequency w determined above. The fact that the harmonic

oscillator is used disappears from the point of view of the two-dimensional calculations, it being

just a computational aid for the H0 basis. The energies en and the matrix elements of {ç2,ç4}

calculated from the eigenvectors are stored for the two-dimensional calculations ; the odd and even

parity cases are calculated separately.

Let us now turn to the diagonalization of the two dimensional coupled quartic oscillator in the

uncoupled basis. To correctly obtain a slice of eigenvalues of H lying in the interval [Emin, Emax\,

one needs to include in the truncated basis all states between the energies eroln and e,nax of the

inscribing surface cmin = HQ of Emax = H and the circumscribing surface emax — H0 of Emax - H

which, for A < 0, comes at

a(X)

En

(3.27)

d = Nno(ernaI) - Nfio(emin) then gives the dimensionality of the computed matrix. If dmax is

the maximum dimensionality that can be diagonalized on the available computer, the number 6 of

levels that are converged for a slice starting at energy Emin is given (for each symmetry separately)

by

in, dmax) = NH{Emax) - NH{Emin)

(3.28)r
By patching together adjacent slices (with some small overlap ; our estimates are optimistic being

only attainable in the semiclassical limit) one may obtain sequences containing more than dmax

6ThU results from the fact that the |n) arc EBK wave functions built on tori. At the level of approximation

considered here, their Wigner transforms may be thought of as concentrated in a (2rh)d volume surrounding the tori

and, in fact, do not cover the energy surface uniformly.
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levels. The maximum energy attainable is then £/,„,(= £ m m = £mOx) for which S(Ei,m,dmax) = 0

which means that the \a) are such that Ea ~ £ j l m spread over djnax basis states. More specifically

for each parity sequence

(3.29)

and therefore the maximum number of levels that can be found using dmaI X

. _ i 4dma Za(X)(I +

\ a(o)

Imax matrices is

(3.30)

(of course, before this limit an increase of dmax will cost less than adding new slices). In practical

computations, we used dmax — 5000. The number of levels actually obtained for the different cases

we have treated and the limit given in Eq. (3.30) can be found in Table 2.

To verify the accuracy of the one dimensional calculation we make two checks against the

asymptotic expansions for the energies Eqo>n of the quartic oscillator given by [60] :

(3.31)

where the first four WKB terms are

C 0 =

c, = 1

/t=o

C2~ S + T
(3.32)

C3 = Ï2 + TuA^r-

By n = 40, with the first four terms of Eq. (3.31), the semiclassical energies are converged to

better than 15 decimal places. One check on the matrix elements comes from a special case of the

virial theorem, namely Eqo,n/3 — (w|94|w), which we again compare to the asymptotic expansion

for Eqon ; there are also matrix element relations more restrictive than sum rules which also could

have been used [61]. See Fig. 6 for the actual errors. If Eqo,n and the nth diagonal matrix element

are good to 14 decimal places or better we assume the eigenstate has converged and the other

matrix elements are also accurate to this level. In this way a basis of 180 harmonic oscillator

3S
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functions allows accurate calculation of the first 126 quartic eigenstates (for each parity separately,

252 together).

For the two dimensional calculation, a stringent test of the algorithm is to reproduce the (A, 6) =

(3,1) spectrum which is precisely equal to the H0 spectrum. We also have methods to numerically

check the convergence of the routine for any value of A. The first arises from the fact that the

neglected states become important exponentially fast. With the levels above (below) missing,

the downward (upward) pressure on the remaining levels is too small so that all of a sudden the

levels deviate from their mean position by distances much larger than the fluctuations. This being

exponentially quick we count back a couple decades and to high precision we know where we have

10 ~2 precision (on the scale of a mean spacing) ; see Fig. 7. In a similar vein, we calculate the best

coefficients in the expansion of N(E) and compare to the exact. They again deviate at the same

places in the spectra, but they give a slightly sharper view. Our second method comes from realizing

that the top of one slice gives an upper bound on the spectrum while the bottom of the next slice

gives a lower bound ; again see Fig. 7. By subtracting the two we can identify the precision of every

level extremely accurately ; we also verified that there were essentially no crossings of the bounds.

Oddly enough this is where we saw the first differences between chaotic and regular levels. In

the spectral region between best convergence and nonsense the chaotic levels show a kind of noisy

convergence that fluctuates from level to level superposed on the exponential increase in error. The

regular sequences though, are fluctuation-free and sometimes less well converged than than the

average chaotic level locally, other times better. On average they are seen to converge about as

well. This leads to our third method which stems from the fact that the four matrices diagonalized

are quite different, however we shall see that there are regular levels quasidegenerate to such a

degree (< 10 ~9) that it is possible to see precisely how the convergence behaves by looking at the

splitting of the degeneracies. For the most part the convergences are good to 10~5 to 10~6 (better

for some regular levels) with the exception of levels near where the spectral slices were patched

together which are good only to < 10~2.

We can envision ways to develop further these methods so as to be able to produce longer or

higher excited sequences. First of all, we could have, without any problem, approximately doubled

<"* I
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the size of the matrices diagonalized from ~ 5000 —» 10,000 since these matrices diagonalized

extremely rapidly (10-15 quadriprocessor CPU minutes/matrix with a Cray-II). This would have

doubled the number of levels easily attainable. Preliminary ideas indicate that it is quite probable

that a kind of preconditioning of the matrices would have led to better convergence and perhaps

another factor 2 increase in sequence length. So that if motivated to do so sequences of 100,000

levels in certain interesting cases could have been obtained. These ideas could conceivably be

applied to other polynomial potentials including perhaps ones of higher degrees of freedom.
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4 Regular States

We enter with this section into the heart of the matter, that of the relationship between a quantum

system an» its classical analogue. For integrable systems, this is well understood since a standard

EBK quantization scheme allows one to compute from the classical knowledge both the eigenenergies

and their associated wavefunctions. This also includes KAM systems (i.e. the chaotic region is not

widespread) for which there exists an extensive chemical physics literature (see [8] and references

therein). For the mixed systems we are interested in, the regular regions of phase space look very

much as if they were part of such a regular system. It should therefore be possible, as Percival

pointed out [40], to use the EBK quantization rules in such regions, and to extract from the global

spectrum a set of levels which he refers to as being regular since they correspond to quantized

invariant tori. We shall then adopt as définition that a regular eigenstate is one which is quantized

on a single invariant torus and we shall continue to leave more vague the definition of a chaotic

eigenstate.

This separation of the spectrum into a regular and an irregular part is more difficult to achieve

than would appear at first sight. As is well known, quasi-integrable dynamics, as exemplified by

what is termed KAM islands, has a much more complicated structure than integrable dynamics. For

instance, it is not clear a priori how the quantization applies in places where instead of the expected

invariant tori one finds either a chain of small sub-islands or can tori. Straightforward answers based

on mathematical foundations should not be considered the final word on the subject since previous

work indicates that a semiclassical quantization can often be used with fewer constraints than

needed for the theoretical derivation of the EBK rules [8, 62, 63]. Our results will shed some light

on these questions.

What we intend to do in this section is to perform this separation for a few cases of the

quartic oscillators in a rather simple manner. The method of separation is not general but rather is

applicable to systems with special symmetry properties. In fact, for certain ranges of the parameter

A, all invariant tori possess a duplicate somewhere in phase space, to which they are connected by

one of the system's discrete symmetries. The induced quasidegeneracies will allow us to identify

V.'
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directly which eigenvalues in the spectrum are related to invariant tori. We will then return to the

questions of resonances, and finally to the tunneling mechanism which causes the small splitting

between quasidegenerate pairs. It will be shown that the presence of the neighboring chaotic sea

noticeably modifies the way tunneling takes place.

We shall begin however with a presentation of a more typical utilization of the EBK quantization

rules. Although this will not lead to the actual separation, we find it interesting to present it for

two reasons. First of all, it will form the theoretical basis needed to understand what specific

complications the KAM structure of the regular islands introduce in the EBK quantization scheme.

Secondly, we shall use this standard EBK quantization as a reference to what is usually to be

expected. The comparison between the results obtained in this first part and the final separation

will give some insight into what distinguishes regular levels from chaotic ones.

4.1 EBK Quantization

In a system with two degrees of freedom, as in our numerical example, the number of mutually

independent closed curves which can be drawn on one invariant torus is two ; see Fig. 8. To each

of these paths, C\ and Ci, which are generally not trajectories, corresponds an action integral:

J 1 = / pdq (*= 1,2)

Then, in the semiclassical limit, if there are two integers n\ and ri2 such that

n2 +

(4.1)

(4.2)

where l\ and Ii are the Maslov indices of C\ and C2, respectively (i.e. integer which counts the

number of focal points through which C; or Ci pass), the energy of the torus is an eigenvalue of

the quantum Hamiltonian.

For a mixed system, invariant tori may be regarded as belonging to some KAM island. One of

the paths on which the actions are calculated (say C->) may be chosen along the general direction

of the central periodic orbit Cp. At fixed energy, the corresponding action 3% has thus a value close
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to J1- prfq, (which is independent of the size of the island) for the whole island. The other path

C\ can be chosen transverse to the central orbit. Ji thus varies from 0 (for the central orbit) to

some maximum which remains small if the island occupies a small proportion of the phase space.

When looking at a Poincaré section, it is most probable that one intersects a torus transversally.

In all the cases we shall consider below, C\ can be chosen as one of the curves which constitute the

intersection of the torus with one of the planes q, = 0 (i = 1 or 2). If, for instance, Ci is included

in the q2 = 0 plane, the integral Jj can just be written as

<•* 1

f= f Pi(Iq1 (4.3)

since dqi = 0. Ji is then the area, in the Poincaré section, interior to the trace of the torus. As C\

is included in one of the planes q, = 0 (t = 1 or 2), its Maslov index Ii = 2, as any simple closed

curve in a one-dimensional system. Thus, regular islands in Poincaré sections with area smaller

than irh at the maximum energy considered will not support even a single regular level. For the

quantum system, they will behave somewhat as if they were chaotic (or simply not there), assuming

they arc not surrounded by cantori that effectively enlarge them quantum mechanically.

To obtain all the regular levels, one has to compute the value of the actions J1 and Ji for

each of the invariant tori and retain those which fulfill the quantization conditions. To make our

presentation clearer, we shall begin with a simplified picture of the regular regions, in which we

will consider them as containing only regular trajectories. We will thus forget, for a moment, all

the complex inner structure due to the alternation of undestroyed and broken tori. Moreover we

shall consider that in a Poincaré section in a particular energy surface, each island appears as a set

of :oncentric curves. Which means that it contains nothing resembling resonances or séparatrices.

In this approximate image, each point of a regular region lies in a torus defined by its two action

integrals J1 and J2. We can thus perform a local canonical transformation from the (q, p) variables

to the action-angle ones (Q, J) (with J = (Ju J2)) in each regular island. This transformation

cannot be made global for two immediate reasons. First of all, the action-angle variables are not

defined in the chaotic regions. Moreover two tori belonging to two different islands may correspond

to the same value of Ji and J2. The transformation (q, p) -» ( 0 , J ) is thus one to one for a single
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island, but not throughout all regular regions. We shall therefore focus on one particular regular

island at a time, allowing us to uniquely define a torus by the values of its actions (Ji , J2).

One now has to obtain the function H(Ji, J2) which leads to the eigenenergies £„,,„, with

quantum numbers (n\, n2) through Eq. (4.2). This, strictly speaking, is equivalent to the knowledge

of a one parameter family of curves gE defined in the ( Ji , J2) plane by the implicit relation :

H(JuJ2 = gE(Jl)) = (4.4)

Each time a curve gE lies on a point of the grid defined by Eq. (4.2) (T»I , ri2 - 0,1,2,...) , E = En , ,n2

is an eigenvalue of the quantum system. It remains to obtain the curves gE. Practically, this would

consist of measuring Ji and J2 for a large number of sampled tori on the E energy surface. As Jj

is actually the area interior to a curve in the Poincaré section, it could be measured by a simple

counting of pixels but this would be far too inaccurate. Also there is no direct way to numerically

calculate J2. It is thus convenient to introduce another set of variables describing a torus, namely

(a, J ) where a is the winding number of the torus and

J = (4.5)

In a Poincaré section 62 = const, J appears as the action integral along a trajectory between two

successive intersections with the section. One can also introduce the one parameter family fE such

that J = / È ( Q ) for any torus (a, J) lying in the E energy surface.

Differentiating Eq. (4.4) gives

d Ji * d J2

which means that

9 = TT = - ; T = - a

(4.6)

(4.7)

The transformation from gE to fE (as well as the reverse one) is thus a Legendre transformation.

It is now quite easy to compute to a very good precision the couple (a t J ) associated with a

particular torus. This is accomplished by starting a trajectory from some point X of the torus

lying in a Poincaré section, and by performing TV iterations of the mapping T. If 5 is such that

T'(X) corresponds to the closest approach to X after the N first iterations and r is the number of
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turns T(X) has made around the center of the island during the s iterations, then rjs is the best

rational approximation to a with denominator < N. Other than a few exceptional regions near

rationals with small denominators, this will generally lead to a precision of O(N~2). (Our choice

of JV = 1000 gives a within ~ 10~5).

At the same time, the action
,7'(X)

S = / pdq (4.8)
JX

taken along the trajectory connecting X and T'(X) can be measured with a precision equal to that

of our Runge-Kutta method. This can be done directly, by adding pdq at each step of integration.

For a scaling Hamiltonian, whose potential fulfills Eq. (2.4), S is given by 5 = Et/(l/2 + l//i)

(-» AEt/Z, for the quartic oscillators) since dS/dE = t and 5 scales as ^C/2+1/") ; t is the time

needed to go from X to T'(X).

From the curves J — / c ( a ) , which are easily obtained with a good precision, one can construct

gh' by repeated use of Eq. (4.5) together with dJ/da = J i . There is of course some loss of precision

6J\, during the first step, as for any numerical calculation of a derivative. This will however be

somewhat compensated because one has the correct tangent to gE. Thus, if J and a are accurate,

the error comes from the second order curvature term \(SJ\)2g".

When considering scaling systems, such as the quartic oscillator, the computation of the curves

gF' is greatly simplified since all gE are related to g°(= 9E~l) through

gE(Jl) =
(4.9)

Recalling the grid denned by Eq. (4.2) in the space (Ji, J2), a point of the grid actually belongs

to the regular island if it is the image, by a dilatation, of a point (J°, Jf) of g0, which means that

the line going through the origin and the point of the grid intersects this curve. The quantization

i 1
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condition can be rewritten as

J1(TIl1Il2) =

(4.10)

We shall thus, loosely speaking, refer to the torus (J°(711,Ti2), J2 (ni>»2)) a s a quantized torus,

meaning here that one or more of its scaled analogs is an element of the grid. In fact a point of g0

which quantizes for a given (ni, n2) will in general verify the same relation for an infinite number

of couples since such a point of g0 must verify the relation:

J2
0 9{J?) "2 + % , , „ .

JÔ=~jf = -^J- ( 4-U )

The fact that energy levels in very different places of the spectrum can correspond to exactly the

same torus can be used to observe how the semiclassical limit is attained (we can equivalently think

of this as fixing the energy E = 1 and finding the quantized values of ft).

As just shown, the variables (Ji, J2) and (a, J0) are related through a Legendre transformation.

Depending on the physical circumstances one or the other of these pairs may enter more naturally.

For completeness we reexpress the quantization conditions for scaling systems Eq. (4.10) with the

• t

/

f
1help of Eq. (4.5) in terms of (a, J 0 ) . This gives ' f?

Ei't^t- EA«)= -Un, + ̂ ) + aim + -)) (4 12) '• Ii

Let us now specialize to the quartic oscillator for the examples of (—0.25, ir/4) and (— 0.35, ?r/4). ,r

For (-0.25, ir/4), four sets of islands (labelled as a, 6, c and don Fig. 1 are large enough to support

regular states below E = 930 (~ 28,000(A level). Trajectories started from these islands are shown

on Fig. 9. For (-0.35, ir/4) only three islands (a, b and c) sustain regular levels. The corresponding

trajectories show no essential differences with (-0.25, ir/4). In both cases, all Maslov indices l\

associated to the paths C1 are equal to 2 and the Maslov indices (2 are equal to 4 for tori belonging *, > j

to the islands a, c and e, and 2 for those belonging to islands b and d. ' ' \
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' ! ; On the contrary, since all the significant chaotic regions are invariant under Qr, no quasidegeneracies are expected

• , ::- ' for the chaotic states [65].
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f We have constructed the curves g0 and / ° for the main island (island # a) for these two values

8 of A. Some remarks are in order : we know (Poincaré-Birkhoff theorem) that the simplified picture

I ,'•' used until now for the the regular islands applies only for tori whose winding number a is sufficiently

'XL ' • " far from a rational. As a consequence, the curves g0 and / ° are only defined for a Cantor-like set

'*> of Ji points which are the only ones for which the EBK quantization rules hold rigorously ; the
i

remaining points originate either from small chaotic regions or of sub-island chains (see Fig. 10).
t

However, depending on the density of initial conditions used, our numerical method gives a coarse

grained equivalent. With our sampling choice, g0 and / ° appear as continuous curves where merely

the largest resonances in Fig. 10 are seen as gaps in Fig. 11.

':'•• > Ahead we shall first identify the regular levels and then assign the quantum numbers (ni,n2)

through the EBK conditions. In so doing, a quantum curve, g°qm, will be constructed for the :

various regular islands allowing a fine comparison to be made to the classically constructed g°. The !

' problems of the resonances, which appear as gaps in </°, and the complexity of the regular-chaotic

region interface, will show differences between these two curves illustrating various effects due to

; the finite size of h. ; i

• • i " ''*

4.2 Dynamical Quasidegeneracies -^,

The actual separation of the regular levels from the rest of the spectrum is made possible here . |?

because of the discrete symmetry properties of the quartic oscillators. We have already mentioned

in section 2 that for A € [-1,A*], all the tori which correspond to the original structure are

«, destroyed. The remaining invariant tori have a lower symmetry than the global one. They all thus •• • •

have at least one exact replica which is its image by an element of the global symmetry group GT-

As a consequence [64,42] all the associated EBK wave functions and thus all the regular levels come

in degenerate pairs (or perhaps higher degeneracy).7 When the exact eigenvalues are calculated, Jl
"1these degeneracies are slightly broken because of tunneling between tori (see section 4.5). As such

effects are exponentially small, these levels remain remarkably close to each other, and we shall

i-
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refer to them as quasidegenerate levels. f

In practice, for all the cases we have treated, the rescaled tori large enough to quantize under . J

our maximum energy have only one duplicate ; one element of {Pi, P2, PiP2J, which we generically ''"' , ,

call P, leaves them invariant. Thus, for a given torus T associated with a wavefunction $ , among , }
 ; T;

the four functions 1A?
iC

$ « i , « _ -(H-E1P1)(I-^e2P2)C (4.13) ' 1 .
4 ; . t

which belong to the sequences (^1 = irl ,£2 = ±1) two are non-zero and associated with quaside- ' ,

generate levels and the two remaining ones are null. *:

To know in which sequences the degenerate levels are to be found, we shall once again follow

[64]. Denoting, as usual, by C1 and C2 the two independent paths on which the quantization • •'

conditions are written, and by n\ and n2 the associated quantum numbers, we must first determine

whether P($(ni ,n2)) is equal to $(ni ,n 2 ) or to -$(ni ,n 2 ) - ' '
i

For any point r0 of the torus, the phase difference between the contribution to $(>»!, n2) of r0

and P(ro) ' S

where C is any path on r joining TQ to P(T"O). As P is a canonical transformation, the phase A<£' ', «•"••

calculated on the symmetric path P(C) to C is equal to A^ also. And thus „ |,jj

. f> f%
2A0= i / pdq - ^ind(C + P(C)) (4.15) id- I,

ft JC+P(C) 2 Tj
Then, as (C + P(C)) is a closed path, it can be decomposed on C1 and C2 as ^

\-. _ I-

C + P(C) = O1Ci + a2C2 (where a t and o2 are integers) (4.16) !

which leads, using the quantization conditions, to: "

"**! A(̂  S= ir(aiTli + O2Tl2) (4.17) Î

Thus, exp(tA^) is equal to +1 or —1 depending on whether (O1Ti1 + 02*12) >s even or odd. For

! all the tori we will consider, however, it happens that the path (C + P(C)) can be chosen equal to

• ! C2, thus

' j IAIp — TTl2 ^4*loj
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and

The sequences in which the degenerate levels must be found then depend on P. In island # a of

the A = -0.25 or -0.35 cases for instance, P stands for PiP2. Thus for even n2

(4.20)= *
1#*. + £iPi)(l +£i£2)*ni,n2

and the two eigenfunctions must belong to the (+ ,+) and (—,-) sequences to avoid (1 +

being equal to 0. For odd n2,

(4.21)

and the two eigenfunctions must belong to the (+, - ) and ( - , +) sequences. The same considera-

tions can be used for any other regular region. For the main KAM islands of the A = -0.25 and

-0.35 cases, we summarize the results obtained in this way in Table 3.

4.3 Separation of Regular Levels and Quantum Number Assignments

To proceed further one compares two parity sequences, and one can indeed see at first glance that

a large number of nearly degenerate levels occur. However sometimes two unrelated levels are very

close to each other just by statistical accident ; our criterion for determining what is paired is

that the spacing be < 10% of the mean level spacing which implies, using a random superposition

argument, that close to 15% of the spectrum could appear as fake pairs. One must therefore have a

further way to filter the regular levels. This comes by realizing that the sequences {En{%7}, where

n, is constant and n2 varies, are easily recognizable.

Locally the curve g° is well approximated by its tangent line and therefore, using Eq. (4.12),

the spacing

E\ n +1 ~ £ni,n2 Ô ~ (4.22)

remains nearly constant locally in the sequence. These sequences are easily associated with a

particular KAM island via the spacing and J 0 , although here the symmetry considerations alone
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usually suffice. Since the rescaled torus fJJ[in3+1 lies interior, in the Poincaré section, to TjJ1 n2 , the

sequences continue to infinite energy as the tori approach the center of the KAM islands. Once

the beginning of a sequence is found it can be followed right up through the entire spectrum,

its degeneracy splittings tending to zero. Another way to produce a sequence, n-i constant and n\

varying leads to finite sequences (since one leaves the islands as n\ increases) and the corresponding

approximation of the type Eq. (4.22) works less well since typically a > J^/J®. A third possibility,

that of following the states all quantizing on a particular scaled torus, leads to infinité sequences,

but it is too complicated to be of much help for making quantum number assignments ; it is useful

for studying the pure effects of decreasing ft.

Our filter of the regular levels is now so precise it will leave ambiguous no more than a few pairs

per thousand levels. (There were some minor complications to resolve such as occasionally finding

3 or 4 levels nearly degenerate ; these events were resolved by comparing the spacings pair-wise

and were nagged as special cases). It is worth mentioning though that the filter can be made

even more selective by using a very characteristic property of the quasidoublets, namely the real

quasidegeneracies remain so for relatively large variation of the coupling A (a quantum consequence

of the KAM theorem). This is totally unlike the behavior of 'statistical accidents' which will only

be nearly degenerate (or degenerate) for one value of A at the nearest approach. Thus the motion

of the pair as a function of A also exhibits a tell-tale sign. In fact, starting at A = 0, two originally

non-degenerate levels approach as A is decreased to form a pair typically near A ~ -0.05. With

rare exception, they remain paired until A has decreased so much (perhaps A ~ —0.40) that the

torus is completely broken ; sometimes they remain paired beyond, long after the torus is gone.

Obviously this in part depends on the torus. The maximum number of quasidegeneracies occurs

near A = A*.

So we extract the quasidegeneracy sequences from the full spectrum, and now wish to identify

the quantum numbers for each of the regular levels. Again this is done without any need of the

eigenfunctions ; if 6 = 1, this would not be true for the one doubly degenerate sequence. It is easy

to see that the sequence starting lowest in energy must be the i»i = 0 one ; the point at which

irh just fits inside the KAM island area in a Poincaré map occurs at lower energy than \ith, etc.
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The order of the appearance, in the spectrum, of the sequences easily determines T»I. To assign

Ti2, we recall Eq. (4.12). £„, ,„, and nf are known very precisely and J 0 is approximately given by

Eq. (4.22). a is always close to j in our mixed systems but it is not very crucial since n2 is restricted

to being odd or even depending on the symmetry considerations. Usually only one integer for 712

comes close to satisfying Eq. (4.12). The n2 for the rest of the members just come by counting up

the sequence starting with the lowest «2 value.

Once the quantum numbers {(«1,712)} of {Eni,m} are known, one obtains through Eq. (4.10)

a set of couples {(J?(7ii,n2), J2 (711,712))} which in the semi-classical approximation verify

^(^? ( n i ) n 2) , J2(*»i) n2)) = 1. By this means one constructs a curve g°m (which, loosely speaking,

we shall refer to as a "quantum curve" since it is constructed from the quantum data) equivalent

to the g0 introduced in section 4.1. The resulting curves are shown on Fig. 11 for the main island

(island # a) of the A = -0.25 and A = -0.35 cases. As expected, g^m precisely corresponds to

g° wherever both are denned. An enlarged view of two small portions of a g° curve is given in

Fig. 12, in order to illustrate the quality of the correspondence. However, all missing segments

due to resonances are interpolated, and the quantization seems to work well even for Jf larger

than the total area of the island. Visually, it seems that the quantum system has analytically

continued g0 along the most natural path through all the gaps and up to a Jf that can be 2 or

3 times the classical maximum.8 That quantization occurring beyond the maximum Jf we shall

consider to be cantorus quantization [66]. However we did not attempt to construct classically the

cantori exterior to the island to confirm that they would lead to an extended g0 curve similar to the

quantum continuation. It would be an interesting, stringent quantitative test of these ideas to do

so. It should be mentionned that the mechanism responsible for quantization above the maximum

Jf is most probably also responsible for the possibility of approximating the classical motion near

"adiabatically stable" closed orbits by the motion of an integrable Hamiltonian, as done in ref. [67].

The quality (degree of splitting) of the quasidoublet sequences is however quite different de-

"Fot A = -0.25, the maximum J? found was 1.20 despite the total area of the island being 0.66. For A = —0.35,

a J1
0 equal to 0.9 was reached but little quantisation occurred beyond 0.6, which is to compare with a total area of

0.37.
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pending on whether J\> is inside (or close to) the regular region or distant from it . This is partially

illustrated in Fig. 13 where (continuing on with island # a) the points of the grid (n( + ^-,n2 +
 l-f)

in the plane ( J{ /2irh, Jil2vh) are shown for which a regular level has actually been found. On this

picture, it is clearly seen that, with very rare exceptions, the sequences are nearly complete for the

region of the plane ( J\/2irh, J2/2irft) corresponding to the ir.terior of the classical island. Moreover,

the sequences tend to remain complete to some distance beyond the classical boundary. However,

further out, sequences start to break and become more and more fractured till they disappear.

For the island # a of the A = -0.35 case, very few levels are missing for Jf < 0.4 (see Fig. 13b),

whereas beyond this value, namely in the interval 0.4 < Jf < 0.5 about half of the levels are. This

is reflected in the splitting of the corresponding quasidoublets. Typically, the splittings of interior

levels are 10""4D - 10"7Z? or less, of boundary levels 10"2Z) - 10"4Z) and beyond Jf = 0.40,

10"1Z? - 10"3Z?. The splittings do not, in most cases, increase smoothly from 10"7Z) to 10"1Z)

as one goes from the center of the island to the maximum quantized Jf. Actually, fluctuations

of several orders of magnitude exist between doublets for neighboring Jf. We shall return to this

point at the end of this section.

The levels exterior to Jf = 0.40 (i.e. : 2% of the total number of levels) should therefore be

regarded as being of intermediate status rather than being purely regular. When studying the

statistical behavior of chaotic levels in the next section, we therefore only consider "regular" those

levels with J" < 0.40. Note we have checked that the fluctuation measures to be discussed in

the next section are by no means sensitive to this precise choice. The volume of the island is

approximately

V=I dpdq Q(E0 ~ H) ~ \ Jf (mas)J°(max), (4.23)
J Island 2

where Jf(max) corresponds to the size of the island and J$(max) to the action of the periodic

trajectory at the center of the island (J°(max) = 10.01). Extending the value of Jf(max) from its

classical value (0.37) to 0.40 increases the fraction of levels / ~ 2?— ?̂ from ~ 9% to ~ 10%.

Thus island # a appears quantum mechanically as enlarged 10 - 20% (for the A = -0.35 case

considered here and also for A = -0.25) compared to its classical size. We would like to stress

however that this is not always the case. The small islands believe in a significantly different
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way compared to the big ones. For islands # b, c and d for A = -0.25 and # b and d for

A = -0.35 there still exist a few levels which probably correspond to cantori just exterior the

classical islands. However, for both the quantizing tori not too deeply interior the islands and the

cantori, the splittings are large and on average quite close to our maximum acceptable limit. In

addition the sequences show some spacing irregularities as compared with the EBK expectation. In

fact the quantum number assignments are, in some cases, more reliable exterior the big islands than

interior the small ones. We strongly suspect that the small islands are providing another example

of states of intermediate nature. They are either (de)localized on two or more quantizing tori

and/or partly living in the chaotic region of the phase space. Moreover, a certain number of levels

corresponding to tori interior to the classical small islands may be missing.9 Fig. 14 illustrates one

of the clearest cases, for which nearly half of the expected levels is lacking.10 At least for some small

quantum numbers, there appear to be quantizing tori that do not give rise to a regular state. This

is different from what happens for the big islands, for which the smallness of the quantum numbers

is reflected simply by small displacements in energy compared to the EBK prediction (see again

Fig. 12 and caption). The image is thus that the small islands at our ft are reduced in size quantum

mechanically as opposed to being enlarged. In particular for the island # c of the A = —0.35 case

no quasi-doublet has been identified although one expects some of them to be present. We believe

that the nature of the regular-chaotic interface as described by classical dynamics, (i.e.: fast mixing

beyond the border or, on the opposite extreme, presence of partial barriers) plays an important

role in determining which of these possibilities occurs for a particular KAM island. Qualitatively,

this argument is consistent with our experience in the quartic oscillators. As a consequence, the

insistence on a strict correspondence between the definition of a regular state and an invariant torus

is somewhat naïve. Presumably then, it is proper in some cases to associate regular states with

other classical objects such as cantori while in other cases, even the existence of a torus verifying

the EBK conditions does not guarantee the existence of the corresponding regular state.

9 Note that there U not necessarily a sharp distinction between those possible quasi-doublet pairs which just fulfill

our maximum splitting criterion and some which have been rejected.
10 Lack of levels from islands other than island # a in the A = -0.35 case compensates for the excess levels of island

# a in such a way that the total proportion of regular levels ~ 12%, is the same as the classical expectation.
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I Let us now return to some of the difficulties encountered while doing the actual separation and '

I quantum number assignments. A first delicate point consists of choosing properly the practical - |

upper limit for the largest acceptable quasidegeneracy splitting. One would both like to get all '?' ( «

actual quasidoublets (and thus increase the criterion), but yet not include so many fakes that their • / T-
I*elimination is not feasible (which induces one to reduce the criterion). Our choice, 10%!?, is a *?

good compromise since increasing it adds a negligible number of t r u e quasidoublets and yet the

construction of the sequence can still be carried out easily. From the selected doublets , all sequences ;' , >

of length 3 or larger were extracted ( J 0 in the proper range via Eq. (4.22)) ; smal l gaps in sequences ;;;

were easy t o adjust for.

At this point the q u a n t u m number assignments were usually s t ra ightforward, bu t some interre-

lated problems were encountered which depended on the KAM island under s tudy, namely sequence

crossings or "accidental degeneracies" and missing segments of sequences. Firs t we discuss the se- '<

quence crossings. Consider two overlapping sequences of {£?„,,„,} («i-fixed). They necessarily

come from different regions of the curve g0 so t o speak since the i r n t a re different. All of the

curves g0 from the various KAM islands have a gentle curvature so t h a t the two sequences must ' ^

have somewhat different spacings ( though locally each sequence has nearly constant spacings). For ^

Vl certain pairs of Upvalues the sequences are close by somewhere in t he spec t rum and as one climbs "*?

;*. : (or descends) the sequences, t he levels of the one with the slightly larger spacing overtake and pass ; s

?H the levels of the other sequence. This is what we call a sequence crossing. T h e crossing point is " f|

usually an accidental degeneracy in tha t two different quantizat ions accidentally lead to the same
energy (therefore one finds 4 levels nearly degenerate) ; if the spacings a re too different then it is

possible to cross sequences without having a near degeneracy (on t h e scale of a m e a n spacing). The

accidental degeneracy spli t t ings are much larger than the quasidegeneracy spli t t ings.

In a sense accidental degeneracies are not really accidental in t h a t with t he knowledge of g0 •=»>* :

they are predictable. S tar t ing with Eq. (4.2), two different quant iza t ions giving the same energy

E, satisfy
A n , A n 2 £ 3 / 4
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where A indicates differences. This implies

An2

AJ ? '
(4.25)

which means that the line connecting the two points on g0 has a rational slope. Since n, at our

energies never exceeds the low twenties, the differences AJf cannot be infinitesimal. The curvature

of g0, then, is important. However, if making a limited expansion of AJ j /AJf around the point

centered halfway between Jf and Jf + i\J°, we find

<4-26»

where the second term can usually be ignored. The centered point on g0 has the same rational

slope as the connecting line. Therefore two points equally spaced ±AJf /2 from Jf such that

a = r I s = -An2/Ar»i along with Eq. (4.2) approximately give the sequence crossing point energy.

Since Jf (a — r/s) ± AJf/2 do not necessarily quantize, the actual accidental degenerate energy

occurs at the closest level in the Ti1 sequence to that energy. In fact, for the quartic oscillators (and

most other scaling systems), as T»I —» oo, the curvature can be ignored and the scaling is such that

accidental degeneracies of infinite order coalesce slowly where a is rational. At a given energy, the

smaller s, the higher order accidental degeneracy possible.

There are now two possibilities. The first is that both sequences belong to a part of the classical

curve or otherwise said are interior to the KAM island. Usually in this case the quasidegeneracies are

excellent giving no problem there. However, tunneling splits the two sequences near the accidental

degeneracy if Ar»2 is even11 in such a way that if one is blindly (locally in the sequence, without

knowledge of g0) assigning n2 quantum numbers, the tendency is to switch sequences at the crossing

point and to start assigning false quantum numbers. This is easily seen after the fact when drawing

the quantum curve g°qm. There will appear a kink in the sequence of points (Jf9J2
1) and it will

slowly veer away from g0 ; assuming all the sequences are assigned quantum numbers, actually two

of them will veer away from g0 (one above g0, the other below) at points separated by AJf on g0.

"If An: is odd, the n>-fixed sequence crossing occurs such that the accidental degeneracy contains 1 level from

each of the foui {«i,ej} representations, see discussion leading to Eq. (4.21). If A712 is even there are two levels each

from two representations at the accidental degeneracy.
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This can be easily corrected if the curvature is not too weak. Also note that the quantum number

assignments for the accidental degeneracies are dubious in that there are really two non-congruent

quantized tori significantly contributing to each state there.

The second possibility, namely one sequence interior to the KAM island and the other exterior,

which here is the more frequent situation, arises because certain KAM islands quantize well beyond

their chaotic boundaries when H1 is not too large. This situation is complicated by the fact that the

exterior sequences tend to be almost evanescent, disappearing and reappearing almost randomly

as though they had a partial memory of a "nearby" more regular system. Of course the further to

the exterior, the more tenuous, on average, the sequence. When both sequences seem well denned

in that the quasidegeneracies are good and there are few missing levels, the tendency to switch

sequences exists, as above, but is generally stronger. Still the quantum number assignments are

fairly sensible once corrected. Sometimes the exterior sequence is more or less invisible, though

predictable in that another sequence has extended g0 to that region. Then one sees near the

foreseen crossing point one of three things: i) no effect, ii) for the exterior sequence a few isolated

quasidegenerate pairs appearing like nearby "shadows" through the crossing region or iii) for the

interior sequence a gap created where there should be none. We believe that ii) and iii) are

examples of effects coming from levels that are of intermediate status being neither fully regular

nor completely chaotic and not easily detectable by our method. Their relative abundance seems

to tend to zero with increasing energy but they are always there to some extent in our spectra. We

should remark that sometimes the quantum number assignments of parts of the exterior regions

can be difficult. This is not only due to the gaps but J^n, can get a little fuzzy there. For the KAM

island # a A = -0.25, this was not a problem but for # a A= -0.35, it was.

The second problem, that of sequence gaps, also adds to the difficulty of assigning quantum

numbers since r*t can no longer be so easily determined for each subsequence. Usually this oroblem

is solvable with some tedious work. They arise because within one sequence, the quasidegeneracy

splittings can vary locally say three orders of magnitude ; this was not true of all of the KAM

islands. This leads to occasional gaps in some sequences until splittings smaller than O(10~ 5)

(unit mean spacing) were attained. This tiny splitting comes well inside the KAM region. Some of
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these gaps can be associated with sequence crossing effects, but not all of them. Section 4.5 will

show that this may be traced back to the way the chaos modifies the tunneling process between

quasidegenerate states.

4.4 Resonances

Up to this point, it seems that the complexity of the motion interior to the quantizing islands is

completely ignored by the quantum system. The chaotic motion is so narrowly confined as to be

effectively regular and even the largest resonances cause no difficulties. The g°m curves simply

interpolate the missing gaps in g°, and almost all the possible quasidegeneracy pairs (nun2) are

found (at least for the largest islands). At first glance the results are therefore quite satisfying.

There remains however one puzzling feature. In the island # a (-0.35, T / 4 ) , there is an r/s = 2/3

resonance which has an area such that it should, at least in principle, quantize directly somewhere

beyond the 14, OOO"1 level in the spectrum (see Fig. 10). Why were no problems encountered when

assigning quantum numbers in that region and what sense these quantum number have should be

clarified.

Let us introduce {/ | , /2 ,â , /} where 1[,I2 are the action variables of tori belonging to some

r / s resonance, Q the associated winding number and / = I2 + &I\. One knows that at sufficiently

high energy quantum states will be labeled by quantum numbers (m[,ni2) related via EBK to

the actions (/i,/2). Quantum mechanically one expects some kind of smooth transition between

the range of energy where the (Ti1, TI2) we have been using are good quantum numbers and beyond

where the (m\,m2) are. However, it is not obvious, a priori, how the quantum system accomplishes

this. The answer involves tunneling (uniformizations) such as the treatment by Ozorio de Almeida

[68] which has as a consequence the well known relationship [44] between certain avoided crossings

and resonances. Here, we forego any study of a uniformized semiclassical procedure and content

ourselves with understanding how, at least from the point of view that we use to assign quantum

numbers, a soft transition between the two families of quantum numbers is made possible by

forming new sequences of states from the ones found ignoring the resonant structure. Including

the tunneling, this transition will diminish the size of h for which a clear signal of the existence of
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the resonance will be seen as compared to naive value expected from the size of the island.

Locating the (R11Ti2) levels which may be reassigned (mi,m2) values follows easily by consid-

ering the grid of points (ni,n2) in the (Ji , J2) plane. Those points included in the region bounded

by two lines emanating from (0,0) and passing through the points of g0 at either edge of the gap

due to the resonance in question form the pool of candidate levels. To begin with, we shall use a

simplified image in which inside the resonance both the curve g0 and its analog J2
3 = g°{rf) are

approximated by their tangent in the center of the resonance (i.e. at the origin for g0). In this

approximation, both J 0 and J0 are everywhere equal to J0* and I0* respectively, and thus the

spacing of the ni-fixed and nti-fixed sequences are constant with

(4.27)

where the integral is taken over the resonance's closed orbit. This means (see Eq. (4.22)) that the

spacing of the m i-fixed sequences are s times smaller than those of the nt -fixed ones. However,

since a = r/s, Eq. (4.12) implies that

(4.28)

(4.29)

is precisely the spacing of the mi-fixed sequence if

+ r.Ani = 1 .

One may thus pool s neighbouring n\-fixed sequences {n-i,n\ + 1,. . . , n j + s — 1) to construct a

mi-fixed one. Moreover, in this simplified image, all levels EnSin2 appear "accidentally" degenerate

with all £ni+^ni,n2+iin2 when 3,An2 + r.Ani = 0. There is thus an intrinsic ambiguity in the

quantum number assignments and, in particular, in the choice between (ni,n2) and (Tn15Tn2).

Let us now turn to a more realistic description with the help of Fig. 15. In practice, because

neither g0 nor g0 can be identified with their tangent in the center of the resonance, only a few levels,

corresponding to the sequence crossings discussed in section 4.3, are actually nearly degenerate12.
l3Thc degeneracies we aie discussing now should not be confused with the quasidegeneracies existing for all régulai

level» here.
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are already reassigned to the mi = 0 sequence. The succession of (Ani, An2) when moving up in

the mi = 1 sequence is thus a little more complicated. One has starting from a (nj,n2) close to !

£_2 : i) zero or one steps of ( — 1,1), ii) a step of (-4,3) to pass over the levels already reassigned to

mi = 0, iii) one or zero steps of (-1,1) and iv) a step of (5, -3 ) to go from £ + 2 back to near £_2 . it

The question arises now whether the spacings corresponding to the many different kinds of steps, .

' > especially the large ones, will be roughly equal, since we know that there is some curvature to 9°.

'•• , 5 7

!

As already stated (see Eq. (4.26) and Eq. (4.25)) £,„,„, = £ n ,+ in i ,n j+ân 2 not only requires that * |

An 2 /An] = -r/s but also that the midpoint between ( n i , n 2 ) and («i + A n i , n 2 -f An 2 ) (in the . . •

(Ji/2irh, J2/2irft) plane) is as close as possible to the line Co corresponding to the center of the

resonance. This can be visualized by drawing in the resonance's zone of the ( Ji/2irh, Ji/2irh) plane

the lines Ck translated from C0 by k times the vector ( - « / 2 , r / 2 ) , where k = • • •, - 1 , 0 , 1 , • • •. The ,.

£„, ,„ , such that ( n u n 2 ) lies on £* will be "accidentally" degenerate with /?ni-fcr,nj+fc* ((«i - . ;'

kr,n2 + ks) lying on £_*) . Moreover, / ° and J0 strictly speaking are not constant but remain , . 1

very close to / ° * and J 0" . Therefore A £ 3 / 4 defined by Eq. (4.28) is again the correct spacing for a

mi-fixed sequence under the condition Eq. (4.29) provided one remains as close as possible to the

center of the resonance and A n i , An 2 remain small.

Focusing now on the r/s — 2/3 case, the mi = 0 sequence is constructed starting from the lowest

energy Eni n j , here around the 14000"" level, such that the resonance should quantize directly and ;

such that (r»i, n2) lies in the resonance zone. The three n i = const, sequences which are closest

to £ 0 are the three lying between £ - i and C\. In practice, it happens that at the bottom of the

mi = 0 sequence they have Ji1 = 0,1,2. Thus moving up in the mi = 0 sequence corresponds to i ;

(Ani , An 2 ) = ( - 1 , 1 ) when ni = 1 or 2, and to (An1 , An 2 ) = (2, - 1 ) when ni = 0. This lasts until 4
' J

the Ti[ = 0 sequence goes beyond the line £j (which corresponds to a sequence crossing between the T^\ J'j

nj = 0 and ni = 3 sequences) after which the same pattern is continued with the raj = 1,2 and 3 % £ |

sequences, and so on.

The mi = 1 sequence can then be constructed in essentially the same way by reassigning the

if levels corresponding to ( n i , n 2 ) lying between £_ 2 and £_i and between £ i and £ 2 . The main

•f J !• difference is that one has from time to time to hop from £_ i to £ i , since the levels lying in between
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However this will not be the case. We recall that the lines Ck have been constructed so that they

correspond to accidentally degenerate levels. Since all the large steps occur in the neighborhood

of some Ck , one can regard them as being obtained from a small step from the almost degenerate

partner near the line £_*. The curvature of a0 therefore should only affect weakly the spacings.

Practically here it is not possible to see even the beginning of the Tn1 = 1 sequence without

going to much higher energies and even at the top of our spectra the sequences are better organized

around the (I»I, Ti2) quantum numbers. Except for tunneling effects at sequence crossings seen very

low in the spectra, the spacings of the ni-fixed sequence remain extremely steady. This implies

small but noticeable irregularities in the spacings of the m\ — 0 sequence. These irregularities are

understandable because the tori on which this sequence is built are barely interior the islands of the

resonance and tunneling effects will be strong. From what we have done it is then easily seen why

the Ti1-fixed sequence can be reobtained. Since only tiny energy displacements are actually required

to make the (n 1,71-2) to (mi, m2) transition, they can be caused by very small matrix elements such

as those provided by tunneling effects.

4.5 Chaos Assisted Tunneling

We now briefly discuss the behavior of the tunneling splittings of the quasidegenerate doublets.

In doing so we closely follow the work of Tomsovic and Ullmo published elsewhere [43]. It has

already been noted that the splittings were erratic and that their order of magnitude was not

simply interprétable. This is the first clue that perhaps the chaotic region is playing a role in the

tunneling that occurs between two islands. In this subsection, we shall follow up on this clue and

expose the essential mechanism induced by the presence of chaos. The tunneling behavior will

be shown to be drastically modified from the integrable or quasi-integrable case and to become

extremely sensitive to the variation of an external parameter.

In a standard treatment of a tunneling process, the only levels which enter are those which

are nearly degenerate. For each doublet here, one is led to a two level problem. For illustration,

consider some particular doublet. One starts with two EBK wave functions $1 and ¥ 2 , constructed

on a torus Ti and its symmetric partner T2. The quantized energy is denoted by E. The &i (i - 1,2)
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d^, ! In principle, it is possible to improve on this approximation to any order in ft (see Maslov and

I ; Fedoriuk [69]) with only small modifications of the $;. However, the Hamiltonian projected on the

II space generated by the $, may still take on the form

E e/2
(4.31)

e/2 E ' " ' '

as long as the admixing matrix element e, which in this case is equal to the splitting AE, vanishes

to any power in ft. This for instance is the case when

AE = Ac-*s (4.32)

in which A and 5 are algebraic in ft. The usual treatment of tunneling, which has proven to apply

for systems near integrability, always amounts in some sense to evaluating e/2 = ($i | / / |*2)- This

can be done in several ways for one dimensional systems. For more degrees of freedom, though

very little results exist, the work of Wilkinson [70] gives a satisfactory image which, although it is

rigorously derived only for a limited class of Hamiltonian, should be relevant on a general footing.

The main point we shall retain is that, to leading order, the splitting AE is given by an expression

such as Eq. (4.32), where 5 is the imaginary part of an action integral taken on a complex path. In

other words 5 is a purely classical quantity, and if one is able to tune ft and to observe the splitting
1 between states constructed on exactly the same tori, the data should gently fall on a line of slope

t - 1 in a log AE vs I/ft plot. This has been done explicitly, and checked to be true, by Wilkinson

js > for some nearly integrable systems [71].
a I f

With the quartic oscillators, one can in the same manner take advantage of the homogeneity of

the potential to obtain a tuning of ft. As already pointed out, the quantizing tori indeed quantize

for an inimité set of quantum numbers (assuming one rescales the energy). One may thus observe

•;. i how the splitting changes keeping the classical mechanics strictly identical but for different values
1J of (Ti1 + 1/2), which plays the role of I/ft. Pig. 16 shows the results obtained for a set of three
A
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obey Schrodinger's equation asymptotically in ft, so that " \
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tori from the ( - 0 . 2 5 , TT/4) case. For each of them there exists fluctuations of several orders of

magni tude . A simple ft dependence such as Eq. (4.32) is excluded. Nor does any obvious indication

of predictable dependence on ft exist. This behavior cannot be interpreted in terms of a two level

mechanism if A and 5 are to have a classical significance.

It is possible to obtain a clearer understanding of the tunneling by observing the variations of

the splittings when an external parameter , here the coupling A, is varied. In Fig. 17, the splittings

a re shown for three tunneling pairs (associated with islands # a) as a function of A from before the

islands ' creation (A = 0) to well beyond their destruction (A = -0 .60 ) . In so doing, the quantum

numbers ( n i , n 2 ) are fixed for each level thus defining via Eq. (4.2) a one parameter family of tori.

\ •• - As desired, with the variation of A, ft changes little for a given level ; in the figure the three levels

shown are given in the order of decreasing ft so to speak. At A = 0, there are no resonances and

n o quasidegeneracies. As A increases initially, resonances appear with some growing qui te large.

Yet the system is remaining quasi-integrable in the sense tha t the chaotic mot ion occupies a small

i fraction of phase space and is very much contained in narrow regions. In this regime, the splittings

j behave smoothly and they have no relation to the p r o n m i t y of other levels. No visible effect occurs ', ?-

, i when a th i rd regular state crosses the p a t h of one of the states in the doublet . A quasi-degenerate , > ^ i

Zf pair is rightfully considered as an isolated two level tunneling system. Not surprisingly, we find
P$* - i %

?" ' that the exponential ft dependence given in Eq. (4.32) is loosely verified. For example, compare t *

Fig. 17a and 17c which were selected in order that they derive from the exact same family of tori.

Their approximate factor 3 difference in the slopes of the initial roughly linear portion of the curves

matches the factor 3 difference in ft between their quantizations at any given value of A.

f Beyond the quasi-integrable regime (which effectively shrinks with ft) where one has a mixed

system, the tunneling becomes affected by the non-integrability of the system. In distinction with

_ the regular regime the splittings become extremely sensitive to the motion of the nearest lying

chaotic levels. It is indeed quite instructive to compare the position of the A£'s extrema with the

places where the doublet's energy crosses the one of the chaotic states. The number of crossings

grows faster than the level density as ft -• 0 and they could only be marked on Figs. 17a and 17b.

Clearly, the peaks seen in the figure can mostly be associated with such a crossing. Near their tops,

J
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the difference in energy between a regular level and a chaotic crossing one dominates the splitting.

This is a clear signature that in the vicinity of the peaks, the tunneling problem in its simplest form

requires an extra level and is actually a three level problem. Moreover, if one roughly evaluates the

effect of the direct contribution, which would be found in the two level scheme described above, by

extrapolating the first part of the curve, the order of magnitude would be far too weak to be of any

relevance. Even the ranges of A where the problem cannot be reduced to a three level mechanism

are presumably governed by a multi-level one.

The dynamical interpretation as exemplified in a three level model is quite interesting. At first

glance, it might have been anticipated that the effect of chaos would be to draw into the chaotic

region a state initially localized in a KAM island. Instead, the major consequence of chaos is

enhanced tunneling between islands by allowing transport across regions in phase space. Let the

two EBK states be provided by some quantized torus in island # a giving $ t , and its symmetric

partner in island # a' giving <P2. Let us moreover specify the global phase of $ 2 by requiring that

$ 2 = P 1 ^ 1 . The initial state $1, even in the absence of direct coupling, will evolve into ¥2.

It is more convenient to work in the symmetric basis giving

* i = (4.33)

^ + and <Sf~ thus respectively belong to (+,+) and (-,—) sequences if n2 is even, and to the

(+, - ) and ( - , + ) sequences if n2 is odd. We shall neglect the direct coupling between #1 and

$2 which amounts to considering that the diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements ( $ + | / 7 | $ + ) and

(^ -IWI*") are both equal to E (e - 0). Then, if for instance the chaotic state 0+ belongs to the

same symmetry class as * + , the three level Hamiltonian appears in the simple form

H

' t - \

U + )

E O O

O E v

0 v Ec

' t - \

4+ (4.34)

where the only admixing is occurring between the chaotic and regular symmetric (under P\ ) state

through the tunneling matrix element v. Obtaining the time evolution of $1 is immediate -
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under the action of Û(t) = e\p(~iHt/h)y the antisymmetric component just picks up a phase

exp(-iEtfh) and the propagation of the symmetric, regular component follows from the standard

treatment of the two level problem. Assuming, for convenience, that |t>| •< \EC — E\, there will

be a weak oscillation of probability amplitude transfer from * + to tf>^ and back of magnitude b

(« 2\v/(Ec - E)I) and period t0 (« 2irh/\Ec - E\). At the end of each period, {7(to)*+ results

in nothing more than an acquired overall phase exp ( — i(E — j)to/h) where, relative to U(to)V~,

there is an extra phase fixed by 7 « v2/(Ec — E). Thus after n periods,

U(TIt0)V11 = e- ' £ n 'o / f i ($- + en"»«o/A$+) (4.35)

As the relative dephasing of $* and $~ increases with time, the initial state is resonantly tunneling

back and forth between $1 and $2 without ever fully appearing in the chaotic region. The image

is that during each time step to, a small piece of a state on one torus breaks off and appears in the

chaotic zone. By the end of the period to, that small piece has moved onto the symmetric partner

torus. The total elapsed time to tunnel completely from one island to another is 2to/62, which is

just a simple combination of the squared amplitude and oscillation period.

In the more general situation, that is if one does not select a value of the coupling such that

one chaotic state plays a predominant role, the tunneling mechanism will involve many chaotic

states. We strongly suspect that a detailed description of the individual splittings will be difficult

to obtain. As suggested in the introduction as concerns chaotic motion, the statistical features

may contain some very interesting properties. Although it is the next section that discusses in

depth the ideas behind statistical modeling, we write down a zero'th order model which could be

generalized or made clearer taking into account those aspects. The basic idea is that each regular

state is independently, randomly, and weakly coupled to independent matrix ensembles modeling

fc
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the chaotic states of the same symmetry. The model Hamiltonian would look like 13

<£?

i

/ f - \

H
GOE

0

0

0

E

0

0

W)

\ / t - \
£-

0 {«'} GOE' j

(4.36)

where £ and £ + represent the quantum Hilbert spaces of chaotic states with same symmetry

as *~ and * + , GOE denotes a Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble of random matrices, which will

be thoroughly discussed in section 5, and {v}, {«'} a random coupling with independent matrix

elements (zero centered, normally distributed, and with equal variance v2). The primes emphasize

the independent nature of the ensembles and couplings. A very attractive problem would be to

determine semiclassically the different parameters describing the model, particularly the behavior of

the v, v' which correspond to classically forbidden transport process, and to deduce from it definite

quantitative predictions on the tunneling behavior. This we think is mon trivial but feasible, and

we plan to look into it in the near future. In any case, the main qualitative features should remain

the same as for the three level problem. Namely, this should lead to enhanced tunneling with a

great sensitivity to the variation of an external parameter, and without dissolution of a wave packet

started in a regular region into the chaotic one.

The observed fluctuations of the quartic oscillators doublets' splitting thus find a natural in-

terpretation in the multi-level mechanism we have introduced. Our discussion and results also

are consistent with, and shed some light on the recent observations of Lin and Ballentine [72] for

driven, double well oscillators. The scope of this new tunneling mechanism goes beyond the range

of simple numerical experiments. Dynamical tunneling between symmetric regular states takes

place in several simple molecular systems [73, 32, 6], and the characteristic features of the chaos

assisted tunneling, such as the sensitivity to the the variation of an external parameter, should

allow one to detect it experimentally when the underlying classical motion is mixed. Additionally,

it seems that some problems in condensed matter physics offer a good opportunity, perhaps the
13We neglect here the inner structure of the chaotic legion, which will be discusied in the next section.
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best one at the present time, to observe tunneling properties experimentally. The recent progress

in molecular beam epitaxy allows one to design multilayer semiconductors with a high degree of

control on their specifications [74], In particular they can be designed such that the vertical motion

of the electrons takes place in wells. Experimental techniques probing the tunneling properties for

such systems are already well developed (see for instance [75]). If one is able to induce some chaos,

by an intense laser pulse for instance as proposed by Lin and Ballentine, the tunneling properties

should be drastically modified, in an experimentally observable manner.

i .- "
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5 Chaotic Spectrum „ t j i

We shall now concentrate on the part of the spectrum remaining after the removal of the regular j

levels. This shall be considered the "chaotic" spectrum. As discussed by Percival [40], these chaotic I
K

states are, in some sense, related to the classical chaotic phase space. There is no equivalent of EBK /

quantization there just as it fails in fully chaotic systems. As mentioned in the introduction, in

such chaotic systems statistical characterizations of the spectra have been successful. By focusing

i attention on fluctuation properties new universal behavior has come to light. In 1983 Bohigas, Gi-

annoni, and Schmit [14] conjectured that sufficiently chaotic systems had the fluctuation properties

of the random matrix ensembles of Wigner and Dyson [16,17]. For time reversal invariant systems

such as the quartic oscillators the Gaussian or Circular Orthogonal Ensembles (GOE, COE) apply.

Their spectra are remarkable in that they are very rigid implying a great deal of level repulsion. ;

It is natural to apply the same random matrix ideas and the classification scheme of Percival to

the chaotic parts of mixed systems. This along with the result that regular levels are Poisson

distributed led to the Berry-Robnik surmise.

In fact, we are less concerned about the statistical properties of the regular levels in large part

because the classical knowledge may be used in a fairly complete way to give detailed information

* j about the correspondence as we have just done in section 4. In cases such as ours, where the regular

£•§: part of the spectrum may be removed, and where only one large chaotic region exists, the previous

{; 1 way of thinking is reduced to that of its essential postulate : the chaotic spectrum should have J ï'i f
1 GOE fluctuations. It turns out that for the system we have studied this is not the case. Neither s*

can the obtained fluctuations be mimicked by any independent superposition of spectra. ; ^

The GOE is basically constructed in such a way that it contains no information other than j
ltï F • t
•> ' i time reversal invariance holds. In a sense, using a simple GOE to interpret the chaotic spectrumfluctuations amounts to considering the chaotic part of the classical phase space as a homogeneous, ;

featureless object. However we have seen, for the quartic oscillators with A = -0.35 coupling, that """""î

an inner structure exists due to partial barriers. Moreover, similar behaviors, although perhaps

even more complicated, should be found for most mixed systems ; they may be missed if not

* U
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explicitly searched for. We shall see that the classical information, concerning transport properties,

can be translated into constraints on the matrix elements of the quantum evolution operator U(t) =

exp -}{Ht, and then from U(t) to the Hamiltonian itself. Once these constraints are expressed, a .«' .

modeling using generalized random matrix ensembles will provide a prediction which agrees quite *

well in our test case.

5.1 Association of a Quantum Subspace to a Classical Region

Implicit in the classification scheme of Percival is that, if properly expressed, the Hamiltonian H or

time evolution operator Û(t) should appear in the semiclassical approximation as a block diagonal

matrix ; each block being associated with an isolated region of the classical phase space. In cases ;

where a chaotic region of the phase space can be decomposed in nearly, but not completely, isolated

subregions, it is in the same way natural to consider that in some proper basis, H or Û(t) for t not

too long, should appear as a block diagonal matrix whose blocks are connected through small, but

non zero, matrix elements. The average size of these matrix elements, i.e. the quantum constraints,

will be related to the flux connecting different subregions, i.e. to classical information. However, <?

if those operators are expressed in no particular basis this peculiar form will not hold any more,

although the corresponding information will still exist in a hidden way through matrix element 1

correlations. In the following, we shall always assume that we are working in what we may call :
! J

a relevant basis, that is any basis in which the constraints on the operators H or U(t) appear

^ in a natural way. For instance, if the considered information were time-reversal invariance (TRI) ;

of systems without spin, the relevant bases are simply those in which all TRI Hamiltonians are
fi simultaneously expressed as real symmetric matrices (in an arbitrary basis there is no reason why

TRI Hamiltonians should be real). In the same way, when the system has some exact or model (

symmetry, relevant bases will be those corresponding to the appropriate irreducible representations.

For our purposes, the relevant bases are those for which each vector will be unambiguously attached

to a distinct region of the phase space. The set of vectors associated to one region will define a

vector subspace which is more important physically than the bases themselves (as for TRI, there

is an infinity of relevant bases, and physical results do not depend on the precise basis used).

S
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When considering completely separated regions, it is sufficient to postulate explicitly or implic-

itly the existence of such relevant bases. Here, since we would like to actually relate the size of

connecting matrix elements to classical flux, it is worthwhile to proceed a little further, and at least

to characterize them in some way. Notice however, that in no case will we need to explicitly con-

struct a relevant basis. For this purpose, we shall introduce two different images, the first one based

on the Weyl-Wigner calculus presented in section 3, the second on time-dependent EBK theory.

Both images allow us to relate the admixing matrix elements of U[t) to the classical flux, although

here we shall only present the derivation based on the first image which is simpler. Thus, they

are somewhat equivalent from a practical point of view. Since they give rise to different physical

understanding which may lead to a preference for one or the other depending on circumstances, we

shall present both interpretations.

5.1.1 Weyl-Wigner Image

Let us consider that the 2d-dimensional phase space (d = number of freedoms) is partitioned into

a certain number of 2d- dimensional regions R, which are nearly or even completely isolated under

the classical motion generated by H. Let us consider moreover one region, say R, which extends

only over a finite range of energy and thus has finite volume. Following simple intuition, since the

Weyl formula
IfJkT t Tp \ -, I fi\ I Tp IX \ Â*m jiw* t C "%\iV I M-JR I —- ' '" ' i I vM SIJfi — XZ Ii l u Q u p I OsX I

holds for any Hainiltonian HR, and since HR can certainly be chosen such that R is the region of

phase space such that HR[P, q) < ER, one may say that R is associated with the quantum subspace

SR generated by the eigenstates \ipk) [k = 1 , . . . , dim [SR)) of the quantized BR whose eigenvalues

are smaller than ER. The dimensionality of SR is then

(5.2)

i

Using the second equality of Eq. (3.7), one may think of the Wigner transform Pkk[it p) =

tlV't)(V'ik|]ui(q,p) as a function taking the value 1 in some [2irh)d cell of R and 0 elsewhere, the

cells corresponding to different pkk filling jR without overlapping because of the third equality of
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(3.7). This picture is, of course, very far from reality when applied to a single vector. When one

considers the projector

PR= (5.3)
k=\

it is however sensible to assume that the fluctuations of each particular phk will be washed out

and that the previous image becomes more accurate. We shall therefore consider that the Wigner

transform of PR is simply the characteristic function \R of region R, i.e.

(5.4)

» ( (5.5)

where
1 if (q, p) belongs to it

0 elsewhere .

In Fig. 18 we confirm how well this works for the Wigner transforms of a projector of a group of

harmonic oscillator eigenstates. As long as the eigenstates belonging to an energy range of at least

h2/i are included, only a small residual oscillation appears superposed on Xft(q» p)-

We may implement the classical energy conservation, which means that each classical feature

is to be considered at one particular energy. Quantum mechanically speaking, one expects the

behavior of the spectrum around some energy E to be related only to the classical motion around

that energy. We shall thus consider in the following the intersection of regions Ri with an energy

slice H E[E - AE/2, E + AE/2] rather than the total region itself. This implicitly supposes that

the Hamiltonian expressed in a relevant basis appears as a bordered matrix : the matrix elements

between two vectors whose mean energies are too far apart on the classical scale should be close

to zero. We shall thus consider that the Wigner transform of any basis state whose mean energy

is equal to E is localized on the classical energy surface E = E. Therefore, in the Weyl-Wigner

image, relevant bases are characterized by the fact that :

i) the Wigner transform of any state is localized on one classical energy surface.

ii) the Wigner transform of a projector onto any subspace associated to a region R, is the

characteristic function YP...
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We suspect that these requirements can be fulfilled in the limit ft -» O, although some care must

be exercised as to the details of the classical phase space one wishes to resolve. For finite ft, the

main postulate made here is that the departure from the above description will not be relevant as

far as one is concerned with the statistical properties of the spectrum. See the work of Ozorio de

Almeida [1] and Berry [76] which may place these intuitive ideas on a firmer foundation.

5.1.2 Maslov Image

One may also deal with relevant bases from another point of view. Since we shall only introduce it

to help physical understanding, we shall restrict ourselves here to a brief description, and refer to

[77] for a more detailed account.

The basic semiclassical tool, in this picture, is the time-dependent EBK approximation for

multidimensional systems developed by Maslov [69, 39, 78]. The first aim of this semiclassical

approach is to give a construe„'• on which associates a quantum wave function ip to each Lagrangian

torus T of the classical phase space which fulfills the conditions Eq. (4.2). Note that this association

is of a purely geometrical nature and is made without any reference to a particular Hamiltonian.

Then, if one introduces some dynamics through a quantum Hamiltonian H(p, q) and its classical

limit H(p, q), one can also associate a wave function tfr(t) to each image ̂ 1X of T by the Hamiltonian

flow gl. i/>(t) (which is calculated only by a classical propagation of T) is, in the semiclassical

approximation (i.e. to 0(/i2)), a solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation. This can be

summarized with the following diagram :

t —— U *

classical T —> glT

I I

1 i
quantum $ —»

Thus, if one is able to build an orthonormal basis {$»} °fthe quantum vector space such that

i) each state xj)'a is obtained from a classical torus X<j through the Maslov construction
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ii) each torus 7̂ J thus defined is completely interior to one of the regions Ri, and

iii) each torus T£ wanders in a small range of energy on the classical scale

the set {*/>,',} may be used as a relevant basis. In this way one may obtain a semiclassical approxima-

tion of the evolution operator Û(t) by expressing the matrix elements (^'a\Û(t)\il>J
0) - (^âl^(O)-

Moreover, it can be easily shown that the scalar product of two wave functions constructed on tori

which have no point in common is zero in the stationary phase approximation (i.e. tc 0(h2)). Thus,

if two regions Ri and Aj are completely disconnected, all (̂ JJV1Ja(O) 3 ^ virtually zero since glT£

never intersects T£. In the same way, if R, and Rj are only slightly connected, the probability that

g'T^ intersects T^ is small and the matrix elements connecting block t to block j are also small.

They can be evaluated to give the same result that we shall obtain with the Weyl-Wigner image.

Finally, (iii) implies that all quantum features of U(t) are related to the classical motion near a

specific energy.

Constructing a basis which satisfies (i) and (U) is, in a sense, equivalent to finding an integrable

Hamiltonian H0 which respects the boundaries of the regions Rx. For a one de^ee of freedom

system (say time-dependent and periodic to allow chaos), this is actually trivial. For more degrees

of freedom, we know of no proof at the present time that such an Ho can be found and here its

existence, which is the only result we need, not its actual construction, is to be considered as a

sensible postulate which need only be fulfilled in an approximate way. Concerning (Ui), note that,

since a Lagrangian torus included in an energy surface of H is an invariant torus, the T^ cannot be

required to have zero extension in energy.

One interesting feature of relevant bases considered from the Msslov image is that each matrix

element of U(t) is separately accounted for. The mean square value in each connecting block

thus leads, as previously stated, to the same result as one may obtain from the Weyl-Wigner

image. However, at least from an intuitive point of view, both the homogeneity of the repartition

of the matrix elements inside each block and their decorrelation, which we shall postulate when

introducing random matrix theory, can here be understood as deriving from the chaotic behavior

of classical motion. Indeed, for two regions R, and R3 (including the case i = j) for which at a

time t a complete mixing is obtained, and connected through a Markovian-like process (if t ^ j),
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the probability that the image under gl of some torus Zj intersects a torus 7̂ J will be the same for

all a and /3, giving a uniform value to the expectation of the \UlJ&\2 (for fixed i and j). Moreover,

the decorrelation of the motion of distinct tori will naturally lead to the decorrelation of the

matrix elements. As a consequence of the homogeneity and independence of matrix elements of

the evolution operator, the Hamiltonian matrix can be regarded as having these same properties.

Finally, although all bases which verify (i) (ii) and (iii) are a priori equally good relevant bases,

some of them (i.e. those for which in each ft, the T^ form a pattern resembling a single resonance)

appear as more natural. If moreover R, is a chaotic region surrounding a KAM island, the basis

which corresponds to the part of gfm exterior to the island (recall Fig. 11) may be called the

preferred relevant basis. It is only easily defined as far as g^m is (and thus may not exist if g^m

does not extend the classical KAM limit), but its existence seems to underlie the quantum motion.

5.2 Relation Between Flux and Matrix Elements

From now on, we shall consider that all operators are expressed in some relevant basis {|i, a}},

where i labels the region to which |t, a) is associa. , ind a is a sublabel denning the precise state

under consideration. Let us also denote by E'a the mean energy

'a = (i,a\H\i,a) (5.6)

of \i,a). We do not know how to calculate precisely in a semiclassical manner all the matrix

elements. Neither do we suspect that this is truly possible nor the interesting thing to do. However,

the mean square behavior and other similar average properties are essential. We therefore introduce,

for any operator À, the local expectation value defined as

(j,a|i|î,a), (5.7)

where NE,^E is the number of levels whose mean energies lie in the interval [E - ^f-, E + A^]. In

this definition, one implicitly assumes the independence of the average from the choice of AE to

within a range, infinitesimal classically yet infinite on the scale of the density of states.

1
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5.2.1 Admixing matrix elements of U(t)

The operator whose matrix elements are naturally related to the classical motion is the time

evolution operator U(t). Considering a time t sufficiently long that the interior of each nearly dis-

connected classical region is completely mixed, and yet sufficiently small that the relative volumes

of phase points exchanged between neighboring regions are small, Ù(t) is a block diagonal ma-

trix whose blocks are connected through small admixing matrix elements which we now evaluate.

Namely, we are interested in the expectation value

/ /..\\!i [U^)PjV (t)PkpB]w(^9). (5.10)
E AE J [2irnia

can write

,1
: :• *• r ^ - . j . % JL _ " . t j _ v JL « * * * r JL i # . t r w ^ i t * ! • * # * . 1 Ul 1 * • * f I . , . 1 , / C ^ ^ \

i p)» [fj]iu(qi PiO is equal at this level of approximation, to the characteristic function Xg' ft,-

i
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Noting Pu the projector *

PE= E |<,o><«,a| , (5.8) ir U

the expectation value Eq. (5.7) can be written as ^

(5.9) \.

Vh Since we are only concerned with the leading term in h, the Wigner transform of an operator ' -:-\ I '

product may be approximated with the product of the individual Wigner transforms. Thus one

. . . . .
where [P,]u,(q,p,t) = [U(t)PjW(t)]w(%p) is the Wigner transform of Pj after it has evolved under
the quantum motion during a time t. Now Eq. (3.10) applies for each of the vectors |t, a) and thus

for Pj. Continuing on with leading order in h, this means that [Pj]w (q>P,0 evolves to 0[h2) like
. - V ? )

a fluid density under the classical law of motion. Since [P;]w(q, p , 0) = [P;]tu(q, p) is taken as ( ;,.
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which takes the value one inside the image glR} by the Hamiltonian flow of region R} and zero *'x '{ \

T outside. f

S The effect of [PE]W/NEAE is just to select the energy E at which the classical features must S

» be considered. We have assumed that the Wigner transform of a vector Ii1Ct) of the relevant }'' •• >
i .-

bases is localized around the classical energy surface H = E'a, thus [Pe](q, p) may be regarded . ;

as null outside the energy range if (q, p) G [E - AE/2, E + AE/2\. Since moreover this slice it

supposed to contain many states, all particular features of the [|t,a)(t, a|]w are smoothed away,

and with the same logic as in section 3.3, [PEUH, p) may be regarded as equal to one if H(q, p) 6 •

[E - A25/2, E + AE/2} and to zero elsewhere. Since moreover Ai? is supposed to be infinitesimal M

on the classical scale, one may write

[PnUq9P) = S(E-H)AE (5.12) !

and thus ;

( P W ^ ( J ) A ) B S _ i _ ^ | < / q d P X g , B . ( q , P ) X f i j k ( q , p ) ^ - * ) (5.13)

The numerator of the right hand side cf Eq. (5.13) is thus simply the Liouville measure at energy

E of the overlap of g'Rj and Rk- For time t sufficiently short that the probability of return is '

negligible1'1, the l.h.s of Eq. (5.13) is t times the flux connecting region j to region k, and thus

^ (5-14) ^

5.2.2 Admixing matrix elements of H

To facilitate the connection with the theory of transitions [79] in random matrix theory, which we 'v

jl shall discuss in the next subsection, and which has been developed using the Gaussian ensemble

) * ' framework, we now translate what is known about Ù(t) to information on H itself. To obtain a

theoretical prediction for the chaotic spectrum fluctuations which may be compared to spectral !

data, we have therefore to relate the expectation value Eq. (5.10) to the size of the connecting

matrix elements of the Hamiltonian operator expressed in a relevant basis. „

! u This implies that the time t must be much smaller than ^j*/Vj and ijk/Vk, where the volume Vi(E) equals :-- t

* | ; V1(E) = JRdndpS(E - H) " I \



I Let us first split the Hamiltonian matrix into two pieces

h B = Ho + H1 (5.15)

where Hy is purely block diagonal, and H\ contains only the small block non-diagonal connectingI.
matrix elements. This induces for U(t) a natural separation into

Û(t) = Ûo(t) +U1(I) (5.16)

where Uo(O ls defined as

CT0(O = ex

Note both CT(O and CTo(O SLie unitary matrices but CTi(O = ^ ( 0 ~ Ks(O *s most likely not.

To evaluate the size of the matrix elements of AT1 which correctly gives the expectation values

(U(I)PjU*Pk)E(- (Ûi(t)PjÛ\(t)Pk)E since CT0 is purely block diagonal) we shall start from the

equality

CT(O = CT0(O - r / ' dTV<M ~ T)HIÛ(T) (5.18)

which can be verified by differentiating both members and by noting that for t = 0 Eq. (5.18) is

obviously true. Neglecting any contribution of Hi beyond first order, one simply finds

CT1(O * - • / ' ^CT0(t - T)F1CT0(O • (5-19)
Jo n

J We now choose a particular relevant basis, namely {\S'a)} in which Fo is diagonal, and where the

f subscript i indicates that | ^ ) belongs to the vector space associated with region .R1. The \£'a) are

related to any relevant basis \i, a) by block-diagonal orthogonal transformation which leaves the

"--•%• mean squared matrix element of the off-diagonal blocks invariant. In this basis, one obtains
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Note that no statistical assumption has been yet made to obtain Eq. (5.20). To proceed further we

suppose that all statistical quantities concerning the particular system (H = HQ + HI) considered

are the same as their average values taken over some matrix ensemble. This ensemble is taken such

that all matrix elements of Hi are independently chosen from each other and from the eigenvalues

of H0, and the mean square matrix element is constant and chosen as v?k in each block connecting

space j to space k. Also, the mean density of levels p'(E) = £ a 6(E - ££) (where the double bar

means ensemble averaging) can be taken equal to the smoothed density p1 (E) of the i'th block of

the actual Hamiltonian since H\ is weak.

Besides the simplifications introduced by this "statistical postulate", its physical relevance may

be understood from two different points of view. On the one hand, it is possible to think of each

particular matrix of the ensemble as representing slices of spectra sufficiently far one from each

other that they behave independently (i.e. a local diagonalization of one slice does not essentially

change the matrix elements around the other) and yet sufficiently close that the classical behavior

at their respective energies is similar. On the other hand, the ensemble introduced presumably

possesses the ergodicity property of the Wigner-Dyson's ones [80], which means that any of its

elements (and in particular the actual H under consideration) almost certainly behaves like the

ensemble average. It is most probable that both these arguments should enter into a justification

of the introduction of such an ensemble.

Thus, using the independence of the (^|Hi|5^) from the eigenvalues of Ho, and

\(£i\Hi\£$)\2 = v2
]k = const., one obtains :
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(5.21)
-Af,/2

Since AE is infinitesimal on the classical scale, pk(x) can be set equal to pk(E) =

fk(E) is the relative volume of region Rk at energy E) in the interval [E - AE/2, E + AE/2}. The

integration on x thus leads to

f£+A£/2

Î-AE/2 2ft
(5.22)

(where sine u = sin(u)/u). This basically means that as soon as

AE.r „
—r— > 2ir (5.23)

the unit circle is uniformly covered, leading to a center of gravity at O. The oscillations that exist

in the sine function for AE.r/h > 2ir are due to the sharp cut made in energy and therefore have

no physical significance. Since AE is assumed large on the quantum scale, the only contribution

of the integration over T comes from the neighborhood of T = 0. On may thus extend the time

integral from ( to infinity, and drop the r in (t — r).

Therefore, one obtains

(5.24)

2ir

This equation may be regarded as a statistical version of the Fermi-Golden Rule. There are however

some slight differences in its domain of applicability. To begin with, it does not concern the tran-

sition amplitude from a discrete level to the continuum spectrum (with almost constant coupling).

Only averages between discrete levels are obtained and not one particular transition amplitude. A

second difference stems from the smoothing over a range of energy AE which allows the extension

of the time integral in Eq. (5.21) to infinity not because t is presumed large but because AE is.

In the limit when AE contains an infinite number of levels (AE -» oo,p(E) = const.), the time
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integral in Eq. (5.21) would also lead to a delta function even for arbitrarily small t. Note however

that Eq. (5.24) (also Eq. (5.14)) is valid only for a range of "intermediate" times. On the one

hand, t must be sufficiently long so that the matrix elements of U(t) are shared homogeneously

inside each block, which in particular implies that U(t) cannot be approximated by 1 - ^Ht. A

classical analog may be that t must be sufficiently long so that the motion inside each region Ri is

completely mixed, and thus

g\x) f x + J.VHt,

Oa the other hand, t must be sufficiently short, depending on the size of Hi, so that the approxi-

mation Eq. (5.19) holds. Basically, it is equivalent to the constraint on t needed for Eq. (5.14) to

be valid, i.e. the probability that a classical point in phase space changes regions twice during t is :

negligible. •

Let us now introduce the dimensionless transition parameter

2

A>* = 7# (5-25)
u i1

where D — l/p(E) is the local mean spacing. Aj* appears naturally in quantum perturbation

theory when Ho is perturbed by H\ and, as will be discussed in the next section, it is also the 1^

relevant parameter in random matrix transitions. Since Eq. (5.24) can be used in the same range ; if f,

of t as Eq. (5.14), one obtains the transition parameter-flux relation - |;

(5.26)

f ; in which time no longer enters since both sides are related to instantaneous properties, i.e. to the

Hamiltonian. This relation is crucial for describing quantitatively a wide variety of phenomena

involving spectral statistics, localization of wave functions, suppression of chaos, etc...

Some care has to be exercised when applying Eq. (5.26) to a particular quantum system. The

above derivation of the Lambda-flux relation Eq. (5.26) has assumed for simplicity that no regular "

fraction of the spectrum, and no exact symmetries, were present. One can easily check that regular ^ •-. )
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I levels are correctly disposed of if, as done in Table 1, the /,'s represent relative chaotic volumes,

1
i

(The D in the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.25) being then the local mean spacing of chaotic states). However,

if the system possesses exact symmetries, the Hilbert space decompose into a certain number of

subspaces labeled by exact quantum numbers («,-) t = 1 , . . . , n, each of which containing (locally in . .

energy) only a fraction g(e,) of the states. Each sequence, to be treated separately, has thus a mean

spacing equal to g{e,)D. For the quartic oscillators in the generic case, i\ and e2 are the parity

numbers associated to P\ and Fj, and g{t\ — ±1, t2 = i l ) — 1/4 for each of the four sequences.

Without entering into the details, one can see, by following the previous derivation step by step,

that when considering a sequence (ei,.. •,Cn), one must formally replace vjk by vjk(e,), and D by

D(Ci) in Eq. (5.25) as ;

D —* D(C1) = - ^ r , (5.27)

i v 2 '• '

v\ —» vUa) = -£r . (5.28)

Eq. (5.28) can be understood intuitively as expressing the fact that the semiclassical propagation

of a state \j, a) does not depend on its symmetry properties, and, therefore, the average sum of

square matrix element ||Pfcl/(t)|j, a)\\2 remains the same as if no symmetry was present. This leads

for \jk

Aj* —» Ajfc(e,-) = g(ci)Ajk . (5.29)

For the quartic oscillators the Aj*(±, ±) are thus equal to one quarter of the result given by

Eq. (5.26).

5.3 R a n d o m Matr ix Modeling

5.3.1 Traditional Aspects

By random matrix theory (RMT) we mean the construction of matrix ensembles with respect

to some measure, such as the volume element in the matrix element space, and the subsequent

V.' n
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f analysis to characterize and to determine their statistical properties. For example in the GOE, the

* matrix elements are chosen as independent zero-centered Gaussian random variables all with the

same variance except for the diagonal elements which have twice the variance. The ensemble is
1V' : invariant under orthogonal transformations and each member is diagonalizable by an orthogonal

% transformation. Along with the other classical ensembles, it has the additional property of being

', . strongly ergodic or in other words, as the dimensionality d —* oo, almost all members of the

' ensemble have the fluctuation properties of the ensemble [80].

In order to be more quantitative in what follows we now introduce some standard quantities

which allow one to measure these fluctuations. It is possible to express the measures as functions of

;. . a hierarchy of exact k-point correlation densities, Rk, which give the probability density of finding

distinct levels at k specific points in the spectrum or in an ensemble of spectra. All information

about spectral fluctuations can be expressed as functions of these correlations. Often the correlation

functions can be considered as locally translationaDy invariant which is the case here. The "center

of mass" coordinate may then be removed, reducing the number of variables from k to k-1. It is

then sensible, to start with, to restrict one's attention to two-point correlation measures ; these will

, i depend solely on the variable r giving the distance between two points in the spectrum. Once R2

is specified, the higher order correlations, Rk, (k > 2) are constrained ; it is an open question as

to precisely how constrained they are and to which extent they contain some new information [81].

In this paper, we restrict ourselves to two-point measures, which already contain dear signatures

of the properties under discussion.
1J To be a little more precise, assuming translational invariance, R-2(r) is defined as the probability

"I '
i] : Y2(r), as

Y2(r) = 1 - fi2(r) (5.30)

Depending on the situation, we will use the more convenient of these two functions. A nice feature of

using exact two-point measures comes from the fact that the uncorrelated superposition of spectra
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results in a very simple form for the measures. For example [80],

Y2"»ied(r) = itf?Y2Ur) (5.31)

where there are n spectra superposed and /, is the relative measure of the iih spectrum. '

Perhaps the most often considered two-point measures are S2(r) and À3(r). £2(r) is the

variance of the number of levels in an interval of length r. In terms of R2 (Y2), it is given by

S2(r) = r - r2 + 2 f da(r - a)R2(a) = r - 2 f da(r - a)Y2(a) . (5.32)
Jo Jo

Related to £2(r) through integration [80], A^(r) measures the deviation of N(E) from the best i

straight line. It is perhaps most useful with short sequences or when the integrity of the data suffers

and we shall therefore not make use of it here, since it carries no new information.

Another set of often considered measures are not exact two-point functions. They are the

n'h nearest neighbor spacing distributions, pn(r), and in particular, the nearest neighbor spacing

distribution po(r). These may be expressed as functions depending on all the k-point correlation

functions. For the most part only po(r) is used and usually just to demonstrate the extent of the

short range level repulsion. This information is contained in measures definable in terms of R2(r) -g

which contains information about level correlations at all ranges of r. It is however somewhat
;» ; • ;

hidden in a function like E2(r), which for small r behaves like ~ r (see Eq. (5.32)). We shall
;%

therefore use the measure R2(T) denned by .' '

MT) = r F R2(rur2)dndT2 = 2 [(T - a)R2(s)da = £2(r) - (r - r2) (5.33)
Jo Jo Jo

to characterize the short range fluctuations, say r < 1. Introduced in [81], it is a pure two-point '•-•

function and as convenient as po(r) or its integrated version.

It would be desirable, of course, to consider directly R2(r) since all two-point measures follow

from it. However for a given spectrum the result is a series of 5-functions, and one must decide how

to histogram the results, etc. Even this is not as satisfactory as calculating E2(r) for which the

statistical significance can be thought of as being enhanced by the smoothing effect of integration. '•

Note that E2(r) can be thought of as being Y2 doubly integrated in that J

^ = -2Y2(T) (5.34)
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But in integrating twice, the essential r-dtpendence of R2 is being hidden. It is important not

to lose this information here since the r-dependence is wherein lies the essential trademark of the

generalized ensemble fluctuations (see section 5.3.2). Also note, highly integrated measures at

different r give more and more highly correlated results thus tending to deviate statistically in one

direction from theoretical expectations. To strike a balance we shall thus calculate both £2(r) and

the integral

Hr) = r Y2{>)d» (5.35)
J-T

of K2 at large r (r < 5), and R2 at small r (r < 1). For exact results which will be needed for

comparison later on, see Appendix A.

5.3.2 Generalized Ensembles

We may think of the Random Matrix Theory summarized to this point as belonging to the tra-

ditional subject matter ; i.e. the measures, the canonical ensembles, etc. However an interesting,

more contemporary branch of RMT is beginning to emerge [79, 82, 83] and, as will be seen in what

follows, it is precisely that which is needed here. Consider a spectrum or ensemble of spectra with

any level statistics whatsoever. The question is how do the fluctuation properties change when

a weak interaction in the form of one of the canonical ensembles is added to it. Depending on

the strength of the interaction, there will be a transition in the fluctuations toward those of the

perturbing canonical ensemble. Viewed globally the transitions are discontinuous as the dimen-

sionality tends to infinity. However, there is a local viewpoint, the physical interesting one, which

permits a smooth parametrization of the transitions. It is the transition parameter introduced in

Eq. (5.25) which governs such transitions in what we shall call generalized ensembles.

To see how such ensembles naturally arise, let us go back to the image of two very chaotic

billiards placed side by side and connected through a small hole. In the limit where the hole

is closed, the two billiards are independent, and the complete spectrum may be modeled by the

uncorrelated superposition of two properly weighted GOE spectra. Or equivalently, to make closer

contact with the relevant basis point of view, the actual Hamiltonian may be modeled by the

„••*

I
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following block-diagonal GOE

At the opposite extreme, if the hole is very large, one expects a full GOE matrix. In between,

one knows that in relevant bases the HamUtonian appears as a block-diagonal matrix whose blocks

are connected through small off block-diagonal matrices whose mean square matrix elements are

semiclassically relited through Eq. (5.26) to the flux connecting the two billiards. With the as-

•umption, in a sense implicitly made in the two limiting cases, that the matrix elements behave in

su h bases as zero centered independent Gaussian variables, one naturally comes to associate to the

t' o slightly connected billiards an ensemble constructed as a two block-diagonal GOB plus a very

weak G O E-like coupling in the off diagonal blocks. This could be thought of as the basic constituent

with which more complicated ensembles, such as will be needed for the quartic oscillators, will be

constructed. Due to the invariance of the off-diagonal blocks under orthogonal transformations

which act on the diagonal blocks, the ensemble is equivalent to the random superposition of two

lighted GOE spectra plus a weak perturbing GOE. Unfortunately there does not yet exist simple

closeu &:ms for ihe rapid transition in level statistics from two GOE spectra to one, although we

describe below its general qualitative features.

Another example of a transition problem we shall briefly discuss is that of Poisson plus a weak

GOE, in short Poisson + G0E(v2), where v2 denotes the variance of the GOE matrix elements. This

ensemble has the advantage that some perturbative results are known which display the essential

features of transitions in the kinds of ensembles introduced here. We will use it to guide our intuition

on the behavior of the previous example which, ibr our purposes, is the physically relevant one.

Moreover, when the ensemble for the mixed system requires many block-diagonal GOE weakly

interacting among themselves, the ensemble may in certain circumstances be approximated by a

Poisson + GOE(tr) ensemble (at least as far as the short range fluctuations are concerned). The

Poisson spectrum may be thought of in this case as the limit of an infinite number of superposed

GOE spectra.

The transitions in fluctuation properties for both of these examples of generalized ensembles
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are governed by the BBGKY hierarchical equations for Rk [79],

.a d (Rk' (5.36)

where r is a distance in mean spacings, A^ = f].<y |>*i - rj\^ (0=1 for the G O E ) , and A is the

transition parameter A = v2/D2, with v2 the variance of the perturbing ensemble and D the mean
4'

• level spacing. Other applications of Eq. (5.36) include fundamental symmetry breaking such as

' time-reversal breaking [79]. For our purposes, the value of these equations comes from the fact

that the transition parameter is rigorously shown to govern the transition. To be more precise, this

means that once the initial ensemble is specified (i.e., in our first example for instance, once the

relative density of levels of each block is fixed) fixing A will uniquely specify all the Rk correlation

functions and thus all the spectral fluctuation properties.

We now have a complete prescription for constructing the ensembles accounting for weakly-

broken, isolated transport barriers. It incorporates the Liouville measures of the selected regions

which set the unperturbed ensemble characteristics and the connecting fluxes which set the weak

interaction part of the ensemble. So there are block-diagonal GOE with dimension proportional

, to the relative density of states for each diagonal block (associated to a classical region) of the •

• I Hamiltonian expressed in relevant bases, plus off-diagonal couplings characterized by the Aj* given

t'l|' in Eq. (5-26) between block j and block it. Once again, we stress that once these characteristics of

t<jt the matrix ensemble are fixed, all of its statistical properties are'°. Thus, since both \}k and / , are

related to classical quantities which can be computed from the classical motion, in our model the

classical behaviour completely determines the predictions of the quantum fluctuation properties.

Although the ensembles are specified, there are no existing analytic predictions for their statistics,

"I "
', * and we shall eventually need Monte-Carlo simulations to compare the actual fluctuations of our

i test case with those of the relevant matrix ensemble. '

The hierarchical equations are difficult to solve exactly (even for the stationary solutions, A -»

oo, which correspond to the canonical random matrix ensembles) and to the authors' knowledge,

solutions of exactly soluble problems have always been found first by other methods. They are

'5Wt are assuming that what is true for the two block case, généralités for the many block case.
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j) however convenient for generating perturbative solutions to various orders in A. Quite often the

' * perturbation solution of the hierarchical equations is sufficient for a particular application (as in J

, v time-reversal breaking) and it usually demonstrates the essential transition. For R2 the lowest ir , «

' V , order solution comes by inserting in Eq. (5.36) R3 equal to its unperturbed (A = 0) form [79]. The , ' T

>£ resulting equation can then in principle be solved by the method of quadratures [84] ; or one can 1A

\ use directly a form of degenerate perturbation theory [85].

AU of the transitions described by Eq. (5.36) have important general features. The transition

toward classical ensemble fluctuation properties is essentially completed for r2 < C0A where the

constant is typically about 10, being x2 for TR breaking and 16 for Poisson + GOE(v2). On the

other hand the transition has essentially not started in the opposite regime of r. It is this feature !

which is quite opposite to what happens by superposing spectra. Therefore in the case (-0.35, w/4),

the quantum signature of the classical transport wiU be fluctuation properties of the GOE at small

r and more like to the superposition of 5 GOEs at large r (there are 5 main isolated zones in the

chaotic region). For the Poisson + G0E(v2) the lowest order solution to Eq. (5.36), in the infinite

dimensional limit, is [85]

where Io(x) is the Bessel function Jo(Jz). Eq. (5.37) shows the discontinuous transition to linear 'J \

level repulsion. However the integral cf the Ka( ĵ A) function remains / '\ \\

= 0 , (5.38) jj
; >

just as for the Poisson ensemble, whereas the integral for the GOE equals 1. In other words, the !

ij nearby levels are pushed away creating a kind of excess density just beyond the distance to which '

! J they moved and little happens at long distance. , ' j

- . ^ —-
'J 5.4 The Spectral Fluctuations
5 i.

! We are now almost ready to turn to the practical application and testing of these ideas in regards to

the spectral fluctuations of the quartic osciUators. However, first we must digress a little to discuss "

an important limitation on the ensemble theory. It is well known that there exists a connection ,
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y between periodic orbits and induced oscillations in the density of states which implies that the

I spectral fluctuations could depend specifically on details of the system through the properties of I
4 •

B these orbits. Indeed, the fluctuation measures involving long range correlations amongst widely I,
™* ir>>

Î
separated levels are highly system dependent. This was seen by Seligman et al. [25] and Casati et

al. [86], and a theory in terms of the shortest periodic orbits was given by Berry [21]. The essential

> idea is that the shortest orbits bound the longest lengths of the oscillations in the spectrum leading

to a leveling off of the fluctuations beyond a certain range in the spectrum ; it is often referred to

! as "the saturation of the fluctuation measures".

According to the general wisdom, the exponential proliferation of orbits with increasing action

serves as an underlying basis for statistical or ensemble modeling as long as shorter range fluc-
1 " tuations are studied. See Berry [21], and Hannay and Ozorio [22] for much more comprehensive

view of this. Because our interest here does not lie with this problem, throughout section 5 we

have been implicitly assuming that we are considering fluctuations on scales well away from such

non-universal features. It turns out that having 20,000 or more levels in our spectra is crucial in

helping us avoid the saturation regime when we test the random matrix modeling that we propose.

We show here two examples of what we mean by saturation in order to demonstrate clearly what

'A is happening. In Fig. 19 a typical subtracted Poisson spectral staircase, N(E) - N(E), is plotted

ij versus an integrable quartic oscillator one. It is almost difficult to see how the integrable system

•3i could be talked about as though Poisson statistics are relevant. Perhaps because of the immense

Poisson fluctuations, it seems easy to accept that the saturation effects are so striking, but even

in Fig. 20 they are evident in the comparison of a GOE with a chaotic system. In the figures it is

clear that the quartic oscillator spectra are missing components in the longest wavelength domain.

'I To be slightly more specific, we define the saturation point r , as the point where the number

• I variance £ 2 ( r ) takes on its first maximum. Since the slope of E2(r) does not magically jump to 0

~-~̂ | at r , , saturation effects might be seen well before this point. This can be clearly seen on Fig. 21,

for the integrable example. A bit of a surprise for us was the fact that our mixed systems saturated

at far smaller r , than either the integrable or fully chaotic cases. However the shortest periodic

orbit does not change sufficiently to account for this difference. This suggests that focusing too
85
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f closely on the shortest periodic orbit is insufficient for mixed systems. One possible explanation is

S that the Lyapunov exponents are certainly smaller in the mixed case's chaotic region. This implies . J

, roughly speaking a weaker exponential proliferation of the periodic orbits as a function of the period iv

'"C1 • T. It is plausible that this delays (as a function of T) the applicability of the reasoning used by ,

'il,' Hannay and Ozorio [22] in deriving a sum rule for the periodic orbits requiring a kind of uniform 1Ii

', . exploration of phase space (since the period of the shortest closed orbit may not be related any

more to the characteristic periods for which closed orbits can be considered as uniform). And thus,

following the ideas of Berry, saturation may occur at shorter range than that naively expected from ;

the shortest periodic orbit. This matter should be further explored. As a practical matter, we will

calculate the statistics at sh' ^t range (r < 5) only including the highest levels and then saturation

does not pose serious problei. s ; though we can detect a tiny residual effect even at the highest

reaches of our spectra. ;

For the ( - 0 . 3 5 , T / 4 ) case, we are now able to compare the random matrix ensemble predic- \

tions with the actual spectral fluctuations. The first step in the process of calculating s spectral

fluctuation measure is the unfolding of the spectrum. That is any secular level density change is

, j removed and the mean spacing is set equal to one. It can be easily verified that the mapping of the

11 spectrum {£,} to {£,'} via {B,-} = .1V(Bi) performs this operation beautifully [15]. For this we use *"

f%: the analytic result Lq. (3.20) applied individually to each of the 4 parity sequences. In our case, a f

|^« further correction is needed since the regular levels were removed. After checking that the number

removed was to a high degree independent of the energy, it was sufficient to simply multiply by the

remaining fraction of levels. As a technical matter, we have devised new methods for calculating «••• -

f , the measures R.2(r), I(r) and £ 2 ( r ) in a more statistically significant way enabling us to make more

* i precise comparisons. The details will be published elsewhere [87].

i Turning now to the random matrix predictions, there exist no analytic results to tell us what

the precise fluctuations of the appropriate ensemble are. We use the classical information given in

Table 1 to fix the parameter of the Monte Carlo as given in Table 4 ; for those regions (j, k) not '•

connected by a classical flux the Vjk = 0. We construct 100 matrices of dimensionality 400. In doing ?

so we paid careful attention to adjusting the diagonal block matrix element variances such that

J"
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, each individual block, once diagonalized, had a semi-circular level density of identical radius to the

? others. This assured that the unperturbed ensemble (Aj* = 0) had, on average, constant relative

» densities everywhere in the spectrum. Since the value of A varies across the spectrum (due to

! ; , the semi-circular density) we used only the middle half of the spectra for fluctuation calculations ;

Y ' we adjusted for the 10-20% variation of A in this regime. Note that intermediate ensembles once

k :
{> diagonalized do not necessarily have semi-circular level densities ; this is clear from the fact that
i

the perturbation affects differing regions on the semicircle differently. This was also accounted for.

In Fig. 22 we compare the results for the quartic oscillators (-0.35, T / 4 ) , the Monte-Carlo, and

various relevant theoretical curves ; see the Fig. 22 caption for details. First we give £2(r) which

is the more statistically significant measure. We see that the quartic oscillator behaves very much

like the theoretical prediction. Both curves at short range follow the GOE and both move away

toward the superposition curve at longer range. We consider the agreement excellent.

To best see the r dependence of the quartic oscillators' statistics, we give a plot of the I(r)

curves. The point at which the fluctuations start to break with the GOE curve to move toward the

superposition curve is quite clear. Lastly, in order to concentrate more fully on the level repulsion,

we include the R±(r) plot ; the lower the curve the greater the repulsion.

\A Despite the excellent general agreement, it is clear that the Monte-Carlo consistently overesti-

; I mates the quartic oscillators' fluctuations to a small but significant degree. This implies the coupling

amongst blocks determined by Aj* are slightly too small. To have an idea of the magnitude of the

;>f discrepancy, we performed some additional Monte-Carlo calculations. We find that increasing the

non-zero Ajt a constant 25% or so aligns the theory and data perfectly (since A}k contains the

matrix element variances this only implies an underestimation of 10 — 15% of the magnitude of the

f| • matrix elements). We remind the reader that because the $j* connect only neighboring regions,

',4 • nearly 4/5 of the possible coupling matrix elements were taken to be exactly zero. This may be

a bit too extreme. It seems plausible that quantum dynamically a new kind of tunnelling process

might exist allowing a very weak but direct transport amongst other regions (blocks » <-» j). We

have not yet attempted to work out a semiclassical theory for the magnitude of the forbidden A,k

which would presumably be exponentially small in h. It would be very interesting to know if therein
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i lay the reasons for the small deviations as opposed to stemming from the various approximations

required to derive Eq. (5.26). For then an extended theory (also covering saturation) could possibly

be quantitatively applied to physical systems whose h need not be nearly as small as is the case in

Fig. 22.

As a final test of the theory, we have looked for the energy (ft) dependence of the transition

parameter-flux relation. This is a somewhat difficult effect to see largely because as we drop lower

in the spectrum saturation becomes a problem even at scales as short as 1-2 mean spacings, but

the effect itself is more prominent at longer range. So in Fig. 23, we only show the short range

measure Âî(r) for a low, middle and high energy regime ; h decreases a factor two in going from

low to middle and again from middle to high. The correct trend is reproduced nicely.
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, 6 Localization of Chaotic Eigenstates '

• The study of chaotic eigenfunctions of bounded systems began in earnest with the numerical studies

" of McDonald and Kaufman [30] on the eigenfunctions of the stadium billiard. They noted, among ,,••

ÏW- , other things, that many of the states were quite complicated, roughly giving the impression of '

Î  randomness. A random wave function in this context is a Gaussian random function of position

\ [29] resulting from a random superposition of fixed wavelength plane waves. These functions are • '.
1 also marked by a rapid decay of correlations with distance between their intensities determined •. - '

at two different points [29]; some of the surprising properties of these states are discussed by

O'Connor et al. [88]. In 1984, Heller [31] showed that this statistical image was insufficient. Also in

', conjunction with the stadium, he discovered the "scarring" of eigenfunctions by the least unstable

periodic orbits. Using short time semiclassical dynamics, he derived a non-classical, enhanced

intensity above the random expectations th; t had to be found near these orbits in at least some :

of the eigenfunctions (interesting advances were later added by Bogomolny [89]). Heller identified

- the parameter determining the magnitude of the scarring to be 2ir/£r where £ is the Lyapunov

exponent describing the local instability of nearby orbits and r is the period of the closed orbit [31]. :

, This enhancement can be considered as a form of eigenfunction localization with a semiclassical '" ,

- * basis. For highly chaotic systems, scarring as understood in this way is a rather weak form of

fi|' localization.

Uu Given that the short time dynamics of a single orbit and its environs has an impact on the - ' On

properties of chaotic eigenstates, it is natural to ask whether the collective tendency of the orbits

to cross slowly from certain regions to others in phase space, with the associated time scales, also

has consequences for the chaotic eigenstates. This is the spirit of the study of Geisel, Radons, and

*i 'ï
", •< ; Prange [90], on the effect of cantori on quantum states. Here, our goal is to search for a relationship ) '

g [ between the eigenstate properties, wave packet dynamics, and the classical quantities describing ' $

•j the diffusion process, i.e. the connecting fluxes and the volumes of subregions. In principle, the •,]

I statistical model, involving generalized random matrix ensembles, constructed in the previous sec- i. \
1 tion is suited just as well for this purpose as it is for describing the spectral fluctuations. We j- ;

\ ''•>';
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expect therefore that the same model will describe the statistical nature of the eigenfunctions to a

similar degree as has already been demonstrated for the energy levels. Recall that the generalized ' à

ensembles specifically excluded system dependent saturation effects. This led to a rest'/ictkw that »,;• , :)

the spectral fluctuations measures of interest were understood to be in the short range, "universal" " „ fr-
1 it

regime. Similarly, the ensembles cannot account for scarring since the statistical postulates of the %

ensembles specifically exclude information about feature such as short periodic orbits. Therefore, ' ';

any localization due to transport barriers is distinct from scarring, will turn out to have different

ft-behavior and, in general, the interplay of both mechanisms should be sought in order to under-

stand chaotic eigenstates. To simplify this section we will focus on isolating barrier localization

effects. Scarring effects (see [67] for a nice discussion of scarring in coupled quartic oscillators) and <,

their interplay with barrier localization will be left for future work. This is already a rather large

subject, and we will only discuss and verify a few of the possible behaviors. Once done, we will ;

speculate a little as to what connections exist between our work and the more standard subject ;

matter of localization.

6.1 A Semiclassieal Mechanism of Localization '•"

The generalized ensembles generate predictions whether the Aj/s are large or small. For this section *j

though, we find it preferable to concentrate on the perturbative regime where leading behaviors r |"

can be analytically derived in a straightforward way. Although the calculation and cases looked " f"

into will be geared for this, we expect that the ensembles will ,work as well or better beyond the %

perturbative domain as in it. We start by considering the behavior for a simpler case than is found ""• '.

I for the quartic oscillators. Assume an ensemble constructed as a GOE of large dimension except '

tj that it is restricted to take on a two by two block diagonal form. Let its matrix elements be of •

"""^ variance one and let the blocks have relative dimensionalities f\ sxnd /2. To this ensemble, a weak JL M

',] " 1
) GOE perturbation is added of variance v\2 (in shorthand 2G0E (1) + GOE(wf2)). Consider an

i eigenstate \S3
a{v2

n)) of a particular member Hamiltonian of the full ensemble which can be followed ' '

I back with Aj2 -• 0 (see Eq. (5.25)) to an unperturbed eigenstate |££(0)) belonging to the vector C <•. ,

, ' '• subspace j (j = 1,2) of the unperturbed member. For sufficiently small A12, |£^(v?2)) *s mai^y ' < ':

• > 9 0
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localized in the vector subspace j . Indeed, using a degenerate perturbation method, one can write

the mean square projection of \£i{vf2)) into the vector space k (^ j) as

r i fc = 1 - 1 + 4-

-1/21

(6.1)

^ 0

where, as before, the double bar means ensemble averaging and a,/3 label individual states within

their respective subspaces. The above approximation can be understood as coming from a separate

contribution of the different states |£$(G)). One then uses the exact two by two diagonalization

result for each term and finally sums all the individual contributions. When all levels are distant,

the r.h.s. summation of Eq. (6.1) is equal to the usual perturbation result except for higher order

corrections. It moreover matches smoothly with the degenerate perturbation one when one level

£j(0) comes close to £^(0). The rarity of three or more levels being found nearly degenerate leads

also to higher order corrections and can be ignored. One may then use the exact two by two matrix

diagonalization between any pair of levels to account for their admixing whether they are nearly

degenerate or not. This avoids the necessity of matching the treatment of a near degenerate pair

to the treatment of a well separated pair. To perform the ensemble average, the interaction matrix

element (££(O)|/J|££J(O)) is accounted for with a Gaussian weighted integration whose variance is

v2
]k. The sum over /3 is replaced as an integration over the two-point probability density R2(r).

16

By interchanging ensemble averaging and integration, R2(r) takes on the form of a constant, /*,

because the unperturbed levels of ;, ife are superposed independently with no correlations between

may be expressed simply as a sum over the n"1 nearest neighbor spacing distributions, pn(r).

K'
i .

%

i
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them. This gives (\]k ~ V]J

(6.2)

= 2/,

valid for Aj* < I.17 As expected, because of the ensemble averaging, Fj* is independent of a. This

result also holds for ensembles such as the one constructed for the quartic oscillators for which there

is more than two diagonal blocks provided the blocks j and k (j ^ k, j , k = 1,2,..., total number of

blocks), are directly connected by an admixing. For those j,k not directly admixed, it is necessary

to go to higher and higher orders of perturbation theory until a link is established between the two.

The more barriers to be crossed, the weaker the projection and the higher the order in A.

For the system that the ensemble models, Aj& is the quantum equivalent of a flux $,-* connecting

two classical regions Rj and Rk- One finally hat using the A - $ relation, Eq. (5.26)

1/2

(6.3)

When exact symmetries are present, the resulting modification of the Aj* discussed in section 5.2.2

has to be taken in account. For the quartic oscillators with 6 ^ 1 this reduces the T^ by a factor 2

(see Eq. (5.29)). To the extent that the eigenstates of the unperturbed ensemble are considered to

be completely localized in one classical region, Eq. (6.3) gives the average intensity of the eigenstates

of the full ensemble |Q(v2)) which has spread into region .R*. Thus partial transport barriers give

rise to a mechanism which blocks the spreading of eigenfunctions and leads to what we shall call

17For completeness, note also that fot the Poisson + G0E(v2) ensemble, a similar result can also be obtained

concerning how rapidly as a function of A the unperturbed (A = O) eigenstates art sptead over the neighboring

states. In the same way as above one obtains

, • • t
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"seniiclassical" localization. This is because the localization is most naturally interpreted by a

semiclassical analysis of the partial barriers.

In the perturbative regime covered here, the classical flux $ C h. It is not obvious how far this

condition can be pushed without encountering problems. Strictly speaking, no restrictions were

made in the derivation of the A - $ relation requiring the flux to be larger than some fraction of

h. However we suspect that there is a point below which classically forbidden transitions would

become the dominant processes. Other considerations which should be pursued have to do with

extending the theory beyond the perturbative regime and investigating multiple barriers. Although

exact calculations often appear to be intractable, good approximation schemes exist which should

be applicable [18]. We leave this for future work.

Semiclassical localization also has manifestations in the properties of long time wave function

propagation. This can be illustrated by propagating any initial state xp3 which is contained within

a single vector subspace associated to one of the chaotic subregions. If the barriers are effective, ip3

will not democratically explore the weakly connected regions even in the infinite time limit. One

quantity which expresses this property is the long time average of the intensity of ip](t) projected

into the subspace k

Al = Um — / ||At/>;(t)ll2<ft (6.4)
/ ~*OO £i±. J T

where again Pk is the appropriate projector. A3
k can roughly be interpreted as the fraction of time

the wave packet started in region j wiJi spend in region k. It more precisely corresponds to the

fraction of the state intensity that lives in region k. If the mixing is strong and complete, then as

T —» oo, AJ
k —* fk [32], which is the classical expectation. Now, let us assume that FjTt(Jb ^ j) is

small (Fjk < 1) and higher order contributions like F^F*/ are negligible. Since A3
k is independent

of the particular state taken as Tp3, it is convenient to chose the initial state as some unperturbed

eigenstate |£^(0)). Inserting the identity £ , . , \£'y(v
2))(Sl1(V

2)],

C5-5)
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The integration over t in the r.h.s. of (6.4) kills all the non-diagonal terms as T —» oo, so that

i=£ (6.6)

The leading order contributions to A ,̂ are given by the terms such that (/,7) = (j,a) or (k,(3).

Then, since
— — — a l > (6_7)

to neglect correlations amounts to approximate A^ by

* (6.8)

This equality relies on the reverse transformation matrix (from the perturbed to the unperturbed

basis) being the transposed of the direct one. However, although Eq. (6.7) remains true on the

average, K^(O)If1I(V
2))]2, say, may be significantly lower than one. This occurs, for instance, when

some unperturbed level Q(O) is very close to £^(0) (closer than «#). These events, although rare

in the perturbative regime, give rise to the main contribution to Fj*. Therefore, the contribution

due to correlations in the evaluation of

and

is also of order F7-* and should be included. Neglecting as before all contributions involving more

than two levels, one obtains with the same kind of reasoning

E K - E (i -

The other term gives the same contribution, so that one finally obtains

(6.9)
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valid for j / k. Also, using P3 = 1 - Y!,k?j flfc» '"* (

A7 = 1 - E A i - (6-l°)

Thus, with the exception of the small leakage due to the T3k, any initially localized state just "rattles tr

,T*- ', around" within the subregion it started. This quantum behavior is in contrast with the classical ;

JL evolution of a Liouville density which eventually spreads uniformly over the whole chaotic region,

not just a subregion. Clearly, the partial transport barrier semiclassical localization, depending on

' the flux, provides a mechanism for the "quantum dynamical suppression of classical chaos".

To observe such effects, we shall for convenience consider Gaussian initial wave packets which

take on the form

Slightly more general forms also exist but are not needed here, (see also [32]). The Wigner transform

o f V'qopo is given by

(tL^i! ^ ) ! ) (6.12)

With the centroid q0, p 0 well within some phase space region, say the j l h , and the variance a1

adjusted to balance the uncertainties in q and p, [^q0PoIw(I'P) w ' ^ ^e virtually null outside

region j . This (see the semiclassical definition of Pj, Eq. (5.4)) ensures that ''->qopo belongs to the

Hilbert subspace j . Some care must be exercised in constructing such a wave packet. In particular,

a2 has to scale as E~*l'x if one desires to change the wave packet energy in a manner adapted to

the classical scaling properties.

Since the semiclassical localization is occurring in "quantum" phase space it is difficult to display

that a propagated wave packet is just bouncing around within one subregion by looking at it in

configuration space. The same difficulties would have occurred with eigenstates. Indeed, Fig. 24,

which shows the evolution of a wave packet launched for the quartic oscillators with two different

values of the coupling, does not present striking differences when A is modified. In the first case,

(A, 6) = ( - 0 . 6 0 , T / 4 ) , there are no significant barriers, nor substantial regular motion and the

wave packet rapidly spreads to nil the whole available phase space. The propagated state quickly
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J
assumes many of the features of a Gaussian random state. In the second case, essentially the same ; *

wave packet is launched, but this time for a coupling (A, 6) = ( -0 .35 ,x /4) . Recall that there are - fa

five significant chaotic subregions for this coupling as well as a few good sized KAM regions. The '*' ; '

initial conditions and variance of the wave packet were selected to fit the Gaussian inside chaotic . ,- ' V

region numbered (6 + 7) (see Fig. 5). The wave packet again spreads rapidly, and at first sight it '*•'

appears roughly similar to the one evolving under the A = —0.60 coupling. By concentrating on ' • •

the nodal patterns and turning points, it is however already possible to tell that there is very little '•• • -

momentum in the horizontal direction. None of the rest of the phase space structure is visible in

this crude way.

By placing "probe" Gaussians amongst the various regions, labeled as k, the sharp differences . )

between the two time evolutions become readily apparent. The correlation functions

can be used to measure the communication between regions. Note that here Cjk depends in principle

not only on the labels j and Jb but also on the precise wave packets used. In Fig. 25, the absolute ' -

value of four correlation functions are plotted against time for the same two couplings as for Fig. 24.

For (A, 6) = (— 0.60, T / 4 ) (without structure), one observes that after an early transient period the l*~

Cjjt(t) are nearly indistinguishable statistically speaking. There is fairly uniform communication. - '<'

This is to be contrasted with the second case (A, 6) = (—0.35, x / 4 ) , whose phase space structure

guided the choice of probe Gaussians (same probe for both A values). Among the four probes, the

first was chosen to belong to region (6 + 7), as was the initial propagated Gaussian, in order to '" "

serve as a reference intensity. Their initial overlap was arranged to be almost zero. The second is ,t
•I

in region 5 being just across a single barrier. The third was placed in region (1 + 2) so that all JJ

four significant barriers had to be crossed. Finally, the last was put inside KAM island # a which A.

is interior region 5. The barriers have a sharp effect and each successive ejt{t) becomes weaker and

weaker. We also see that for this system, it is easier to cross four barriers than to cross one barrier ''

, ; ; and tunnel into KAM island # a . .. «
' ' ! • ' « '

1 , >r - . Beyond qualitative arguments, the statistical model can be used to quantitatively predict the " •

•,"r a
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long time averages of the absolute squares of these correlation functions. Some care must be taken

however because it is necessary to account for the energy spread of the wave packet. Its shape is

easily determined by simple semiclassical considerations. The spectrum of t/>qoPo, namely

- £„) (6.14)

(the \£n) denote generically all the eigenstates, La. the \£f)(v2))), is the Fourier transform of the

autocorrelation function

The global smooth envelope 5qt>Po of the V"qopo's spectrum is thus obtained by Fourier transforming

the initial decay of Oq0P0[I). Since one only needs Oq0P0(O for times short enough that the mean

position of the wave packet has moved less than a few a, its dispersion properties can usually be

neglected. This is called a frozen Gaussian approximation by Heller [91]. Thus one can use

^QoPo(O ~ VqtPi (6.15)

where (q<, pt) = s'(qo, Po) (the classical flow). If the initial (qo, Po) is not close to a turning point,

the variations of the potential can be neglected (free motion) so that

«WO = e*p(-;Ss'2 - £
and

= ±. Je exp
/ a»(E-Bof\

{ Po2 a 2 J
For wave packets, the interesting quantity related to Aj1 is

- T

(6.16)

(6.17)

(6.18)

To compute it, we start by decomposing V&p' and V"qopo in the unperturbed basis, giving

K<P o(o)l<P o(0)l2 = E K*!(o)Wfc*)l8 K^WI^p»)!2 \(£l{o)\u{t)\ei(Q))\*. (6.19)
0

On the scale of the energy span of the envelopes 5' (/ = j or Jb), the unperturbed energies £^(0) can

be regarded as residing on top of the perturbed ones £l-,{v2). Indeed, in the perturbative regime
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they have moved less than a mean spacing. The dispersion of a state should never be larger than

\f\ mean spacings even as A ~ 10 at which point mixing is completed. One can therefore use

S1 (E) to describe the smooth energy behavior of Sl(E; v2 - 0). This gives

^ . (6.20)

It also implies that \{£g(0)\U(t)\£l(0))\2 is virtually null whenever £§(0) ^ ££(0) (on the same

scale as before).

Assuming time average and local smoothing in energy are equivalent to ensemble averaging,

and that the terms in the r.h.s. summation of Eq. (6.19) are uncorrelated18, C,fc can be written as

c , .

= ^r fdE St(E)Sj(E).
JkPc J

(6.21)

(pc = fcp is the density of chaotic states). In the last expression, it has been assumed that the level

density, p(E), and the transition parameter, A^, are constant over the energy domain of Sj(E)

and Sk(E). Since the wave packets under consideration have been taken with the same energy Eo,

one finally finds

Cjk = (6.22)

** y / 2

where Po, a1 and p'o, a'2 are the initial momentum and variance of the wave packets tp' and ipk.

The last form, valid for j ^ Jb, has been added to emphasize again the connection with the classical
'"The matrix dements of Û(t) certainly aie independent bom the way Vq0P0 and tFq>p> ie expressed in the

unperturbed basis. However, if j = *, \(£i"k(0)\^j^)\'1 and |<3£(°)li»40p0)P
 ra«y not be unconelated if the

classical trajectory initiated at (qo.po) passes near (qô.pô) at a short enough time such that #4oPo(*) °** ^ P 4 i l*

Gaussian original form. This would invalidate Eq. (6.21) for Cjj. However if Vq.p> = Vqop • the same argument

given in [92] (i.e. : for the GOE, the projection of an eigenvector on a fixed, real vector is a Gaussian variable r, and

therefore (z4) = 3{i')2) leads to a result equivalent to Eq. (6.21) for the autocorrelation square time average, which

is just 3 times the expression given in Eq. (6.21).
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flux and exhibits the exchange symmetry between j and k which must exist. Eqs. (6.21) and (6.22)

should be compared to the result expected when no structure is present in phase space, which is

given by [32]

Cik = \ JdE Sk(E)Sj(E) (6.23)

Notice that in Eq. (6.23) / and k just specify the wave packets. The relative effect of the partial

barriers is thus the term AJ//*, which for the quartic oscillators behaves as E3/8 in the perturbative

regime.

To compare exact (quantum) results to the above prediction, we shall use different wave packets

than the ones drawn previously in Fig. 24. Indeed, when looking qualitatively at localization effects,

it was convenient to locate initially the wave packet in region (6+7) thereby ensuring a maximum

number of barriers to be crossed before reaching region (1+2). However the ratios flux/volume are

such that the barriers separating region 6 and 7 can hardly be treated by a perturbative approach,

even at the energy E = 100 considered. For a quantitative check of the perturbative result we shall

therefore use a moving wave packet located initially in region 5, and probes contained in regions 1

to 7. To take explicitly into account the symmetries of the problem we shall completely symmetrize

(i.e. by P1, P2 and T) these packets. Then the wave packets will belong to the same symmetry

class, here ( + , + ) , and will be real up to a global phase. Except for the lowering of the A's discussed

in section 5.2.2, the effects of symmetries will be correctly disposed of by taking pc in Eq. (6.22)

as the density of chaotic states in the considered sequence (one quarter of the total one). Finally,

choosing the evolving packet in the largest region gives more flexibility to avoid effects due to short

closed orbits, which as we shall see, is quite crucial at the rather low energy considered here.

That the closed orbits affect the quantum evolution can be seen by looking at the short time

behavior of autocorrelation functions (recall that until now, we were essentially concerned with long

time limits). For Gaussian packets such as (6.11), two characteristic times have to be considered

[32]. The first one t\ (~ <r/||poj|) characterizes the initial decrease which, as we have seen, fixes

the global envelope of the wave packet spectrum. The second f2, which is still very short since it
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depends logarithmically on h, measures the time during which the packet keeps its Gaussian original

form. For t < t'2 the autocorrelation function appears as a succession of soft bumps associated to

recurrences, that is to times (if any) for which the centroTd returns classically near to its initial

position. Between these recurrences, the autocorrelation function remains close to zero, until the

kind of noisy structure which characterizes the dissolution of the wave packet in phase space takes

over. One may compare in Fig. 26 some autocorrelation functions of wave packets. For i4, 95

and $ 6 a few recurrences exist, but they are neither sharp nor regularly spaced. On the contrary

|{$6'(0)|¥6'(t))| shows clear, strong recurrences. They appear moreover with an almost fixed period

since the time intervals between the four first extrema fall in the range At = 0.98 ± 0.01. This can

be traced back to the presence of a closed orbit which is stable for A = -0.25 (the central elliptic

orbit of island #e, see Fig. 1), but has turned hyperbolic, through a period doubling process, by

A = —0.35. As shown by Heller [31], such behavior of the short time autocorrelation function

implies what he has termed scarring, that is enhanced intensity of some of the eigenstates in the

neighborhood of a closed trajectory. And any feature of the eigenstates must in some way affect

the long time evolution of the wave packet, which we are interested in here.

The Markovian modeling of the classical motion which underlies our treatment of localization

as well as spectral statistics specifically excludes features such as scarring. This is meaningful in the

asymptotic regime since only the neighborhood of the less unstable short orbits are affected, and the

concerned relative volume becomes negligible as energy increases. However because of computer

time limitations, and to remain as close as possible to the perturbative regime, the quantum

calculations presented in this section correspond to a rather intermediate energy (E = 100) for

which it turns out that a good part of the phase space is affected by scarring. One may note that this

latter effect is significantly enhanced by the discrete symmetries (shorter, less unstable symmetric

orbits). This may in part explain why the random matrixmodelization for spectral statistics worked

poorly in the lower part of the spectrum. For simplicity we shall test the localization result using

wave packets as little affected by scarring as possible. We have thus propagated wave packets for

small times, and eliminated the ones showing the presence of a closed orbit (except * 6 ' ) . The

parameters defining the ones finally retained are described in table 5.
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To calculate the quantum values of the time averages Cjk (j — 5, k = l,...,7) (see Eq. (6.18)),

* ' has been propagated for a long enough time tj ensuring that transient phenomena have vanished.

Actually tj is about 300, which insures that it is much larger than not only the breaktime 2xh/D

(~ 20 at E = 100), but also the times 2ich/v}k (< 70 at E = 100) (vjk - A^2D) which in ensembles

treated perturbatively characterizes the transport among regions. In addition, it has been verified

that the numerical values of the Cjk are well converged. The correctness of the * 5 propagation is

demonstrated by its spectrum, constructed by Fourier transforming {$ s(0)|$5(t)) and, as seen in

Fig. 27, it perfectly fits the eigenvalues calculated in section 3 using matrix diagonalization.

The comparison for the Cyt between the semiclassical theory (perturbative regime) and the

quantum calculation is summarized in Table 6. Let us first recall what we expect to predict on

semiclassical grounds. The value of the time averages C54, C55, and Cse, corresponding to scarring-

free wave packets located in the same or adjacent regions, should be reliably predicted by the

theory described (Eq. (6.22)). In contrast, because the packet ¥ 6 ' is heavily affected by scarring,

CS6' should not be correctly predicted by Eq. (6.22). For C53, C52, e t c , namely for time averages

concerning wave packets not belonging to adjacent regions, or, a fortiori, when one packet is in a

regular island, one expects that the time averages will be small (in fact zero from the first order

perturbation theory described). By inspecting Table 6, one sees indeed that all these features are

present in the exact quantum results and that the hierarchy in the barriers is respected. As a

comparison, would the classical phase space considered be structureless, the expected result for the

Cjk, Eq. (6.23), would be a constant (about 4.3 10~3), except for small variations due to the shape

of the Gaussians (in particular for $ 4 ) . 1 9 The predicted values for C54, C35, and C56 agree to within

30%-50%, which we consider as very satisfactory for a theory having no adjustable parameter and

dealing with such intricate dynamics. In addition to what is due to modeling the classical motion

by a Markovian process (scarring), the departures between exact and predicted values may be due

to several other mechanisms. First, although not clearly out, we are rather at the border of validity

of the perturbative regime. For instance, the departure from 1 of Af at E = 100 (see Eq. (6.10)

is 30%, which is not that small. Also, even in the general framework of the statistical model, one
19CjS, which derives from an autocorrelation function, would also have to be multiplied by • factor three.
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may expect fluctuations in the values of the Cjk, due to the particular choice of the wave packet,

fluctuations which have not been evaluated. Finally, even if there exist strong indications that

semiclassical propagation is accurate at the energies considered here [5], there exist non-classical

effects, like, for instance, the value of C$a, which are beyond the scope of the present approach.

As a filial comment, let us mention some of the interesting problems remaining. In a very

simple situation, such as the pert or bat ive regime treated above for crossing a single barrier, the

generalized ensembles are quickly manipulated to give an answer about how the wave functions

are localized. One may imagine however more complicated situations, as may occur where there

are many barriers, each one being too "open" to imply localization by itself, but when acting

collectively produce strong localization effects. Such conditions may be realized in the hydrogen

atom in the presence of a microwave field for certain ranges of the experimental parameters. Ih this

case, the ensemble is easily constructed, but its theoretical predictions would still require Monte

Carlo calculations. There are also interesting possibilities which violate some of the assumptions

behind the statistical modeling. Two examples would be when there exista a dense set of partial

barriers or poor mixing interior the regions before they begin communicating amongst themselves.

There are still purely classical questions remaining to be resolved in these cases as well. We leave

these things for future work.

6.2 Semiclassical vs Quantum Localization

In the previous subsection the term localization has been used to express that there is a known

region in the phase space where the Wigner transform (or Husimi representation) of a state is largely

concentrated. This, moreover, takes place in a bounded system within a finite energy span. This is

not the conventional terminology and is different from the usage, found predominantly in condensed

matter physics, where one is interested in the long range behavior of wave functions in an infinite

momentum or configuration space [93]. For instance, the electronic conduction in periodic metallic

lattices20 is related to the electron's wave function being a Bloch state delocalized throughout the

entire solid. The crucial question is not where the wave function is maximum, but whether it is

assuming iero temperature.
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sensitive to what is occurring on the distant boundary of the system. It has been shown by Anderson

[94] however that if one introduces a sufficient amount of disorder by replacing at random some

atoms of the lattice by others with a different chemical nature, for example, the electronic wave

functions localize. They then have a noticeable probability of presence only in the neighborhood

of some site of the lattice and well beyond they decay exponentially. This therefore has drastic

consequences on the conduction properties. Many of the studies of localization properties have

been done using the deceptively simple model of Anderson to describe the electrons' motion. It

consists of a tight-binding Hamiltonian in which the electrons are moving on a regular lattice with

a site energy, or diagonal term, En (m is the site index), chosen as a random distribution of width

W, and a term connecting neighboring sites of magnitude Vjt = V Uj and Jb are nearest neighbors,

0 elsewhere. For one dimensional systems, the eigenstates are localized no matter how weak the

measure of the disorder W. For higher dimensionality, the wave functions are localized if If is

large compared to V and delocalized in the opposite case near the center of the band. The states

corresponding to the border of the band remain localized however, since a lite with an energy in

the tail of the En, distribution is usually surrounded by sites with very different energies.

Anderson's quantum interpretation of disorder and exponential localization sidesteps any ques-

tions as to the classical electron's behavior. Despite the difference in this point of view from that

of section 6.1, we suspect that semiclassical and quantum localization are not of a fundamentally

distinct nature. It seems plausible that the differences are more due to the fact that the simple

systems we have focussed on have little directly in common with a macroscopic solid. In particular,

working in bounded phase spaces instead of open ones does not as simply lend itself to defining "long

distance" wave function behavior. However, our approach is, in principle, applicable to a larger

class of systems. The example treated in section 6.1 is such that each partial barrier largely blocks

a wave function from exiting the region. This is convenient for our work because the modeling

matrix ensemble is in a perturbative regime for which leading order analytic results can be derived.

One could have just as easily found a problem with more intricate classical mechanics characterized

by a large number of barriers, each being too insignificant to affect the wave functions appreciably,

but which acting together would presumably lead to an exponential decay. Such a situation goes
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beyond the kind of "perturbâtive localization" of an isolated barrier we have treated explicitly (and

would probably involve a diffusion constant from the collective effect of the barriers), but it begins

to blur the distinction noted above.

In fact, it appears reasonable to us, and as suggested by Laughlin [95], that the whole point of

introducing random potentials or disorder to begin with is to induce classically chaotic motion of the

electrons. An interesting direction, which at the present time is still speculative, would consist in

applying the same logic as we have done for closed systems to ones which are usually treated by an

Anderson (or Anderson like) model. To outline the idea, let us concentrate as above on the motion

of an electron in a disordered solid. Although the Anderson model might not possess any clear

classical analogue, the original physical problem does. Namely, it could be classically associated to

a diffusion process (brownian motion) described by some master equation. As the classical diffusion

of brownian motion or even as chaos in a deterministic system, the classical "analogue" perfectly

suits the image we have been using to describe the classical transport (cf. section 2.4) whereby

the microscopic evolution is seen as locally a Markovian process. Therefore, the construction of a

generalized matrix ensemble, which depends on this Markovian image, is presumably possible for

these systems also.

Without entering into the details, one would thus end up with some matrix ensemble which

would have to be dealt with. Li some cases, existing results (techniques) from random matrix

matrix theory would apply such as those already existing for banded random matrices [96, 97]. In

other cases, it might happen that one faces problems of a similar nature as those encountered in the

treatment of the Anderson model, where techniques could be borrowed from localization theory, or

perhaps Monte Carlo calculation or numerical work is required. Nevertheless, a few points should

be kept in mind. The ensembles will most likely give predictions for the localization in its usual

sense, i.e. for the long distance behavior of the wave function. Therefore, semiclassical localization

will recover the conventional meaning when applied to large or open disordered systems. What is

more interesting though is that the classical mechanics would fix the localization properties which

are generally viewed as purely quantum effects. If one considers a system for which our modeling

applies, but treats it with the Anderson approach, this link between the classical mechanics and
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the localization properties will still exist, but will remain hidden.

A place where such a link between localization and classical mechanics obviously exists but is

not fully understood is the quantum version of the Chirikov kicked rotor. The study of its quantum

versus classical behavior was originated by Casati et al. [33]. This system describes the motion of

a free particle on a circle, kicked periodically in time by a position dependent force. It is governed

by the Hamiltonian

where 6-f(t) — Ej^L00S(J — nT), 9 is the angle variable, pg its conjugate momentum and V(O) =

V(O + 2K). Classically speaking [98], the dynamics is determined by a single parameter K = &T.

For small K, the movement resembles the one of the free rotor for which the momentum is a

constant of the motion. A set of trajectories with the same initial momentum p$ will continue to

possess about the same momentum even for infinite times. However, above some critical value K^-

of K the motion is no more confined in momentum space, and a diffusive process take place. It is

characterized by the diffusion law

{{PB~ Pe)2U = Dt (6.25)

where ()c/ stand for an averaging on the initial conditions and D is the diffusion constant.

The quantum evolution of equivalent quantities have also been studied. Namely, starting from

an initial state $„ = e'"0, the eigenstate with momentum An of the free Hamiltonian H0 = pf /2 / ,

one can look at the time evolution of the quantum analogue of ((pg — pa)2)ci, i.e. :

In the classically diffusive regime, it has been observed numerically that, depending on the time,

two drastically different behaviors occur21. For short enough times [33], the diffusion in momentum

space follows the classical behavior

„ = Dt (6.27)

3 ' in the genetic situation, that is excluding the resonant cases [99].
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with the same value of D as in the classical case. However, as time increases, the diffusion stops

and the quantum momentum (or the energy) remains bounded [34, 35], in complete opposition

with the classical behavior. This reflects the localization, in the $„ = exp(tnd) basis, of the kicked

rotor eigenstates, which also has been observed numerically by Fishman et al. [36].

In addition, these authors [36] have been able to map the kicked rotor eigenstate equations onto

those of a one dimensional tight binding problem with pseudorandom diagonal elements. Except

for the difference between randomness and pseudorandomness, their work allows techniques now

well understood in solid state physics to be applied. In that sense one may consider that the most

important questions are answered since the localization of the eigenfunctions and the discreteness of

the quasi-energy spectrum are demonstrated by this means. On the other hand, a full understanding

of the problem is still missing since it is known that the localization length / simply behaves as [34]

l~aD (6.28)

from heuristic general arguments and numerical verification, but a is iome (still unknown) con-

stant. Such a relation remains to be actually understood, which obviously supposes some way of

semiclassically treating the localization problem. A mechanism like the one we described seems

well adapted for this task, and should presumably giva the value of a.
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7 Summary and Conclusions

We have investigated the quantum mechanics of simple systems whose classical analogues have

varying mixtures of regular and chaotic motion. A significant part of this study consisted of

illustrating the various phenomena involved by taking the example of two coupled quartic oscillators.

This system is well-suited because dynamics from an integrable to an essentially chaotic nature can

be selected and because of its scaling properties.

There were two technical considerations worth mentioning. The first is that for differentiable

Hamiltonians a simple method exists to expand N(E), the smoothed part of the cumulative density

of states, in powers of h2 to as high an order as one wishes. Some symmetry decompositions may

be included and they typically introduce terms of odd powers in ft. This is unlike billiards for which

odd terms appear, such as the perimeter term, without considering symmetry decompositions. The

second technical aspect is that, guided by semiclauical logic, a proper choice can be made of the, in

principle, arbitrary basis in which a Hamiltonian matrix H is being computed. As a result, better

accuracy can be achieved, and one insures exponential convergence of the results as the dimensions

of the basis set is increased.

With the help of the discrete symmetries, it has been possible to study Percival's semiclassical

classification scheme which asserts that once ft is small enough it should be possible to separate

individual eigenstates into a regular or an irregular class. This works quite well for the majority

of states indicating that tunneling effects between the regular and irregular classes can be initially

ignored and their separate study is warranted. There are exceptional states of intermediate nature

though which are mostly associated with the region of phase space near the KAM island-chaos

interface. By assigning quantum numbers and inferring actions of tori via the EBK relations

Eq. (4.10), we have compared quantally derived actions for the tori to the actual classical values ;

the agreement is quite precise when both are defined. We find that the quantum system interpolates

gaps due to resonances in a seemingly analytic way. Furthermore the quantum derived actions

extend beyond the edge of the island in some cases and they do not reach the edge in others. This

appears to be related to the dynamics just exterior the island's boundaries. We also discuss how
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resonances get resolved as h shrinks and one case where the resonance should be resolved by the I

top of our spectra is treated in detail. '. î

The irregular class of states (and levels) are analyzed from a statistical and ensemble point K . . ; >

of view. The naive expectation that their spectral fluctuations should correspond to those of a , , " ' V

classical random matrix ensemble (the GOE), as assumed in the Berry-Robnik surmise, is not '<t<

borne out. The mechanism for the departure is found to lie in the introduction of long time scales ' '• .

due to partial barriers deep within the chaotic sea. ;- ' ,.

In a treatment which applies quite generally to systems with isolated sets of partial barriers, we

derive how the nearly separate volumes of phase space, their barriers and the fluxes that cross them,

can be related semiclassically to values of certain mean square matrix element admixings when ' -

viewed from relevant bases. This in turn leads to the introduction of generalized random matrix

ensembles which recover the Berry-Robnik surmise and, for fully chaotic systems, the Bohjgas- ;

Giannoni-Schmit conjecture as limiting cases. For one case of coupling (—0.35, T / 4 ) the classical

dynamics are thoroughly investigated thus fixing the generalized ensemble and it is found that its

fluctuation properties match those of the quartic oscillators. !

An interesting consequence of the modeling in terms of generalized random matrix ensembles ' ' . j

concerns the localization of eigenfunctions. With the help of a degenerate perturbation theory we ~-''

have derived for some parameter ranges the extent of localization and how it translates into "quan- ; è

turn suppression of classical chaos". This prediction is quantitatively confirmed in the quantum - \\ •

™ dynamics. An experimental îealization of this with the kind of recent and beautiful experiments

"1

• rg&i&t

on absorption by microwave cavities seems possible [100].
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14 Throughout our investigation we have been struck by the richness of the quantum asymptotics '<
I < 3
*•"--%• of such simple a system as two coupled quartic oscillators. From a semiclassieal vantage point this ' *

of such simple a system as two coupled quartic oscillators. From a semiclassieal vantage point this . .

is not surprising in view of the fact that simple classical systems themselves, and, in particular, \

the quartic oscillators, exhibit an immense variety of dynamical features. Nevertheless, identifying '• \

] ' how this variety of dynamics is manifest in quantum mechanics is still a subject in its infancy and .' i \

;i ' this paper represents a step forward toward this goal. This is not a purely theoretical or aesthetic '
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endeavor even if here we have not attempted to make connection to a particular physical system.

The results of our investigation should concern those small systems caught between the quantum

and classical worlds such as the highly excited diamagnetic hydrogen atom, some simple molecules,

Rydberg molecules, mesoscopic systems, collective nuclear motion in transition regions, etc.

In fact, local mode excitations in molecules with discrete symmetries axe related to the dynami-

cal quasidegeneracies which we have found to be so useful both in confirming Percival's classification

scheme and as a probe into the working of semiclassical quantization (EBK) of certain states of

mixed phase space systems. Note that the quasidegeneracies' investigative potential by no means

has been exhausted in our study. They can serve as promising tools for tackling interesting physical

problems. Among them are cantorus quantization, an issue which needs to be further explored.

The observed poor working of torus quantization near the regular-chaos interface of small islands

may also be of interest even though the evidence at present is restricted to smral quantum num-

bers. Both points, which may be interrelated, are presently just empirical observations and call

for a theoretical understanding. For instance, the standard route "à Is Maslov" to EBK requires

the existence of a genuine invariant torus but does not take into account the neighboring classical

dynamics. Whereas it has been seen, by others as well as us, that a torus is not always mandatory,

it also appears that the local dynamics is not necessarily innocuous. The comparison with actual

data, supplied by the quasidegeneracies, may be crucial in the search of a semiclassical theory

interpreting why and when such quantization does or does not take place.

Of direct bearing on this subject is the study of tunneling between regular and chaotic states.

Another consequence of which is found beyond the quasi-integrable regime where the tunneling

between quasidegenerate doublets located on twin tori of KAM islands becomes sensitive to the

presence of the chaotic sea. A dramatic enhancement of the tunneling rate follows, giving rise to

a new mechanism called chaos assisted tunneling by Tomsovic and Ullmo [43]. This dynamical

tunneling between symmetric regular states strongly depends on an external parameter and should

be detectable experimentally in semiconductors, microwave cavities or perhaps the hydrogen atom

in a strong magnetic field.

Perhaps the most important outcome of the present work concerns the chaotic states, a theory
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of which is a challenging problem. First of all we have qualified the assumption, implicit in both

the Bohigas-Giannoni-Schmit conjecture and the Berry-Robnik surmise, that for the purpose of

the quantum system the chaos is a featureless entity which translates into universal fluctuation

properties, at least at small scale, and little else. Classically speaking it is known though that there

is structure of various kinds in the chaotic regions of phase space which can be rather complex

and, up to now, none of these structures has been related to the quantum asymptotics. We have

shown that some of these structures induce noticeable departures from the universality prediction,

and the picture which emerges is richer and more complex than suggested by the above mentioned

conjecture and surmise.

We have moreover gone a long way in section 5 toward putting the standard treatment of quan-

tum fluctuations, by which we mean their modeling by random matrix ensembles, on & physical

footing. The decorrelation and repartition of matrix elements in relevant bases finds an interpre-

tation in the Maslov image in terms of evolution of the non invariant tori defining the basis, and

their mixing. The notion of relevant bases has been introduced more or lets intuitively, and effort

towards putting it on a more formal footing would be well deserved. Generalized ensembles come

naturally by studying the Hamiltonian matrix in these bases, in which classical transport properties

can be semiclassically expressed. The transition parameter-flux relation expressing constraints on

the quantum system implied by partial classical transport barriers allows then quantitative pre-

dictions, such as it has been done for the quartic oscillators spectral fluctuations. Coming back

to the Bohigas-Giannoni-Schmit conjecture and Berry-Robnik surmise, they should be, at best,

considered to apply when no identifiable small Ajt exist, which means that the rate of exploration

of the entire energy surface is structureless. If structures are present, depending on the energy scale

considered, departures, which may be more or less difficult to exhibit in practice, are expected. It

may be interesting to find systems which may be considered, from the present discussion, as the

most featureless, and eventually, if there are some for which no structure at all is present. For

most mixed systems we expect that the chaotic region of the phase space will be far from being

featureless, therefore showing significant departures from the GOE regime.

Similarly, as discussed in section 6, the partial barriers in the chaotic sea which have fingerprints
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in the quantum spectral fluctuations, strongly affect the wave functions and wave packet propa-

gation. Times scales characterizing the rate of exploration of phase space give rise to localization

phenomena. The generalized random matrix ensembles, introduced to describe spectral fluctua-

tions, whose parameter are fixed by the classical dynamics, can be used to predict structures in

the wave packet propagation in the chaotic sea. Strong departure from the classical evolution of

a Liouville density, as predicted by the generalized random matrix model, are found when study-

ing the evolution of a wave packet in the quartic oscillators. They give rise to partial transport

semiclassical localization and provide another example of quantum dynamical suppression of chaos.

Some extensions of these problems remain to be addressed. The quantum translation of partial

barriers requires that they be isolated in order for the derivation to be valid. Furthermore, there is

an assumption of uncorrelated matrix elements so that special coherent behaviors are not expected

to be described with these generalized ensembles. One may imagine many interesting problems such

as how to treat barriers which are dense or fractal in nature. Moreover, due to the complexities

possible even for simple classical systems, the prescription for building generalised ensembles can

lead to quite varied ensembles ; there will be many interesting consequences which, of course, have

not all been foreseen.

Let us finally mention that some of the problems discussed here have some significance in the

physics of disordered media. Indeed, as discussed for instance in [95], the physics of quantum

electronic transport, instead of being considered as due to the motion of electrons in dirty metals

(random potentials), can be re-examined as a problem of electronic motion in a chaotic system.

And quantum mechanical coherence of electron wavefunctions in materials with imperfections has

led to new developments in the description of conductivity and to novel quantum interference effects

in electrical resistance measured in submicron devices [101]. It seems quite clear that in the future

the two areas, namely dynamical chaos and the physics of disordered media, will be more and more

closely related.
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Appendix A

For the GOE [16,17,18], the Y2{r) cluster function (see Eq. (5.30)), J(r) (see Eq. (5.35)) and £2(r)

(see Eq. (5.32)) are given as

Si(xr) £(r)

/M = '
.sinirr
) 1 - 4r( )2 + - 4Si(2*r) - 2Si(xr)

xr x xrxr • xr ' x

S 2 ( r ) = -|[ln(2xr) + 7 + 1 - cos(2xr) - Ci(2xr)] + 2r[l - ±Si

with

Ci(x) = 7 + ln(z) + J dy

O

1

- 1

r
Jo
. U

ifr = O

r > 0

r < 0

dy y
f* c o s y - 1

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A-3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)

and where 7 = 0.5772... is Euler's constant. The small r behavior of I(r) (see Eq. (5.35)) and JZ2(̂ )

(see Eq. (5.33)) is

I(r) = 2r-4r2 + ~rUO(r5) (A.7)

For a Poisson spectrum

= r2 .

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.10)

(A.11)
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Region

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Relative volume fi

0.03

0.09

0.13

0.13

0.36

0.21

0.05

Area

0.3

0.8

1.2

1.2

2.6

1.7

0.4

Total flux

1~2 0.05

2«-»3 0.07

3«-»4 0.13

4 ^ 5 0.21

5<-+6 0.28

6«-»7 0.12

• s

Table 1

Table 1 Relative volume /, of chaotic phase space of the different regions shown in Fig. 5 together with

their area in the Poincaré section and their connecting flux. Area and fluxes are calculated

for G = I and scale as E3/i.
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A

.00

-0.25

-0.35

-0.45

-0.60

1/2V5

1/4

x/4

x/4

sr/4

*/4

x/4

3^/4

3/2

calculated

100,000

28,000

22,000

15,000

9,000

8,000

6,000

N,,(Ehm)

OO

45,000

29,000

21,000

12,000

# of slices

1

3

3

2

1

1

1

K' ,
i :

Table 2

Table 2 Complete list of computed quartic oscillators spectra : number of calculated levels converged

to better than 10"2U, number of theoretically computable levels Nn(Eu1n) (Eq. (3.30) with

dmaz = 5000) and number of spectral slices used.
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h
Island #

a, a'

6,6'

d,d' J

(++).(+-)

r>2 odd

(+"),(-+)

symmetry

P1P2

Px

P2

Table 3

Table 3 Symmetry of quasi-doublets of the main KAM islands of the (A, 6) = (-0.25, x/4) and

(-0.35, r/A) cases (see Fig. 1).
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^

(1+2)« 3

3«-»4

4~5

5<->(6+7)

A,*

0.6

1.05

0.65

0.4

PC

Table 4

I'

Table 4 Values of the transition parameters Kjk (see Eq. (5.26) and Table 1) for the case (A, b) =

(—0.35, x/4) used in the Monte Carlo calculation of the fluctuation*. Regions 1 and 2, and 6

and 7 are grouped together because their connecting A's are rather large (Ai2 = 2.4, A6Z = 1-7

and regions 1 and 7 contain very few states. Taking these structures into account does not

modify the fluctuation result. The values are for an average energy of É = 706 corresponding

to the 16,000"" to the 22,0Ou"1 level. The effects of the reflection symmetries, which has been

accounted for, reduces the values by a factor 4 (see Eq. (5.29)).
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region

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

5

island #a

?i(max)

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.514

0.670

0.533

0.248

0.

Î2

^2 (max)

0.404

0.

0.385

0.800

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

Pi
p(max)

0.987

0.987

0.935

0.768

0.561

0.

0.237

0.

0.629

p(max)

0.

0.158

0.321

0.

0.784

0.894

0.929

0.998

0.777

a2

"I
1.

1.

1.

0.25

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

Table 5

Table 5 Parameters of the wave packets used for a quantitative comparison of the semiclassical pre-

diction and the quantum results (see Table 6). The labeling of the different regions is as in

Fig. 5. The states are obtained by symmetrization, by P\, Pi, and T, of the gaussian expres-

sion Eq. (6.11). gi(max) = (bE/a(X))ljA (resp. q2(max) = (E/ba(\)?/4) is the maximum

4i (resp. 92) in the q2 = 0 (resp. qi - 0) Poincaré section, p(max) = y/2E is the maximum

momentum, and a\ is equal to E~xl*. The packets considered correspond to E = 100. $ 5

serves as propagated packet, and the other ones as probe gaussians.
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C52

C53

C54

C55

C56

C56«

C57

c 5 a

quantum

resuit

0.21 10-1

0.44 10~3

0.72 10-3

2.43 10"3

3 x 6.4010-3

4.62 10~3

1.72 ÎO"3

1.50 10~3

0.15 10~3

semiclassical

prediction

-

-

-

3.64 lu"3

3 x 9.50 lu"3

4.3710-3

4.2510"3

-

-

Table 6

pre-
is in

>res-

num

num
$ 5

m
m

•

r

I
It

I;
r I

f.
I
3
téL

Table 6 Comparison, for the wave packets corresponding to Table 5, between the perturbative semi-

classical prediction Eq. (6.22) and the quantum values of the time average of the correlation

functions, Cjk (see Eq. (6.18)). The moving packet $ 5 is propagated for the quartic oscillators

system with (A, 6) = (-0.35, x/4). C55 derives from the autocorrelation function (*"(0)i*5(t))

and therefore a factor of three has to be included (see footnote). When more than one barrier

has to be crossed by the moving packet the first order perturbation result is insufficient to

approximate the ensemble prediction since it gives a zero value. This is indicated by a dash

on the right hand column.

> ' •' '
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Poincaré sections corresponding to the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (2.1) for 6 = x/4 and

ordered by decreasing values of A (increasing coupling). For A = O, the location of the two

one dimensional motions M\ and M2 shown on Fig. 2 are indicated, (a) <?i = 0 sections, and

(b) 92 = 0 sections.

Fig. 2 Equipotential contour in configuration space and the two trajectories M\ and Ai2 along the

axis qi and q2 for (K b) — (Oj^/4).

Fig. 3 Intersections of the Wf and W" (i = a, a!) stable and unstable manifolds starting from

the fixed hyperbolic points Ha, Ha- and giving rise to a set of bounded regions Bn (n =

. . . - 2,-1,0,1,2,.. .). Ha and Ha> are associated to the island #a and #a' displayed in

Fig. 1. The case (A, 6) = (-0.35, T / 4 ) is illustrated on the M2 Poincaré section qt — 0.

Fig. 4 Construction of a partial barrier illustrated on the ^1 = 0 Poincaré section M2 for (A1A) =

(-0.35,IT/4). Starting from the two fixed hyperbolic points Ha,Ba' one follows the stable

and unstable manifolds to the primary homoclinic intersection point A00' and its partner.

The shaded flux loop maps in one iteration the new loop as indicated. See text and Fig. 3

for further explanation.

Fig. 5 Different regions in phase space separated by partial barriers for the case (A, b) = ( -0.35, x/4) ;

(a) ji = 0 Poincaré section, and (b) C2 = 0 Poincaré section. The regular islands are also

outlined. See text for further explanation.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the one-dimensional quartic oscillator energies coming from a diagonalization

in a well adapted harmonic oscillator basis (360 states taken) with the energies deriving from

the first four terms in the semiclasskal expansion (Eqs.(3.31) and (3.32)). Between n = 0

and n = 40, one sees the approach of the semiclassics to the actual energies. From n = 40 to

n = 260, the diagonalization is converged to 15 decimal places and all states up to here may

be used for the coupled quartic oscillators problem. Beyond n = 260, the exponentially fast

failure to converge is seen.
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Fig. 7 Oscillatory part of the unfolded cumulative density of states, 8N = N(E) - N[E), for the

case (X, b) = (-0.25, x/4). The unfolding was performed with Eq. (3.20). We show in (a) the

entire spectrum of reflection symmetry (+, +) as patched together from the 3 slices that were

used, and (b) the result for just the uppermost slice of reflection symmetry (+, - ) .

Fig. 8 A visualization of a 2-torus and its two irreducible paths C\ and C^.

Fig. 9 Configuration space drawing of representative tori, one each coining from the islands # a,b,c,d,e

respectively for the case (X, b) = (-0.25, x/4). Their symmetric partners in a',b',c',d',e' are

easily visualized (see also Fig. 1).

Fig. 10 Expanded view of island # a' showing some of its structure ; (a) $2 = 0 section for the case

(A, 6) = (-0.25, x/4), and (b) C1 = Q section for the case (A, 6) = (-0.35, x/4).

Fig. 11 Comparison of the classical and semiclassically derived actions of island # a. The unprimed

figurei are for the case (A, 6) = ( -0.35, T / 4 ) and the primed for (-0.25, x/4). In (a) are given

(a, J°) which are obtained directly from the numerical integration of the classical equations

of motion. In (b) are the derived actions (J°i,/"2) related to (a, J°) by Legendre trans-

formation. In (c) are shown the semiclassically derived actions via EBK and the quantum

number assignments.

Fig. 12 Expanded view of two portions of Fig. l i b ' and c' superposed, each one corresponding

roughly to a J^-interval containing two successive points of the ti\ = 0 sequence, (a) at the

interior of the classical island ; (b) outside the classical island. The agreement between the

classical line and quantum points is very precise when the fit*» is defined. The points furthest

from the classical line in (a), and from its extrapolation in (b) are in the »1 = 0 sequence,

where the semiclassics should and do work the worst.

Fig. 13 Quantum numbers (ni,n2) of the regular states identified in and around island # a as quasi-

doublets. The straight line locates the classical border of the KAM island and the lower right

represent the exterior, (a) from the first 28,000 eigenvalues of the case (A, *) = (-0.25, x/4).

(b) from the first 22,000 eigenvalues of the case (A,6) = (-0.35,x/4) ; the straight line
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corresponds to J,0 = 0.37 and the straight dotted line to Jf - 0.40. See text for further

explanation.

Fig. 14 Quantum numbers (11,112) of the regular states identified in and around island # b as quasi-

doublets from the first 22,000 eigenvalues of the case (A, 6) = (-0.35,x/4). The straight line

locates the classical border of the KAM island and the lower right represent the exterior.

Fig. 15 Illustration in the {Jl/2xh, J2/2irh) plane of the reassignment from the (ni, n2) to the (mi, m2)

quantum numbers for the r/s — 2/3 resonance in island # a for the case (A, b) = {—0.35, x/4)

(see also Fig. 10b). The thick almost (on this scale) horizontal line represents the curve gE

at the energy E where the resonance starts to quantize directly. The thick straight lines rep-

resent the border of the resonance and the thick dashed line its center. The m\ = 0 (TO1 =1)

sequence lies in the horizontally (vertically) dashed region. See text for further explanation.

Fig. 16 logarithm of the quasi-degeneracy splittings (as always rescaled to unit mean spacing) for

three tori versus n\ ((A, 6) = (-0.25, TT/4)). The points are connected by dashed lines for

easier viewing. A value zero indicates the pair was not located. The figures are: a) torus

J\ = 0.34, b) torus Ji = 0.53, and c) presumed cantorus J1 = 0.68 just exterior the 2/5

resonance.

Fig. 17 logarithm of the quasi-degeneracy splittings for three cases of fixed quantum numbers (»|, n2)

versus A. h changes a factor three between figures a and c. The arrows indicate the avoided

level crossings, (+) occurring between the symmetry (ei, £2) = (+» +) levels and (—) between

the (- , - ) ones. The (ni,n2) values are: a) (0,14), b) (0,24), and c) (1,44).

Fig. 18 Illustration, using the harmonic oscillator H(q,p) = |(p2+q2), of the relation bet ween partial

traces and volume integrals in restricted regions of phase space. The curvy line corresponds

to the Wigner transform of Eq. (5.3) where the summation extends from the 200'th to the

250'th eigenstate (energy domain between -v/ÏÔT and \/5ÔT). The points correspond to the

characteristic function Eq. (5.5)
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Fig. 19 Oscillatory part of the unfolded cumulative density of states, SN = N(E) - N(E), for a slice

[1000-2000] of 1000 levels, (a) From a Poissonian spectrum with centroid adjusted, (b) from

the uncoupled quartic oscillators (A, 6) = (0,ir/4), reflection symmetry (+, +) ; the unfolding

was performed using Eq. (3.20).

Fig. 20 Oscillatory part of the unfolded cumulative density of states, SN — N(E) — N(E), for a slice

[1000-2000] of 1000 levels, (a) From a 5000-dimensional GOE matrix ; the spectrum was un-

folded analytically using Wigner's semicircle law. (b) from the coupled quartic oscillators for

the case (A, 6) = (-0.60, ir/4), and reflection symmetry (+, +) ; the unfolding was performed

using Eq. (3.20).

Fig. 21 To illustrate saturation effects, plot of the number variance S2(r) versus r for a slice [4600-

5800] containing 800 levels. Top : (d) from the uncoupled quartic oscillators for the case

(A, 6) = (0,x/4). Bottom : (d) from the coupled quartic oscillators for the case (A, 6) =

(-0.60, T / 4 ) . For the sake of comparison, the GOB (a) and Poisson (e) results are also

drawn.

Fig. 22 Results for the spectral fluctuations and comparison with different models. Top : number

variance £2(r). Middle : integral of the two-level cluster function (see Eq. (5.35)). Bottom :

the measure £2(1*) (see Eq. (5.33)) ; notice the difference in abscissa, (a) one GOE ; (b)

five GOE blocks weighted according to the fraction of total phase space volume (see Table

1), the blocks are decoupled ; (c) from the theory presented in this paper, namely like (b)

but with blocks coupled by the Ajt as given in Table 4 ; (d) from the 16000'th to the

22000'th eigenenergies of the coupled quartic oscillators, case (A, 6) = (-0.35, T / 4 ) - the

regular levels (~ 12%) have been subtracted out ; (e) from a Poissonian spectrum, for the

sake of comparison. See text for further explanation.

Fig. 23 Plot of the measure R2 to illustrate, for the case (A, 6) = (-0.35, */4), the energy dependence

predicted by the theory. (/) from the 3900'th to the 6000'th level ; (m) from the 8500'th to

the 11600'th level ; (h) from the 17400'th to the 22000'th level, (a), (b) and (=) as in Fig. 22.
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Fig. 24 Propagation, in configuration space, of a wave packet for two different values of the quartic

oscillators' coupling A. The state originally belongs to region (6+7) (see Fig. 5) and has a mean

energy E = 100. Time is measured in units of island #a central closed orbit's period. For

(A, 6) = ( ~ 0 . 6 0 , T / 4 ) (left column), the classical phase space may be regarded as structureless.

For (A, 6) = (-0.35, x/4) (right column), partial barriers described in section 2.4 are present.

Fig. 25 Absolute value of the correlation functions cjk = (^(OjlVty)) (** E * (6-13)), where the

moving packet •$? corresponds to the one displayed in Fig. 24. At t = 0 it is launched from

region (6+7). The probe packets belong to : (top) region (6+7) ; (second) region 5 ; (third)

region (1+2) ; (bottom) island #a. See text and Fig. 24's caption for further explanation.

As in Fig. 24, time is measured in units of island #a central closed orbit's period.

Fig. 26 Shot! time autocorrelation (f < Q), m the quartic oscillators with (A, b) = (-0.35, x/4) ,

of the symmetrized wave packets ¥ 6 ' (top left), * 6 (bottom left), * s (top right), and # 4

(bottom right), whose parameters are given in IUiIe 5. A dear difference exists between

!{•6'(0)|*6'(t))|, showing sharp recurrences regularly spaced which is the signature of strong

scarring, and the other functions. Ia fact, except for #6', these short time autocorrelation

functions have been used to select in Table 5, by successive trial, states as spared as possible

from the action of closed orbit. For time scale guidance, the period of the shortest orbits is

T ~ 2 at E = 100.

Fig. tû7 Spectrum of the wave packet $ 5 (see Table 5), Intensity in arbitrary units, obtained by Fourier

transforming the autocorrelation function ($s(0)|45(t)). $5(t) is propagated quantum me-

chanically for the quartic oscillators with (A, 6) = (-0.35, x/4), during a time I/ ~ 300. (up)

total spectrum ; (down) blow up of the energy range 95. < E < 98. The location of the

eigenvalues calculated in section 3 are indicated bellow the abscissa axis. The perfect corre-

spondence between the two sets of data insures that the quantum propagation of *5(f) has

been properly done.
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